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Abstract 

Massive neutrinos were the first proposed, and still remain the most natu
ral , particle candidate for the dark matter. We inves tigate here the properties 
and astrophysical implications of self-gravitating degenerate heavy w~utrino 

matter. 
~eutrinos of 10 to 25 keY /c2 might cluster around the sun forming a 

halo of a few solar masses and a few light years radius. We calculate the 
perihelion shifts of planetary and asteroidal orbits that are expected due to 
the presence of a conjectured degenerate heavy neutrino halo around the sun. 
While the General Relativistic perihelion shifts are positive, those due to a 
possible dark matter halo are in general negati ve . A neutrino mass around 
rv 16 keV is consistent with the observed mass excesses within the orbits 
of various outer planets, as ob tailled from astrometrical data and Voyager 1 
and 2 and Pioneer 10 and 11 ranging data. 

We then study the general relati vistic effects on degenerate neutrino balls 
using the Tolman-Oppenheimer- Yolkoff (TO V ) equations of hydrostatic equi
librium. An extension of the TO\' equations is made to describe the detailed 
properties of supermassive neutrino balls around compact objects such as 
white dwarfs and neutron stars. We further show that the supermassive 
compact dark object near Sgr A * at the Galact ic center could be an ex
tended obj ect rather than a black hole. In fact these two scenarios can be 
distinguished by tracking the orbit of one of the fast moving stars near the 
Galactic center. VVe finall y calculate the em ission spectrum of the supcrmas
sive compact dark object using the standard accretion theory and show that 
the calculated rad io wave to infrared emission spectrum between A = 0.3 cm 
and A = 10-3 crn is consistent with the observations . 

Abstract 

Massive neutrinos were the first. proposed, and still remain I.lt e most natu
ral, particle cand idate for the da.rk matter. We investigate here the properties 
and ast rophysical impl ications of self-gravitat ing degenerate heavy nputrino 
matter. 

~eu l rinos of 10 to 25 keY /c2 might cluster around the sun forming a 
halo of a few solar masses and a few light years radius. We calculate the 
perihelion shi fts of pJalletary and asLeroidal orbits that are expected due to 
the presence of a conjectured degeJlerate heavy nf'ut.rino halo aro~md the sun. 
While the General Relat.ivistic perihelion shifts are posit.iv<', t.hose due to a 
possible dark matter halo are in general negat.ive. A neutrino mass Mound 
"'" 16 keV is consist.ent with the observed mass excesses wit hin the orbits 
of va rious outer planets, as obtai lied from astrometrical data and \'oyagcr 1 
and 2 and Pioneer 10 alld 11 ranging dat.a. 

We then study the general relati vistic effects on degpnerat.e neutrino balls 
using the Tolma.n-Oppenheirner-VolkoIT (TOY) equations of hydroslal..ic equi
librium. An extf'llsion of the TOV equal iolls is made lo df'scribe lhe detailed 
properties of slipermassive neutrino balls around compact objects sllch as 
while dwarfs and neutron stars. We further show that the slipennassive 
compact dark object near Sgr A'~ a.t the Galactic center could be an ex
tended object, rather t,han a black hole. In fad these two scenar ios CaJ1 be 
dist.inguished bi tracking the orbit of one of the fast. mov ing stars neal' the 
Galactic center. We finally calculate the emission spcdl'um of the sup<'rmas
sive compact dark object using the st.andard accretion theory and show that 
the calculated radio wav£' to infrared emission spectrum bet.ween A = 0.3 em 
and>' = lO-J em is consistent with the obsprvalions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The evidence for the existence of large arnounts of of unseen "dark matter" in 
the universe, especially in halos around luminous galaxies and in groups and 
rich clusters of galaxies, has been known for a long time [1. 2J. The presence 
of the dark matter is inferred from the observcd flat rotation curves in spiral 
galaxies, the diffuse emission of x-rays in elliptical galaxies and clusters of 
galaxies, as well as from cluster dynamics. Primordial nucleosynthesis entails 
that most of baryonic matter in this universe is nonluminous, and such an 
amount of dark matter falls suspiciously close to that required by galactic 
rotation curves. However, although a significant component of dark matter 
in galactic halos is presumably baryonic [3]. the bulk part of dark matter in 
this universe is helieved to be nonbaryonic. 

The problem of dark matter (DM) started already with the pioneering 
works of Oort ['lJ in 1932 and Zwicky [.5J in 1933. Actually, there are sev
eral dark matter problems on different scales ranging from the solar neigh
bourhood, galactic halos, cluster of galaxies to cosmological scales. Many 
candidates have been proposed [6J, both baryonic as well as nonbaryonic, to 
explain the dark matter paradigm, but the issue of the nature of dark mat ter 
[7J is still not settled. 

There are some alternatives to the existence of DM. These are based on 
the idea that ~ewtonian dynamics ceases to be valid at smaller accelera
tions [8J or large scales [9, 10, 11, 12J. This approach is known as Modified 
Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [13]. In the framework of MOND , some ob
servational fact s related to D:Y1 in the dwarf and spiral galaxies and galaxy 
clusters were successfully reproduced without invoking the existence of dark 
matter [13, 14]. However, as the latter approach has no viable relativistic 
generalisation [15], it cannot be applied on cosmological scales. For com
pleteness, we also mention a covariant alternative to general relativity. a 
conformally invariant fourth-order theory [16], whi ch in the non relativistic 
regime leads to a linear gravitationaJ potcntial in addition to the ~ewtonian 
1/T' term. This theory can explain some of the galactic and cluster dynamics 
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DM problems. But at the same time, any modification of general relativity 
is not accepted without debate [17]. 

There are essEntially only two main lines of research in this field. The first 
focuses on the search for baryonic DM hidden in the form of nonluminous 
objects, such as brown dwarfs, through the gravitational microlensing events, 
while the second deals with the detection of DM of nonbaryonic origin, such 
as massive neutrinos, supersymmetric particles, axions, etc., which could 
serve as dark maLter candidates. 

One of the most natural particle candidates for nonbaryonic DM are , 
of course, massive neutrinos. Non-zero neutrino masses , would thus be an 
indication of physics beyond the Standard Model of particle physics. Since 
there exists a number of indications that the Standard :\10del cannot be the 
final theory, it would not be a big surprise if neutrinos were massive. As the 
direct experimeni,allimits on neutrino masses show [18] 

Tn ve < 15 eV, Tnv!-, < 0.17 MeV, Tn Vr < 18.2 ~1eV, 

the neutrino masses have to be much smaller than the corresponding quark 
and charged lepton masses. ,\n intriguing explanation of this fact could be 
given by the so-called see-saw mechanism [19, 20] where a right-handed Ma
jorana mass }\II, at a large scale, i.e. MCr.': T r-v 1015±2 GeV modifies through 
mixing the usual Dirac-type mass TnD of the lightest state Tn'b/}\II« TnD· 

In the simplest versions of this scheme, the neutrino masses would scale as 
the square of the corresponding charged lepton masses. There are variants 
(e.g. in models of loop-induced neutrino masses) where neutrino masses are 
instead linearly related to the charged lepton masses. 

Indeed, there are several indications that neutrinos are not massless. Al
though none of the direct kinematical measurements of neutrino masses 
has given a value inconsistent with zero, evidence from neutrino oscilla
tions experiments is mounting that neutrinos oscillate in flavour and hence 
must posses non-zero masses [21]. To give a cosmologically interesting con
tribution to D, Lhe neutrino mass should be in a relatively narrow range 

2Tn v C r-v 1 - 50 e\'. A neutrino heavier than that would overclose the universe 
(unless Tn vC2 > 4 GeV), which for Dirac neutrinos is ruled out by accelerator 
and direct detection data up to the TeV range. whereas a lighter neutrino 
would only give a small and dynamically not important contribution to D. 

In this thesis, \\le will focus on nonbaryonic DM consisting of weakly 
interacting hea.v y fermions. vVe are particularly interested in fermions of 
masses between 10 and 25 ke V / c2 which cosmologically fall into the category 
of cold dark matter. Fermions of such masses , interpreted in the following as 
heavy neutrinos, are important as they could form supermassive degenerate 
neutrino balls, that could mimic the properties of compact dark objects with 

5 5masses ranging from 106. Me:; to 109 . ,\18 usua.lly taken to be black holes. 
These have been reported to exist at the center of a number of galaxies 
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[22, 23, 24, 25J including our own [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32J and quasistellar 
objects. It is interesting to note that neutrinos in this mass range can also 
cluster around ordinary stars, and thus these neutrinos could account for at 
least part of galactic dark matter. A further motivation for studying the 
collapsed structures of heavy neutrino matter is the recent increased interest 
in fermionic cold dark matter models [33] in which massive neutrinos play 
an important role in structure formation in the early universe. 

Let us assume that the LSKD experiment is correct and its parameters 
8m~" = m~p - m~e ~ 1 ey2/c4 and sin 2 28 Jle ~ 10-2 can be interpreted as 

mv 
p 
~ 1 eY fe2 » m ve , in spite of the fact that KARMEN collaboration [31J 

has not observed 11,£ ---+ lie oscillations [35J in at least part of thp parameter 
space advocated by LSl\D. Let us further assume that the original quadratic 
see-saw mechanism based on the up, charm and top quark masses [19, 20] , 
i.e. mv = m;1M with q = U, c, t. Inserting the experimental quark masses 
mu ~ 5 ~IeV/c2 , me ~ 1.5 GeV/e2 and mt ~ 180 GeV/c2 

, we conclude that 
2the lie and liT masses are Tnve ~ 11.1 f-le V1e2 and TnVT ~ 11.4 ke V 1e , respec

tively. Such a heavy neutrino mass is neither in conflict with paTticle and 
nuclear physics experiments nor with astrophysical observations [36]. Here, 
we note that that the see-saw Majorana mass 1\1 ~ 2.25 x 109 GeV is much 
smaller than the GUT scale lvieuT ~ 1016 GeV in this scenario. The liT mass 
lies in the cosmological forbidden region between between 93 h -2 eVI c2 and 

4 GeVIc2 [37J with 0.5 ,S h ~ 0.8. It is well known that such a quasistable 
neutrino would pose serious problems in cosmology, as it would generate 
an early matter dominated phase, starting perhaps as early as a couple of 
weeks after the Big-Bang. As a direct consequence of the existence of such a 
heavy neutrino, a critical universe would have reached the current microwave 
background temperature in less than 1 Gyr, i.e., much too early to accom
modate the oldest stars in globular clusters, nuclear cosmochronometry, and 
the Hubble expansion age. 

It is well known [38], however, that there are presumably only two ways 
to bypass these stringent cosmological constraints on the neutrino masses: 
(i) reheating; (i i) either the decay or annihilation of the neutrinos and an
tineutrinos. Reheating of the plasma would have to take place between the 
nucleosynthesis and (re)combination. The temperature can only increase by a 
factor of 2 or 3 at most during reheating, because otherwise it would, through 
a baryon to pho ton ratio which differs from that after three minutes, also re
duce the number of baryons below the number that is observed in stars of 
our universe. T herefore , reheating alone is certainly not sufficient to bypass 
the cosmological bounds on neutrino mass. If the decay involves photons, 
it should happen at temperatures that are not too different from the energy 
of the decay photons, so that they have enough time to thermalize and do 
not distort the microwave background. Regardless of whether photons are 
involved in the decay or not, this would obviously involve non-standard par
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not distort the microwave background. Regard less of whether photons are 
involved in the decay or not, this would obviously ill valve non-standard par-
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tide physics. Annihilation via the ZO can only be effective in gravitationally 
condensed objects. In fact , it has been shown [33] that a similar scenario, 
in which the cosmological bounds can be bypassed , exists in supermassive 
neutrino balls. 

It is conceivabk, however, that, in the prcsence of such heavy neutri
nos, the evolution of the early universe will differ substant ially from that of 
the Standard Model of Cosmology. :.Iputrino balls may have emerged in lo
cal condensation processes during a gravitational phase transition, after the 
neutrino-matter dominated epoch began . The latent heat produced in such 
a first-order phase transition is about 3.6% of the rest mass of the neutri no 
balls [39]. The la.tter might have reheated the radiation background apart 
from reheating the gaseous phase. Soon after the formation of neutrino balls, 
annihilation of heavy neutrinos into light neutrinos via the ZO would take 
place efficiently in the interior of neutrino balls [36,10]. Since both these 
processes would increase the age of the universe, i. e. postpone the time when 
the universe reaches the current microwave background temperature, a qua
sistable neutrino in the mass range bebveen 10 and 25 b~V / c2 is presumably 
not incompatible with cosmological and ast rophysical observations [36 : 41]. 

In fact, based on the Thomas-Fermi model at finite temperat ure, it has 
been shown [30, 37, 42, 43 , 4l] that some time during the heavy neutrino 
matter dominated epoch, the universe \,vill undergo a gravitational phase 
transition , yielding a condensed phase that consists of degenerate neutrino 
balls [36,40,45 ,46, 39]. Most of the matter, if not all, will be in the con
densed phase below the critical temperature. Only a fraction of 10-3 of the 
neutrinos are estimated to be in the gaseous phase after thi s phase transition 
leading to a neut rino dominated critical uni verse today. Moreover, the latent 
heat associated with this first-order phase transition will be released and the 
plasma will be moderately reheated. Of course, for thi s phase tra,nsi tion to 
happen, one would need an efficient di ssipation mechanism within or beyond 
the Standard Model of particle physics, in order to make sure that the neutri
nos and anti neutrinos can settle in the state of lowest energy in a reasonable 
period of time. 

In this thesis, we fo cus primarily on gravitat ionally clustered, degenerate 
nonbaryonic matt er consisting of weakl y interact ive fcrmions of mass around 
15 keY / c2 and we would like to study the influence of such a fermionic halo on 
the motion of planets around the sun [47]. We then consider an astrophysical 
system made of two types of constituents fprmions: one wit h a mass around 
15 keV/c2 which we subsequently call "neutrino", and the other with a mass 
around 1 GeV/c2 which we henceforth call "neutralino". With regards to t he 
neutralino masses, neutralinos are generally assumed to have masses of tens 
of GeV. A standard mx? > 23 GeV/c2 (C.L. = 95%) neutralino or ami > 15 
GeV/c2 (C.L. = 90%) photino which are the experimental and observational 
limits [48], can be used as examples of neut ralino masses in this approach. 
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However, in mos t models of low-energy supersymmetry in which dimension
3 supersymmetry breaking operators are highly suppressed [49], photinos 
and gluinos are very light. In this quite attractive supersymmetry breaking 
scenario, the lightest R-odd particle may be a color-singlet state containing 
a gluino, the RO~ with mass mRO in the 1 to 2 GeV range [50J . Moreover, it 
has been recently pointed out [51J within this framework, that a photino 1 
slightly lighter than the RO, in the mass range of 100 MeV to 1.4 Ge V, would 
survive as the relic R-odd species and it might be an attractive dark matter 
candidate. Indeed , a light photino with a mass in the range 1.2 ::; mRo/m;y ::; 

2.2 is cosmologically acceptable and in the range 1.6 ::; mRo /m;y ::; 2.2 even 
an excellent dark m atter candidate. Neutralino stars could thus mimic the 
properties of Massive Compact Halos Objects (MACHOs) [52, 53J. 

It is important to mention that the chosen neutralino mass offers the 
possibility to replace the neutralino with a neutron , as the strong-interaction 
effects of the neutron in neutron star matter can be simulated by an effective 
mass. Of course, this substitution is only valid as long as the binding energy 
of the neutron is larger than the Q value for the neutron decay, so that the 
neutron can be considered stable in neutron star matter. Moreover, simi
lar scenarios can be treated in the same fram ework: Apart from a neutrino 
halo around a neutron star ) one might study the properties of an astrophys
ical system consisting of a neutrino halo around a white dwarf or around 
any ordinary star [45J. All these baryonic stars can be approximakd by a 
polytropic equat.ion of state v\·hich eventually result in the same nonlinear 
differential equations of Lane-Emden type. Thus the study of this simple 
interacting neut rino-neutralino system allows us to learn a great deal about 
the properties of gravitationally clustered baryoni c and nonbaryonic matter. 

Neutrino balls are described in this thesis as alternatives to the super
massive black holes at the Galactic centers. Thf're are two general lines of 
argument that are used to "prove" the existence of black holes in Galactic 
nuclei. The first attempts to measure the total mass within a volume, and 
argues that no other form besides a black hole can have these parameters. 
This is done either via estimation of the volume from variability data (via the 
light travel argument) and mass from luminosity (via the Eddington mass 
limit). Alternatively, this can be determined by a measurement of veloci ty 
of matter at a specified distance from the central obj ect, essentially using 
Kepler's laws. Despite the vast and tantalizing work undertaken to resolve 
the issue of the existence of supermassive black holes (BHs) at the centers 
of galaxies, it seems fair to say that, in thi s case, the jury is still out (for a 
current status see ref. [54J for a review). The discovery of quasars in the early 
1960 's quickly spurred the idea that thest" amazing powerful sources derive 
their energy from accretion of matter onto compact, supermassive obj ects of 
106 to 109 solar masses. This has led many to believe that these objects are 
supermassive bJack holes [55, 56, 57]. Since then this model has provided a 
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highly useful framework for the study of quasars, or more generally, of the ac
tive galactic nucleus (AGN) phenomenon [58]. Yet, despite its success, there 
is little empirical basis for believing that this model is correct. As it has 
also been pointed out [59, 60], the current belief of the scientific community 
that the driving engines of active galactic nuclei are actually supermassive 
black holes largely rests on the implausibility of alternative explanations, in 
particular, explanations which are based on some form of clustered baryonic 
matter. Thus, as there is no compelling evidence that the supermassive BRs 
exist at the galactic centers, alternative scenarios ought to be developed. 

A very compact dark stellar cluster [61 , 62] has been suggested as an 
alternative to the black hole scenario. However , such dark clusters models 
are highly improbable [60, 63J due to stability criteria. ;\ viable cluster must 
have both evaporation and collision time scales greater than the life time of 
the Galaxy 10 Gyr. This is more likely to be fulfilled with a cluster of/"'oJ 

substellar objects. But, apart from a cluster of a very low-mass black holes 
that is free of stability problems, the most attractive alternative to a dense 
stellar cluster is a cluster of elementary weakly interacting particles. 

In fact, an alternative model for the supermassive compact dark objects 
at the Galactic centers has recently been developed [30. 31, 32, 36,45,46,39, 
64,65]. It has been shown [31] that the dark matter concentration observed 
through stellar motion at the Galactic center [66, 67, 68] is consistent with 
a supermassive object of 2.5 x 106 solar masses made of self-gravitating, de
generate heavy neutrino matter. A neutrino ball at the Oppenheimer-Yolkoff 
limit [39] which corresponds to a neutrino mass of few hundreds keY/c2

, is 
almost indistinguishable from a black hole of the same mass . However, these 
two scenarios differ substantially for neutrino masses between 10 and 25 
keY/c2

. In fact, the observational data [28 ,66,67] on the supermassive dark 
object at the Galactic center restrict the neutrino mass to TTlv ~ 13.4 keY /e2 

for gv = ,1 or mv ~ 15.9 keV /e2 for gv = 2, where gv is the spin degeneracy 
factor of the neu trinos and antineutrinos. Csing these lower bounds, the 
emitted spectrum by Sgr A * was calculated in the framework of standard 
accretion disk theory [32, 69] and it has been shown that the neutrino ball 
model explains a part of the radio wave and infrared emission of the observed 
spectrum if the neutrino mass and the accretion rate fulfil some constraints. 

The most reliable technique to find the mass distribution at the Galactic 
center is based on the statistical analysis of the dynamics of stars. This is 
due to the fact that stars are direct tracers of the gravitational potential and 
are not affected by non-gravitational forces, in contrast to gas clouds, for 
example, which may be vastly affected by existing magnetic fields. Standard 
techniques based on the J eans equation [3l. 70] to determine the mass of 
the central object are not efficient as the results obtained in this approach 
are quite sensitive to the effects of velocity anisotropy [59]. While at pro
jected distances from Sgr A * larger than 0.1 pc the number of stars observed 
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within a shell of a given projected thickness is large enough to make the 
calculation of the velocity dispersion statistically sound. this number drops 
only to 15 stars within 1 arcsec2 [28], rendering a statistical treatment of the 
innermost stars around Sgr A * somewhat meaningl~ss. Thus, in this thesis 
we would like to explore the gravitational potential of Sgr A * without using 
statistics, i.e. studying the motion of individual stars [71, 72], in particular, 
in the immediate vicinity of the Galactic center. where statistical arguments 
cannot be easily applied due to the low density of stars. Such analysis has 
the advantage of being model independent as it will be solely based on the 
Newtonian dynamics. 

This thesis is organized as follows: In chapter 2, we derive the equations 
that govern the structure of neutrino balls in the framework of Newtonian 
theory and also study the effect of such neutrino halos on the planetary and 
asteroidal orbits around the sun. In chapter 3, we investigate the relativistic 
effects on degenerate neutrino balls and generalize the Tolman-Oppenheimer 
Volkoff equations to includ~ gravitationally clustered, degenerate nonbary
onic matter around com pact stars such as neu tralino (neutron) stars and 
white dwarfs. In chapter 4, we show that the supermassive compact dark 
object at the Galactic center could be an extended object rather than a 
supermassive black hole. This is achieved by considering the motion of the 
fastest star Sl or (SO-I) in the black hole or neutrino ball scenarios of Sgr A*. 
We then calculate the emission sp~ctrum of the compact dark object at the 
Galactic center using the standard thin accretion disk theory and compare 
our predictions with the most recent observations. Our results are summa
rized in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 

Non-relativistic neutrino balls 


2.1 The model 

In this chapter, we study the properties of a non-relativistic gas made of 
heavy neutrinos and antineutrinos. We assume that neutrinos interact only 
gravitationally and neglect finite temperature effects and exchange effects ala 
Thomas-Fermi-Dirac. Let us denote the gravitational potential of neutrinos 
and antineutrinos by <I>(,), th~ pressure of the neutrino fluid by PV(') and the 
density by PV(,). In non-relativistic approximation, those three quantities are 
linked by the equations 

~<I> = 47rGpv, (2 .1 ) 

dPv d<I>(T) 
(2.2)-d = -Pv-d-'

T 1 

where G is Newton's gravitational constant. In the case of spherical sym
metry, the first equation can be rewritten as a system of the two differential 
equations 

d<I> Om(1') 
(2.3)

d, ,2 

dm 
t7r1 

2 PI', (2.4 ) 
d, 

where m(,) is the mass of neutrinos and anti neutrinos enclosed within a 
rad ius I. Equation (2.1) is the Poisson's equation while equation (2 .2) con
stitutes the condition of hydrostatic equilibrium between the pressure and 
the gravitational field of neutrinos and antineutrinos. V'/e wi ll denote the 
neutrino mass by mv and the neutrino number density by nv' The mass 
density of neutrillos and antineutrinos PI' can be written as 

PI' = n~vnv· (2.5) 

In order to solve the equations (2.1) and (2.2), one needs the equation of 
state in the form 

PI' = Pv(Pv). (2.6) 
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The choice of the equation of state (2 .6) depends on the model of th~ neutrino 
gas. As neutrinos obey the Fermi-Dirac statistics, we will choose the equation 
of state to be that of a non-relati vistic Fermi gas at zero temperature , i.e., a 
cold Fermi gas 

3P = J(p5
/ (2 .7 )v v' 

where Pv is the degeneracy pressure and J( is a constant given by 

4.' _(!) 2/3 K / 
3 1i 2 (2.8)J\ - 8/3 ' 

gil .5711 11 

and gv is the spin degeneracy factor of neutrinos and antineutrinos, i.e. gv = 2 
for YIajorana neut rinos and gv = 4 for Dirac neutrinos and antineutrinos. We 
"vill assume that the pressure and density vanish at a certain radius Ro of 
the neutrino ball, i.e. 

PII(Ro) = Pv(Ro) = 0 . (2.9) 

Outside the neut rino ball, the mass density vanish and we recover th~ stan
dard solution of the Poisson's equation (2.1) 

<1>(1') = _ GAf (2 .10) 
l' ' 

where J;f is the mass of the neutrino ball, i.e. 

M= 10 
fRo 

4Kpvr2 dr . (2.11 ) 

2.2 Derivation of Lane-Emden equation 

By using the equation of state (2.7), one can integrate the equation (2.2) of 
hydrostatic equi librium to find the relation between the density of neutrinos 
pv(r) and their gravitational potential <1>(1') 

2 3/2 

pv(r) = ( 5]{(<Po - <])(1'))) , (2 .12) 

where the arbitrary constant <1>0 has been chosen such that the gravitational 
potential <])0 - g>(r) is zero for vanishing neutrino density. We substitute 
the neutrino density (2 .1 2) into the Poisson's equation (2.1) and rest ricting 
oursdves to spherical symmetry, we get 

. ) 21/2 41 d ( 2 d<1> _ . g ll 1nv ( <1> _ <1>(1')) 3/2 .I 
-- l' - iKG 3 0 (2.13)
1'2 d1' dr 37r 21i 

~ext, we introduce a new potential u(r) and a point like baryonic star of 
mass J1B defin ed as 

u = r(<1>o - <1>(1"")) , (2.14) 

11 

(J'he choice or the (;quation of state (2.6) depends on the model of thl' neutrino 
gas. As neuldnos obey the Fermi-Dirac stati stics, we will choose the equation 
of state to be that of a non-relativist ic F'e rmi gas at zero temperature, i.e., a. 
cold Ferm i gas 

P = l\"p'/3 
" "' (2.7) 

where P" is the degeneracy pressure and }{ is a consLa.nt givl!1l by 

, ( 6 ) '1
3 ~"/3,,' 

A =- . 8/3' 
g" .Jm,,, 

(2.8) 

and 9" is the spin degene racy fador of neutrinos and anlineutrinos, i.f" . g" :;::: 2 
for .\llajo rana neul rinos and g" = 4 fol' Dirac neut rir los and antineut rinos. We 
wi ll assume that the pressure and density vanish at a c~r !.ajn radius Ro of 
the neutrino baIl , i. e. 

(2.9) 

Outside the neut ri no ball , the mass densit.y vanish and we recoveR' th(' stan
dard solution of the Poisson's equation (2 .1 ) 

GM 
>I> (r) = --, 

r 

where .14 is the mass of the neutrino ball , i.f'. 

M:;::: fo~ ,11Tp,,1'2dr. 

2.2 Derivation of Lane-Emden equation 

(2.10) 

(2. 11 ) 

By using the equation of state (2.7), onE' call integrate the equation (2.2) of 
hydrostatic equilibrium to find the relat.ion between the dl'nsity of neutrinos 
pj«r) and their gra.vitat ional polential <I>{ r) 

(2.12) 

where Lhc arbitrn.ry constant $ 0 has been chosen such that the graviLat.ional 
potential <t>o - CI1 (r} is zero for vanishing neutrino density. We substituLe 
the neutrino density (2.1 2) into thE' Poisson's equation (2. 1) and restri ct ing 
oursplvcs to spht 'ri cal symmetry, we get 

(2.13) 

:'Jext, we introd uce a new potential u(r) find a point likf> baryonic sLar of 
mass Jl{s defined as 

(2. 14 ) 

II 
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and 
lim, (<I>o - <I>(,)) = G/VfB . (2 .1 5) 
r ---+O 

By substituting (2.14) into equation (2.13) we arrive at the non-linear Lane
Emden differential equation with poly trope ind~x 3/2 [73,74] 

3 2d2u 4V2m;Ggl/ U / 

3 r,:. . (2.16)d,2 37rli V' 

The boundary conditions relevant to our problem are obviously 

u(O) = Gl\IB, u(Ro) = 0 , (2 .17) 

where Ro is the radius to which the neutrino halo extends, and ;WH is the mass 
of the point like baryonic star around which the neutrino halo is clustered. 
Introducing, the dimensionless variables 

x = ,/al/, v(x) = u(,)jG,VJr.., (2.18) 

with 

al/ = ( 37r113 ) 2/34J2m4g G3/2 ~1, 1/2 = 2.1376 I (17.2 keY) 8/3 (2.19)
1/ 1/ I V.J 0 yr ml/c2 -2/3gl/' 

wh~re !VI':) is the solar mass, we arrive at 

l,3/2d2v 
(2.20)

dx 2 Vi' 
with the boundary conditions on the normalized potential v 

,VIB (2.21)v(O) = '1' ' v(xo) = o. 
1VJ 0 

The equation (2 .20) is the the Lane-Emden equa.tion for the normalized po
tential v and it plays a central role in this thesis. 

All physical quanti ties such as the gravi tational potential <I> (,), the mass 
density pi/ and th( ~ neutrino degeneracy pressure PI/ can be expressed in terms 
of the new potential v( x) and dimensionless variable x as follows 

<I>(1') = <I>o _ GM0V (2.22)
aI/x 

_ 21
/ 

2 m~gl/ (GM,;-,) 3/2 (V)3/2 _ (V) 3/2PII(') - --- -- - - Po - , (2.23)
3 7r2113 all x 1" 

12 

and 
limr(<I>o - <I> (r}) = CM •. 
,-0 

(2.15) 

By substituting (2.l4) into equation (2.13) we arri ve at the non· lil1car Lane
Emden differential equation with polylrope index 3/2 173, 7:1) 

4 V2m!Gg v 1,3/2 

3rrt.' Vi' . (2.16) 

The boundary cOlLditions relevant to OU t' problem are obviously 

v(O} = CMB, u(Ro} =0, (2.17) 

where Ro is the ra.dius to whi"ch the neutrino hilla extends, and 1\1/:;1 is the mass 
of the point like baryonic star around which the nl"utrino halo is clustered. 

Int.roducing, the dimensionless variables 

x = r/n" v(x} = u(,·}/C.Wr., 

with 

( )
'1' ' I' hh' 17·J keY 

a, =,J2 II' = 2.1376 Iyr ( .- , ) 9;; '1', 
4 2m!y"G3/2 Me m"c 

where M'!) is t.he solar mass, we arrive at 

d'2v t,3/2 

dx 2 = - ..fi! 

wit.h thp boundary conditions on the normalized potential v 

';v! B 
v(O} = -W ' v(xo) = O. 

, 0 

(2.IS) 

(219) 

(2.20) 

(2 21) 

The equation (2.20) is the the Lane-Emden equation for the normalized po
tent.ial v and it pays a central role in this thesis. 

All physical quantities such as t.he gra.vitational potential <f> (rL the mass 
density PI< and th(' neutrino degeneracy pressure P" can be expressed in terms 
of the new poten1iaJ v(x) and dimensionless variable:t as follows 

<I> (r) = <1>0 _ CM",v , 
a. x 

211'lm~g" (G'J"I'~)'I' (")3/' (v)'I' p.(r) = --- -- - = po -
3 7f 2h3 a" :t x 

12 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 
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wher(' the constant po is given by 

8m~g~G3J1~ 
po = 

97r3 li 6 

mvc2 ) 8 2 
1.9112 x 1O-23g/ cm 3 x (17.2 keV gv 

7n v C2 ) 	 8 2gV 1 (2 .2~)2.8228 x 10 -1 M8/PC3 (17.2 keY 

and 

Pv(r) = 	 (~) 2/3 7r 
4

/ 
3 
h 

2 
5/3 (2.25)gv r; 8/"' Pv . vmv 

2.3 	 Lane-Emden and Thomas-Fermi equa
tions 

Let us study an electron gas in an atom around a nucleus of charge Z. In 
such a gas the electrons are distributed among the various quantum states 

so that the total energy of the gas has its least possible value . Since no more 
than one electron can be in the same quantum state. the electrons occupy 
all states with energies from the smallest value to some largest value, i.e ., 
Fermi energy, wh ich of course depends on the number densities of electrons 
in t he gas . Th(' atomic number Z should be greater or equal to the number 
of electrons N (atom or an ion) . The degeneracy pressure of electrons can 

be therefore writ ten in the following form 

li
2 (67r2) 2/3P = -- -- /1 5/3 	 (2.26)

~ 5 	 (; ,
me ge 

where m e stands for the electron mass, ge = 2 its spin degeneracy factor and 
ne is the electron number density. If we approximate the nucleus at> a point 
source , we can use the Poisson's equation (2.1) whi ch is valid everywhere 
except at the origin, with the elect ron number density in the right side instead 

of the mass density, i.e. 
6.<1>(r) = 	47ren e (r). (2.27) 

The equation of hyd rostat ic equilibrium (2.2) can be integrated and in result 

ne(r) = g2~,3 [2m p e( <1>(r) - <1>0 )J3/2 . (2.28)67r L 

Inserting the expression for t he number density in t he right side of the Pois
son's equat ion and assumi ng spherical symmetry, we arri ve at the equation 

d
2

<1>(r) 2 d<1> _17reg, [2 em (<1>(r) _ <1> 0)J3/2 . (2.29)+--	- 3 e -~ r dr 67r 21i 

13 

where the constan t Po is given by 

Po = 

and 

8m~9;G3.'\1~ 

9""h 6 

(2.21) 

(2.25) 

2.3 Law~-Emden and Thomas-Fermi equa
tions 

Let us st.udy an electron gas in an atom around a nucleus of chal'ge z. to 
such a gas the elf~clrons are distributed among the various quantum stales 
so that the lotal energy of the gas has its least possible va.lue. Since no more 
than one elec.tron can be in the same quantum slale. the dedrons occupy 
a.1I states with energies from Lhe smallest value to some Ia.rgest value, i.e., 
Fermi energy, which of course depends on the number densities of elect rons 
in the gas. Thr- atomic number Z shou ld be greater or eqll ai to the number 
of elect rons .v ((ltom 01' an ion). The degeneracy pressure of electrons can 
be therefore written in the following form 

" (6 ')'/3 P. = _,,_, _ ~ n5/ J 
~ 0:; • , 

...,fne ge 
(2.26) 

where mr stands for the electron mass) 9~ = 2 iI,s spin degeneracy fa.ctor and 
He is the eledrol1 number density. 1f Wf' app roximate the nucleus M a. point 
source, we can use the Poisson's equation (2.1) wh ich is valid everywhere 
except at theorigin, with the electron number density in the right side instead 
of t.he mass denSity, i.e . 

(2.27) 

The equa.tion of hydtostat.ic equilibrium (2.2) can be integrated a.nd in result 

n,[r) ~ ~ [2m.e(<I>(r) - <1>0))3/' . 
67r'1h 

(2.28) 

Inserti ng the expression for the number density in the right side of the Pois
son's equation alld assuming spherical syrnmetry, we a.rrive at the equation 

(2.29) 

1;) 
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Introducing new potent ial u(r) as in the last section defined by u(r) = 
1' (<1> (1') - <1>0), one finds the Thomas-Fermi equation [75 , 76] for an electron 
gas around a poin t like nucleus, 

2 J/2
Ud u(r) = 2(;g~ (2em 

e 
)3/2 vr' (2 .30)

dr 2 37rn 

The electron number density and degeneracy pressure can be written in terms 
of the potentialll (r) as 

nAr) = ~(1?~ e)3/2 (21£(1') ) 3/2 (2.31 ) 67r 2n3 e -l' ' 

Pe(1') = (m.ce)5/2 ~ (2U(1') )5/2
5 "t 3 2 (2.32) 6 -m en 7r l' 

In order to specify the solution of the equation (2 .30) , we need boundary 
conditions. The fi rst boundary is due to the fact that at the classical turning 
point 1'0 the electron number vanishes. The second boundary is that, as l' 

tends to zero , the potential should become Cou lomb like. Our boundary 
condi tions are therefore 

ll(1'o) = °and u(O) = Ze . (2.33) 

We can define dimensionless variables defined as x 1'jae and v ujc 
yielding the Thomas-Fermi equation for an ion 

d2v 1-'3/2 
(2.3-l)

dx 2 X 1/ 2 

with the bounda.ry cond itions 

v( O) = Z and v(:ro) = °for Xo = 1'o jae . (2.35) 

The scale parameter ae which plays the role of length unit is given by 

_ . (37r2 
) 1/3 _ . . (0.511 MeV) -2/3

ao -'-2 - 0.71370A.
0 

2 ge , (2.36)ae - 32g m(ce 

where ao = n2 j(rr>ec2) is the Bohr 's radius in an atom. Let us point ou t that 
t he characteristi c scale of lpngth ae is of the order of the Bohr 's radius in 
the case of an electron cloud around an atomic nucleus while for a neutrino 
halo around a baryonic star, the similar scale a" is of the order of a few light 
years . This seems to be a non-trivi al coincidence, as the scale (I" depends 
strongly on the value of the neutrino mass m" (,-.", m-;;B/3), while it is rather 
insensitive to the value of the solar mass M 0 . VYe note that the Thoma.s
Fermi equation (2.34) for an electron cloud a rou nd the nucleus is sim ilar 

14 

In t roducing new potent ia.l u{r) as in the las t sect ion defi ned by u(r) = 
1·( 4){1·) - q,o), one finds the Thomas-Fermi equation [75 , ;61 fu r an eleclron 
gas around a poin t like nucleus, 

(2.30) 

The electron number density and degeneracy pressure can be written in terms 
of the potent ial !L(7') as 

( ) g, ( )3/' (2"(T))3/' 1le 7· = ~ 7nee -- , 
6n It r 

(2.31 ) 

(2.32) 

In order to spec ify the solu tion of t he equation (2.30)' we need boundary 
conditions. The first boundary is due to the fact that at the classkal turn ing 
point TO t he electron number va.n ishes. The second boundary is that, as r 
tends to zero, the potential should becom€' ('ou lomb like. Qur boundary 
conditions are therefore 

"(ro) = 0 and v(O) = Ze . (2.33) 

We can define dimensionless va riables defi ned as X 

yield ing the Thomas-Ferm i equatioll for an ion 
rJo.e and l J :;::: uJI.,. 

d2u l..J/'1. 
dr'1. = X I / 2 . 

(nl) 

with the boundarv condi t ions 

"(0) = Z and v(xo) = 0 for Xo = ro/a, . (2.35) 

The scale parameter a~ wh ich plays the role of length unit is give !! by 

_ (3~' ) 1/3 _ . 0 (0.511 MeV) -2/3 
at - 1'0 3') 2 - 0.7 1370.1 '2 ge , 

-9~ m, C 
(2.36) 

where 0.0 = /i'1. J(n1eC'l) is the Bohr 's radius in an atom. Let us point out that 
the characteristic scale of h'ngth a e is of t he order of t he Boh r's radius in 
the case of an electron cloud around an atomic nucleus while ror a neut rino 
halo around a baryonic star) t he similar scale au is of the OI'der of a few Ught 
years. This seems to be a non-tri vial coincidence, as the scale (tv depends 
st rongly on the value of the neutrino mC\Ss m" ( ....... m;8/3L while it is rather 
iusensiti ve to the val ue of t he solar mass Me. We note that the Thomas
Penni equation (2.34) for an electron cloud around the nu cleus is simila r 

14 
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to the Lane-Emden differential equat ion· (2.20) for neutrino halos around 
a baryonie star, except for the minus sign that is due to the gravitational 
attraction of the neutrinos, as opposed to the electrostatic repulsion between 
the electrons. The solutions of the Thomas-Fermi equation are concave while 
the ones corresponding to the Lanp-Emden equation are convex as we will see 
below. An other difference between those two equations is that Lane-Emden 
equation for neutrinos halos admit a solution without a baryonic mass at the 
center, i.e . ."VIB = 0 while the Thomas-Fermi has no solution for Z = O. The 
solution of Lane-Emden equation with NIB = 0 will be referred to as a pure 
neutrino ball. 

2.4 Homology theorem 

Both the Lane-E lnden and Thomas-Fermi equations admit an homology 
group of transforflations. Indeed, if t'(x) is a solution of the eq uation 

2d2 V 3 /v
-=±- (2.37) 
dx 2 .JX) 

then 
v = A3r(Ax), (2.38) 

is also a solution of the same equation (2.37), where A is any positive real 
number. 

Proof: 
From the fact that 

v = A3v(A:t), (2.39) 

the second derivative with respect to x reads 

v" = .. 1. sv"(Ax). (2. ·W) 

Hence 
ij3/2 A9/2[V(Ax )]3/2 AS[v(Ax )]3/2
- = J:1 = -.:---'-----.:..:.....- (2.41 ) Vi VAx . JAX' 

and therefore it follows that 

3 2
V / (x) 5 (" (A )± [V(Ax)J3/2 )-"(x) ± = A v x ~ (2.42) 

v c v.~x 

The right sid(~ of the last equation is zero due the the assumption (2.37) 
and thus 

3 2
V / (X) = o.

v"(x) ± .JX (2. ·13) 

15 

~o the Lan6-Emdc'n differential equation- (2.20) for neutrino halos around 
a baryonic star, except for the minus sign that is due Lo the gravitational 
attraC'tion of the neutrinos, as opposed to the electrostatic repulsion between 
the electrons. The solutions of the Thomas-Fermi equation are conCAve while 
t.he ones corresponding to the Lane-Emden equation are convex as we will see 
below. An other difference between those two equations is LIla.t Lane-Emden 
equa.t ion for neutr inos halos admit a solution without a. baryoJlic mass at the 
center, i.e .. \1 B = 0 while t he Thomas-Fermi has no solution fo r Z = O. The 
solution of Lane-Emden equation with M8 = 0 will be referrf'd to as a pure 
neutrino ball. 

2.4 Homology theorem 

Both the Lane-E,nden and Thomas-Fermi equations admi~ an homology 
group of transforr lations. Indeed, if 1'(X) is a solution of thf' equatioll 

then 

d'lv 1)3/2 

dx2 = ± -IX ' (2.37) 

u = A" '( Ax), (2.38) 

is also a solution of the same equation (2.37), where A is allY positive re-al 
number. 

Proof: 
From ~be fact that 

u = A3v(Ay), (2.39) 

the second derivative with respect Lo x reads 

(2.10) 

Hence 
A9/'[v(Ax)['/Z A'[v(Ax) j'" 

ffx J1 = ffx ' Ax A x 
(2041 ) 

and therefore it 101l0ws t.hat 

u"(x) ± ;,');.x) = A' (V"(Ax) ± jV(~'/') (2.42) 

The right sid~ of the last equation is zero due the the assumption (2.37) 
and thus 

-'''( ) 
u"(x) ± 'v i = 0 . (2.13) 

1.; 
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As consequence of the homology group of transformations, if v( x) extends 
from 0 to x = Xo then v will extend from 0 to :LolA. Tlw masses and the 
radius of the halo and baryonic star will thus scale as 

M, M0 J	f XO 
[A3V (A x)]3/2X 1/ 

2dx 
o 

A3M(., foxO [v(x )] 3/2x l/2dx = A3MI/ , (2.41) 

-	 3 3 
1MB = M0V(0) = A 1110V (0) = A 111B 	 (2.45) 

with 

~=RoIA , (2.46) 

and in result the products ;'\1I/Rg, J1B Rg and 111B/.'\11/ are independent of the 
scaling parameter A. The same scaling property holds for the Thomas-Fermi 
equation. In this case N Rg 1 ZRg and Z/./1,; will all be independent of A. 

Let us find the total mass Ai of the neutrino halo around a baryonic star 
of mass M B . Using the Eq. (2.11) and the expression for the nE'utrino density 
in terms of 1', .M can be written as 

111 = M0 Jorx
O 

't. 
3

/ 
2(;r )X

1
/ 

2dx . 	 (2.47) 

Next we use the Lane-Emden equation for v to express thp, integrand as 

iXO d2 v 
M = -M0 -d2 xdx . (2.48) 

o x 

Integrating by parts and using the boundary conditions (2.21), we obtain for 
the total mass ll1 

M = A1B + Nil/ = -xov'(xo)M0 , 	 (2.49) 

where 1111/ is the masS of neutrinos and antineutrinos around a baryonic star 
of mass NiB. An analogous expression can be obtained in the case of Thomas
Fermi equation and reads 

Z - N = -xov'( xo) 1 	 (2.50) 

where X is the number of electrons and Z is the atomic number. The scaling 
property can be used to construct a solution of Lane-Emden equation with 
any desired mass if of the halo. From the relation Ai R3 = const, it is 
clear that by dividing the radius by a constant A and multiplying the same 
expression by A3 we still get the same constant, i.e. 111 A3( q)3 = .M R3. If we 

want to get a neutrino halo of mass Mfrom a solution with mass 2.71406M~ 1 
-	 ) 1/3

we therefore choo:>e the constant A to be ( 111/(2.71406.110 ) . The radius 

of such object is 3.65375 aI/IA which obviously depends on the neuLrino mass. 

16 

As consequence oj the homology group of Lransformations, if vex) extends 
from 0 LO x :;;::: :Lo then v will extpnd from 0 to J:o/A. Thp masses and the 
radius of Lhe ha.lo and baryonic sta.r will thus scale as 

(2.4.1 ) 

• 3 3 
M B = M0V(0) = A M.,.v(O) = A M. , (2.45) 

wit.h 
ti~ = Ra j A . (2.46) 

and in result the products .\1 ... m, .\IJB~ and l\1fB/.\1" are independent of the 
scal ing parameter A. The sa.me scali ng property holds for the Thom as· Permi 
equation. tn this ('ase N R!J, z m a.nd Z/.""'· will a.1I be independent of A. 

Let us find the total mass .M of the neutrino halo around a baryonic sta r 
of mass Me . Usi ng t he Eq. (2. 11 ) a.nd the express ion for the nputrino density 
in terms of 1', M (an be written as 

i\1 = MroJ 10.1;0 t·3/2(.r) x l / 2dx . (2A7) 

Next we use the Lane-Emden equation for tI 1.0 express t h(> inl.egl'and as 

1" d!v 
M = -Me -d ,.,d.t. 

a .r 
( 2.18) 

Integra.ting by parts and using the boundary conditions (2.21 ), we obtain for 
the total mass M 

(2.49) 

where M ... is t he mass of neutrinos and antineutrinos aroulld a baryonic star 
of mass Me. An allalogous ex press ion can be obtained in the case of Thomas
Fermi eq uation and rea.ds 

Z - .f\' :;;::: -Xotl'(xo ) I (2.50) 

where X is the number of e lectrons and Z is t.he a.tomic number. The scaling 
property can be used to construct a solution or Lane-Emden equaL ion wi th 
any desired mass tV! of the halo. Prom the relation A-J R,3 = const, it is 
clear that by dividing t he radius by a constant A and multiply ing t he same 
e.x pression by A3 we slil l get the same conslant , i.c. AI A3 ( q)3 = At! R3, If we 

want to get a. neutrino halo of mass tV! from a solution with mass 2.71406M'!h 

( 
• ) If3 

we therefore choose the constant A to be A1 f(2. 71406,\1e) . The rad iul'l 
of such object is 3.65375 a"fA which obviously depends on t he ncuLrillo m~s. 

16 
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Figure 2.1: Typical Solutions of Lane-Emden differential equation: pure neu
trino ball (E-solu t ion), and neutrino halo around a pointlike baryonic star 
(M-solutions). The F-solutions are unphysical. 

2.5 Pure neutrino balls 

2.5.1 Gravitational potential of a pure neutrino ball 

For a pure neutri no ball, i.e., a halo without a baryonic star at the centre, 
we have ~\1B = 0 and thus v(O) = O. By choosing 1."(0) = 1 and solving the 
differential equat ion (2.20), we obtain the E- type solution [36] shown as the 
solid curve in Fig. 2.l. The radius of the halo will occur at Xo = 3.65375 and 
the slope at this position will be given by -xov'(xo) = 2.71406. The total 
mass of this solu tion is 

.!VI" = -xov'( ~tO)M0 = 2.71406 IV10 , (2.51 ) 

and its radius is 3.65375 a" where a" is the kngth scale as given by Eq. (2.19) . 
We can integrate the equation (2 .20 ), starting from the point Xo and varying 
the slope at Xo. If -xov'(xo) < 2.71406, we arrive at v(O) > 0, an .'v1-type 
solution [36], which corresponds to NIB> 0 (dashed line). For - xov'( xo) > 
2.71406, v(x) wi ll have at least one zero in thp. interval 0 < x < Xo, which 
obviously represents a gravitational unstable and thus unphysical solution 
[36] that must be discarded . We thus see that Lane-Emden equation admits 
two types of physical solutions: one without a baryonic star at the center 
(pure neutrino ball) and the other with baryonic mass at the center of the 
neutrino ha.lo. 

Let us now turn to the study of the gravitational potential of a pure 
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Figure 2.1: Typical Solutions of Lane- Emden diffcl'enticd equa.l.ion: pure neu
trino ball (F.·solu lion), and neutrino halo aro~lfld a pointlike uaryonic st.ar 
(M-solulions). The F-solutions are unphysical. 

2.5 Pure neutrino balls 

2.5.1 Gravitational potential of a pure neu t rino ball 

FOl' a pure ne utri no ball, i. e. , a. halo without a baryoll ic stilr at the centre, 
we have }'B = 0 and thus v(O) = O. By choosing "'(0) = I and solving lhe 
differential equat ion (2.20). we obtain the E- type solution !36) shown as t,he 
solid curve in Pig. 2.1. The ra.di us of t.he halo will occur at. Xo = 3.65375 and 
the slope at t.his position will be given by -.rov'(xo) = 2.71406. The Lotal 
mass of this solution is 

(2.5 1) 

and its radius is 3.65375 a .. where au is the \rngth scale as given by Eq. (2.19). 
We can integrate t.he equat.ion (2.20), starting from the point Xo and varying 
t.he slope al Xo. If -l'ov'(xo) < 2.71406, we arrive at v(O) > O. an .\It-type 
solution [36), which corresponds 1.0 MB > 0 (dashed line) . For -xov'(xo) > 
2.71406, v(x) will have at least one zero in the: interva l 0 < x < Xo, which 
obviously I'cprescllts a gravitational unstable and thus unphysical solution 
[36J that must be disca.rdcd. We thus see that La ne- Emden equation admits 
I,wo types of physical solutions: one without a ba.ryoni;- st(lf at the center 
(pure neutrino b(l ll ) a.nd the other wi lh baryo nic mass at the center of the 
neutrino halo. 

Let us now tllrn 1.0 the study of t.be gravitational potential of a pure 
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neutrino ball. U::;ing the Eq. (2.22), the gravitational potential of a pure 
neutrino ball can be written as 

<1>0- GM0 v(x) 
l' ~ Ro 

1.>(1') = avx (2.52)
-GMv{ 

T > Ro , 
l' 

\vhere Jl1v is the the total mass of the neutrino ball. In this case Mv = 

-xov'(xo). By r.;quiring the continuity of the potential and its derivativ~ 
at the boundary of the neutrino ball, the constant of integration <Po can be 
found to be <Po = GJI10 v'(xO)/av and we get for the gravitational potential 

<1>(1') = GJI1'ij { v'(x,o) -;- x ~ Xo 
(2.53)a XOV (xo)

v x x > Xo . 

Let us recall that Xo is the boundary of the neutrino ball in dimensionless 
variables, i.e. Xo = Ro/a v . By solving the Lane-Emden equation for a pure 
neutrino ball , we can thus plot its gravitational potential as a function of the 
radius as shown in Fig. 2.2. In the same figure the gravitational potential of 
a black hole and that due to a constant density object of the same mass as 
the neutrino ball are shown for comparison. 

~ear the cen i er of the neutrino ball, the gra,·ita.tional potential has an 
harmonic oscillat.or type which reveals Lhat the density distribution near the 
center is almost r:onstant as it can be shown from Fig. 2.3. This can be seen 
by writing the expansion of Emden function with index 3/2 (see Appendix A) 
near the origin 

t'(X) = x _ ~X3 + 3/2 XS _ 8 X (3/2)2 - 5 x 3/2 7 (2.54)3! 5! ' 3.7! x + ... 

With the use of equation (2.53), the gravitational potential becomes 

l' G"vI0 ('() 1 ) (2.55)<P () = -- v Xo - 1 + IX2 +... , 
av 3. 

which is approximately a harmonic oscillator potential. 

2.5.2 The mass limit of neutrino balls 

We have seen in the previous sections that thf' radius and the mass of a pure 
neutrino ball ob!y the relation 

M R6 = const . (2.56) 
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neutrino ball. l lsing the Eq. (2.22), the gravitat iona l potential of a. pure 
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<1>0 _ GM0 U(x) 

<1> (,')= - CM" a""~ 

r 

(2.52) 

where MIJ is the t he total mass of the neut rino ball. in t hi s case A11J = 
-.L:Ol/(XO) . By r .... quiring the continuity of the potential and its derivative' 
at the boundary of the neutrino ball, the constant of integration <»0 can be 
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(2.53) 

Let us recall that Xo is the boundary of the neutrino ball in dimens ionless 
variables, Le. TO = Ra/a". By solving the Lalle-Emden equation for a pure 
neutrino ba.lI , we can thus plot its gravitational potential as a function of the 
radius as shown in Fig. 2,2. In the same figure the gravitational potential of 
a. black hole and that due to a constant density object of the same mass as 
the neutrino ball are shown fOI" cOl"'nparison. 

;\ear the eeoler of the neutrino ball, the g radtational potential has an 
harmoni c. osci llator type which reveals Lhal the density distribution near the 
center is almost mnstant as it can be shown from Fig. 2.3. This can be seen 
by writ ing the expansion of Emden function wit.h index ",) / 2 (see Appendix A) 
near the origin 

t.(x) = x _ ~,:3 + 3/2 x' _ 8 X (3/2)' - 5 x 3/2 "' + .. . 
3' . 5! 3.7! 

(2.54 ) 

With the lise of equation (2.53), the grav itat ional potential becomes 

•. ( G .'vIe ('() 1, ) 
'¥ r) = -- tJ Xo - 1 + lJ: + .. , I 

a" 3. 
(2.55 ) 

which is approximately a harmonic oscillator potential. 

2.5.2 The mass limit of neutrino balls 

We have seen in the previolls sections that thp radius and the mass of a. pure 
neutrino ball ob 'y the relat ion 

M R~ = const . (2 .56) 
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Figure 2.2: The gravitational potent ial <I>(r) of a pure neutrino ball of mass 
2.71406 J\1:?J as a function of the radius r. The gravitational potentials of a 
black hole as well as of a constant density object of the same mass as the 
neutrino ball are shown on the graph for comparison. 
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Figure 2.3: The density pv of a pure neutrino ball as a function of the radius 
r. ~ear the cenL~r, the density of neutrinos is almost constant . At the radius 
of the neutrino hall, its density pv vanishes . 
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Pigure 2.2: The gravitational polcoLial cJ> (r) of a. pure neutrino ball of mass 
2.71406 M TJ as a fundion of the radius r. The gra.vitationa.1 potent.ials of a 
black hole as WE"II as of a. constant density object of the same mass as the 
neutrino ball are shown on the graph for comparison. 
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Pigure 2.:3: The densit.y p" of a pure neut.rino ball as a. function of the radius 
1', ,\'ear the cent :1\ the density or-neutrinos is almost constant. At t.he radius 
of the neutrino haj j, its density Pi! vanishes. 
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Csing the the sol ution of Lane-Emd~n equation with mass ~\1 = 2.71 406 l'vf8 
and a radius Ro = 3.65375 aV ) one can compute the value of t he constant in 
the last equation, and we obtain the mass-radius relationship 

91.86917,6 (2)2 
lVfvR~ G3m8 9

v v 

6.3003 x 1010 J\.1f,) ld3 (1 7.2 keV) 8 -2 (2.57)
1nvc2 9v · 

The neutrino ball wi ll exist as long as its radius Ro is greater than the 
corresponding Schwarzschild radius, otherwise it will be a black hole. The 
Schwarzschild radius Rs correspond ing to a mass Afv is given by 

2GMv
Rs = " (2.58) 

One can find the mass 111v for which the neutr ino ball becomes a black hole. 
This is done by substituting the expression for Rs in the place of Ro and 
solving for 111v from the equation (2.57) . Let us denote the obtained }'vfv by 
..:"vfBH the black hole mass limit for neutrino balls. 

:Vf~I 
JI1BH 2.6034 2 1/2

mv9v 

17.2 keY 
2 

1.4375 X 1010M0 x 2 9-;1/2 , (2.59)
( )mv c 

"Vhere "1PI = (~) 1 /2 is the Pl anck's mass. Csing the last expression , the 
Schwarzschild radius Rs is 

217.2 keV 
Rs 1.6388 x . 9-;1/2 Id 

( 1nvc2 ) 

10 (17 .2 kCV) 2 1/24.2452 x 10 x 2 9-; km . (2.60) 
mvc 

Of course, general relativity corrections will reduce this mass limit by 
a factor of 4.8 (see chapter 3) while the inclusion of the rotat ion of therv 

neutrino ball will increase it. There might be other small corrections due to 
exchange and finite temperature effects, as well as baryonic impuri ties . For 
neutrino balls consisting of of 10 to 25 ke V / c2 neutrinos, the mass limi t MBH 

can go up to few times 109 M 8 , whi ch is about the upper limi t for the masses 
of the purport~d black holes at the centres of galaxies. 

2.5.3 The mass distribution at the Galactic center 

From the analysis of an extensive set of near- IR radial velocities of indi vidual 
st.ars around the Gala.ctic center , Genzel et a.l. [67, 77] found a a highly 
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Gsing the the solution of Lane-Emdt>n equation with mass .\1 :: 2.71406 M'?) 
and a radius flo ::: 3.65315 u,,' one can compute the value of the constant in 
the last equation, and we obtain the mass-radius relationship 

91.869"6 (2)' 
(i3m 8 9 " . 

6.3003 X 101O,w01d3 (172 k;")' g~'. 
?n.,c 

(2.57) 

The neutrino ball will exist as long as its radius Ro is greate r than t he 
corresponding S.hwarzschild radius, otherwise it, will be a black hole. The 
Schwarzschild ra,dius R, corresponding to a mass M., is given by 

(2.58) 

One can find the mass Mil for which the neuLrillO ball becomes a black hole. 
This is done by substituLing the expression for R, in the place of Ro and 
solving for Nf" from the equation (2 .. 57). Let us denote the obtained ,\till by 
.WaH the black hole mass limit for neutrino balls. 

Mau = 
\" 

2.6034 " PI 
l 1/2 m_lIg" 

' 0 (17.2 keV) '1 1/2 
1.4375 x 10 Me x ,9~, 

m.c 
(2.59) 

where Afpl = (~)I/2 is the Planck's ma,.ss. Using the last expression, the 
Schwarzsdl ild radius R~ is 

R, = 1.6388 x (17.2 ":\1) ' 9;'/' Id 
mite 

(
17') krV) ' 4.2452 x 1010 x ..... '1 g;I/2 km . 

m_c 
(2.60) 

Of course, general relativity corrections will reduce this mass limit by 
a factor of '" 1.8 (see cha.pter 3) while the inclusion of the rotat ion of the 
neutrino ball will increase it. There might be other small correct ions due to 
exchange and finite temperat.ure effect s, as well as baryonic impurities. For 
neutrino balls consisting of of 10 to 25 keY /c'l neutrinos, the mass limi t Mel! 
can go up to few times 109 MIS, which is aboll l the upper limit for the masses 
of the purportpd black holes at the cent res of galaxies. 

2.5.3 The mass distribution at the Galactic center 

Prom Lhe analYSIS of an ex t.ensive sel. of near-lR radial velocities of individual 
stars a.round ~hc Galadic center, Genzel e t al. [67, 77] found a. a highly 
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statistically significant rise in the radial velocity dispersion between 5 and 
0.1 pc from the dynamical center. Assuming an isotropi c velocity dispersion, 
the observations require a dark mass of 3 x 1061\10 within r = 0.1 pc'"oJ 

and a mass to light ratio M / L greater than 100, the dark mass must have 
a density in excess of 109 M 8 Pc-3 , which could be a supermassive black hole 
(St-.lBH). These conclusions and a suspicion nearly three decades old [78], 
have finally been vindicated by recent measurements of stellar proper motions 
within the central 1 pc region using high -resolution K-band as trometri c maps 
[27, 66, 68, 28J. T he main results are as follows:(1) the stellar radi al velocities 
agree with the proper motion of stars, which implies that that on average 
the velocities are close to isotropic; (2) the combined \'elocities imply a dark 
mass within 0.016 pc of 2.61 x 106 M ::; ; (3) the density, therefore, has an 

astonishing high value of ,(: 2 x 1012 ~1\18Pc3, which leaves almost no room to 
escape the concl usion that the dark mass must be in the form of a 5MBH. 
The presence of a large mass is also supported by by the detection of several 
stars, within 0.01 pc from the central radio source Sgr A*, moving at speeds 
in excess of 1000 km/s. The recent observations of the dynami cs of stars 
around the Galactic center imply that there is a supermassive dark obj ect of 
mass (2 .6 ± 0.2) x 106 A10 concentrated within a radius of 0.01 5 pc. However, 
the radius of this object is still 40000 times larger than the Schwarzschild 
radius corresponding to a mass of 2.6 x 106 M::; and therefore the bl ack hole 
scenario of Sgr A* is not necessarily the only solution. Here. we explorf: 
an alternative scenario for Sgr A"', in which we ass ume that self-grav itating, 
degenerate heavy neutrino matter can form a long-lived configuration of mass 
of 2.6 x 106 A18 and a radius of a few tens of light days [31,71]. By assuming 
the supermassive dark object at the center of our galaxy to be a neutrino 
ball, the maximal size of this object yields a lower limit on the neutrino mass. 
A neutrino ball of 2.6 x 1061118 composed of neutrinos with masses 

171 vC2 2 15.9 keV for gv = 2, 


mvc2 2 13.4 ke \' for gv =1, (2.61) 


is consistent with the recent observational data [28J as shown in Fig. 2.-1 where 
we present the mass enclosed in a neutrino ball of mass -'vf = 2.6 x 106 M8 
for various values of the neutrino mass. 

2.6 Neutrino halo around the sun 

2.6.1 Heavy neutrino dark matter in the solar system 

In this section, we will consider the second type of the physi cal solution [47]. 
For this purpose. we solve the Lane-Emden equation (2 .20) with MB different 
from zero. Let us study the halo of neutrino around the sun, i. e. MB = lv/G' 
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stat isti call y significant ri se in the radia.l velocity dispersion between 5 and 
0.1 pc from the dynamical center .. \ ssu ming an isotropic velocity dispersion, 
the observations require a. da.rk mass of '" J x 106 M0 within r = 0.1 pc 
and a mass to light rat io Ni / L greater than 100, the dark mass must have 
a density in excess of 109 M-2) pc-3 , which could be a supermassive black hole 
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have finally been vindicated by reccnt measurements of st.ella.!' proper motions 
wi thin the central l pc region using high -resolut ion l{-band ast rometric maps 
[27,66,68,28]. T he main results a re as follows:( l ) the stellar rad ia l ve locit ies 
agree with the proper motion of stars; which implies Lhat t. hat on average 
t,he velocities are close to isot ropic; (2) the combi ned yeloc ities imply a dark 
mass within 0.0 16 pc of 2.61 x 106 M.!!; (3) thc density, therefore, has an 

astonish ing high value of,(; 2 x 101'lArfePc 3, which leaves almost no room to 
cscape the concl usion that the da.rk mass must be in the form of a 5MBH. 
The presence of a large mass is also supporled by by t he detcc ~jo n of several 
stars, within 0.01 pc from the central radio source Sgr A' I moving at speeds 
in excess of 1000 krn /s. The recent observations of t.he dynamics of stars 
around t he Galacti c center imply that there is a supermassive dark object of 
mass (2.6±0.2) x 106Me concentrated within a radills of 0.015 pc. Howevpr, 
the radius of Lhis object is still 10000 times larger than the Schwarzschild 
radius corresponding to a mass of 2.6 x 106 M 'j; and therefore the black hole 
scenario of Sgr A' is not necessarily the onl y solution. Here. we ex plo!"r 
an alternative scenario for Sgr A' I in which we assume t hat. sel f· gravitating, 
degenera te heavy neutrino matter can form a long-li ved configura.t ion of mass 
of 2.6 x I06M 0 and a radius of a few tens of light days [31, 7iJ. By assuming 
the su pcrmassive dark object a.t t he cente!' of our galaxy to be a neut rino 
baH} t he ma;ximal size of this object yields a lower limit on the neutriuo mass. 
A neut rino ball of 2.6 x 106 M0 composed of neul rinos with masses 

mlle'l ~ 15.9 keY for gil = 2, 

m.lle\! ~ 13.4 keV for gIl = ·1, (2.61 ) 

is consistent with the recent observat ional datal28J as shown in Pig. 2. 1 where 
we present the mass enclosed in a neut rino ball of mass .W = 2.6 x 106 .1\10 
for various values of the neutrino mass. 

2 .6 Neutrino halo around the sun 

2.6 .1 H eavy ne utrino dark matter in the solar syste m 

In thi s sect ion, we will consider the second type of the phys ical sol ution [4 7]. 
Por this pu rpose. we sol ve the Lane-Emden equation (2.20) wiLh M B different 
from z('ro. Lpt us study the halo of neutrino around the sun , i.e. 1148 = M0 . 
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Figure 2.4: l\.1ass enclosed M as a function of the distance from Sgr A'" 
for different values of the neutrino mass 171 v . The spin degeneracy factor is 
gv = 2. A neutrino mass of 15.9 keY fc 2 for gv = 2 or 13.1 keY fc 2 for gv = 4 
is consistent with the the observed mass distribution at the Galactic center. 
The radius of a neutrino ball of j\1 = 2.6 X 106 M8 would be 1.88 x 10- 2 pc 
for the chosen va.lue of the neutrino mass. 
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Figure 2. -1: jl, Iass enclosed M as a function of Lhe distance from Sgr A ~ 
for different values of the neutrino mass mil. The spin degeneracy factor is 
9" = 2. A neutrino mass of L5.9 keY Ie? for gIl = 2 or I3. ·J keY Ie? for 9" = 4 
is consistent with the the observed mass dif;lribution at the Galactic ccnter. 
The radius of a. neutrino ball of M = 2.6 X 106 M0 would be 1.88 x 10-2 pc 
for the chosen value of the neut.rino mass. 
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The gravitational potential due to a neutrino halo around the sun can then 
be wri t ten as 

<1>(r) = -GA{~ + GA10 (1 -x v +v'(xo)) = <1>B(r) + 8<1> II(r), (2.62) 
r all ' 

where <1>B(r) is the ~ewtonian potential due to the sun, i. e. 

<1>B(r) = _ GM:-:> (2.63) 
r ' 

and 8<l>II(r) is the contribution in the potential due to the presence of a 
neutrino halo around the sun 

GM0 (} - V ' ())8<1>II(r) = -- -- + v xo . (2.64) 
all x 

Here v is the normalized potential that satisfies the Lane-Emden equation 
with a solar mass source at the center, i.e. 

_v3/2d'2v 
X ' with v(O) = 1 and v(xo) = O. (2.65)

dx 2 I/2 

The mass of neu t rinos and antineutrinos enclosed within a radius 7' of the 
haJo is given by 

Mil = -NJ'V (xv'(x) - v(x) + 1) . (2.66) 

In Fig. 2.5 we plot the mass enclosed within a radius r from the sun for 
various values of the neutrino masses. The slope of v at the center has been 
chosen to be 1, i.e. v'(O) = 1 yielding a total mass of the halo of 0.7 A;[0' Of 
course, by varying v'(O) the halo could have any mass as we will see below. 
In this plot, we have included the observed mass excesses within the orbits 
of various outer planets, as obtained from astrometrical data and Voyager 1 
and 2 and Pioneer 10 and 11 ranging data [80 , 81], from which it is known 
that the dark mass within Jupi ter's orbit is NJd = (0.12 ± 0.027) 1\18 while 
within Uranus' orbit Md ~ 0.5 X 10-6 M:-:>, and finally the dark mass within 
I\eptune's orbit has been estimated to be !lId ~ 3 X 10-6 j\;[0' Of course, the 
Jupiter data should be taken only as a lower limit, as Jupiter tends to eject 
almost any matter within its orbit [80]. ~ p.vertheless, taking the Jupiter data 
at face value and interpreting dark matter as degenerate neutrino matter, the 
neutrino mass limits are 

212.8 keY ~ no ll c ~ 11.2 keY for gil = 2, 

10.8 keY ~ m ll c 2 ~ 11.9 keY for 911 =1. (2.67) 

For dark matter within Neptune's orbit, the neutrino mass range is 

m c2 
_ = 2< 17 keV for 9 l/, 

2 
VI 

m ll c ~ }..1:.3 keY for 911 = 4. (2.68) 
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The gravita.tional potential due to a neutrino halo around the sun can then 
be written as 

~() -GM", GMe (I - v '()) ~ () '~() '*' r = + -- -- + u Xo = '*'8 r + 0'1' " T , 
T a" x 

where ~8(r) is the ~f\j'ewtollian potential due to the su n. i.c . 

. , ( ) GM, 
'*' 8 r = ---, ,. 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

and 6(lJ,,(r) is the contribution in the potential 
neu trino halo around t he sun 

due to the presence of a 

6~ (.) _ GMe (I - v '()) 'i',,' - -- --+1.1 Xo . 
a" .r 

(2.64) 

Here v is the normalized potential t hat sat isfies the Lane-Emden equa.t ion 
with a solar mass source at the center, i.e. 

d".lv _ V 3/ 2 

d 
' = -----.-;l' with v(O} = 1 and v(xo) = O. 

.r x 
(2.65) 

The mass of neutrinos and anti neutrinos enclosed within a radius r of the 
halo is given by 

M. = -M9 (xv'(x) - v(x) + 1). (266) 

fn Fig. 2.5 we plot the mass enclosed withi n a radi us ,. rrom the sun for 
various values of the neutrino masses. The slope of u at the ccnter has been 
chosen to be I , i.e. -u'(0) = 1 yield ing a total mass of th(' haJo of 0.7 M0 . Of 
course, by varying V'( O) the halo cou ld have any mass as we will see below . 
In this plot, we have ill ciLlded the observed mass excesses within the orbits 
of various outer planets, as obtained from astromet. rical data and Voyager 1 
and 2 and Pioneer 10 and 11 ranging da.t.a 180, 8\] , froro which it is known 
that the dark mass within Jupiter's orbit is Md = (0.12 ± 0.027)M6. while 
within Uranus' orbit Md .:5 0.5 X 1O- 6M!). and finally the dark mass with in 
!\eptune's orbit has been esti mated to be Mli $. 3 X 10-6 .Me . or course, the 
Jupiter data should be taken only as a lowel' limiL, as Jupiter tends to eject 
almost, any matter with in its orbit 1801. ~f'vertheless. t.aking the J upiler data 
at face value and interpreting dark matter as degenerate neutrino matter , t he 
neutrino mass limits are 

12.8 keV.:5 m"c1 ..:5 11.2 keY for g" = 2, 

10.8 keY 5 m"c2 < 11.9 keY for 9" = l. 

POI' dark matter within Neptune's orbit , tnt" neutrino mass rangf' is 

71i"C
2 .:5 l7 ke V for 9" = 2, 

m"c2 .:5 1·1.3 keY fot" gil = 4. 
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(2.67) 

(2.68) 
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Figure 2.5 : Mass of the neutrinos I\1v enclosed \-vithin a radius r in units of 
rE = 1 AU from the sun for various neutrino masses. The total mass of the 
halo is 0.7]1"/8' The observational data points with error bars [80] are also 
included. The arrows indicate upper limits. 

Let us investigate how massive the halo of neutrinos should be in order to 
be consistent with the observed data. For this purpose, we have plotted the 
mass enclosed within a radius r for different masses of the halo in Fig. 2.6. 
The neutrino mass is fixed to 1-1 keY / c2

. It can be seen from this plot 
that a mass of the halo of more than 100NI!> wi ll not be consistent with the 
observed mass excesses within different orbits of the planetary system. In 
Fig. 2.7, the induced acceleration a due to the presence of a neutrino halo 
is plotted as a function of the radius from the center. In this plot, we have 
included the expected values of the acceleration within the orbits of different 
planets [81]. From this plot, we deduce that our model is consistent with the 
observations [81] but it cannot explain the apparent anomalous, weak, long
range acceleration from Pioneer 10/11, Galileo, and lTlysses Data [82, 83]. 
These groups claim that there is an anomalous acceleration ap, towards the 
sun of rv 7.5 x 1O-scm/s2

. No magnitude variation of ap with distance was 
found, over a range of 40 to 60 Al'. The discrepancy between the predicted 
values from our model and the anomalous acceleration is due to the fact that 
the mass of the neutrino halo enclosed with a radius r from the sun scales 
as /,3/2, whereas in the light of the recent observations [82, 83], the mass 
enclosed should go like r2. In Fig. 2.8, we present the mass radius relation 
of neutrinos around the sun which shows a solution with a mass of 3AI?Jrv 

and a maximum radius of a few light years. 
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Figure 2.5: Mass of the neutrinos .W" enclosed within a. rad ius t' in units of 
rE = I AU from the sun for various neutrino masses. The total mas!!' of the 
ha.lo is O.7M':) . The observationa.l data. points with error bars [801 a re also 
included. The a.rrows indicate upper limits. 

Let us investigate how massive the halo of neutr inos should be in order to 
be consistent with the observed data. For this pu rpose, we have plotted the 
mass enclosed within a radius T for different m~ses of the halo in Pig. 2.6. 
The neutrino mass is fixed to 11 keY /e2

, It can be seen from this plot 
that a. mass of the halo of more than 100ftl!) will not be consistent with the 
observed mass excesses within different orbils of the planela ry syst.em . In 
Fig. 2.7) lhe induced acceleration a due to the presence of a neutrino halo 
is plotted as a function of the radius from the center. In lhis plot, we have 
included the expected values of the acceleration within the orbits of different 
planets [81]. Prom this plot~ we deduce that. our model is cons istent with the 
observations [81] but it. cannot explain the apparent. anomalolls, weak) long
range accelera.t.ion from Pioneer· IOfi I , Galileo, and L'lysses Oa.ta [82, 83]. 
These groups claim that there is an anoma.lous acceleration ap, towards the 
sun of "'-' 7.5 x 1O-scm/s2

. No magnitude variation of ap with distance was 
found, ovcr a ra.nge of 40 to 60 At". The discrepancy between the predicted 
values from our model and the anomalous acceleration is due to the fact. t hat 
the mass of the Jleutrino halo enclosed wit. h a radius r from the sun scaJes 
as 1'3/2, whereas in lhe light of t.he recent observa.lions [82, 83], the mass 
enclosed should go like r2. Tn Fig. 2.8, we present t.he mass rad ius relation 
of neutrinos a.round the sun which shows a solution with a mass of ....., 3M(,) 
and a maximum radius of a few light years. 
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Figure 2.6: Mass of the neutrinos Mv enclosed within a radius T' from the 
sun. The total mass of the halo is varied and the neutrino mass is fixed to H 
keY Ic2 . A neutrino halo of more than 100J1i <:, would not be consistent with 
the observed mass excess data from Pioneer 10 and 11 [80]. 
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arrows. The anomalous acceleration at 40-60 AU is indi cated by a box . 
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Figure 2.8: Mass radius-relationship of neut rino halos around the sun. The 
neutrino mass is varied as shown on the graph. The halo should have a 
maximum radius of a few light years. 

2.6.2 Planetary perihelion shifts 

We have shown in the previous section that the gravitational potential of 
the neutrinos around the sun can be written as sum of two terms . The first 
term is the gravitational potential due to thp presence of a solar mass point 
source and the second term is due to an ass umed degenerate heavy neutrino 
halo around the sun. In the vicinity of the sun, the second term 8<!lv(r) is 
much smaller than the first one, but it might have an effect on the motion of 
planets in the solar system. Near the center, the normali zed potential v(x) 
has the asymptot ic behaviour 

-4
v(x) ~ 3x3/2 + v'(O)x + 1 , 	 (2.69) 

where 1"(0) is the slope of the potential vat the point x = 0, and parametrizes 
solutions with different masses of the halo around the sun. Inserting the last 
expression into the equation (2 .64) we find the additional potential energy 
due to the neutrinos 

5:U - 5:ffi ( .) 	_ 4mG;'\1r:., 1/2 C 
u - mu'±'v r 	 - . 3 /2 r + " (2.70) 

3av 

where C = v'(xo) - 1 is a constant. Our problem reduces to the investiga
tion of the perihelion shifts of planets due to a small perturbation given by 
eq. (2.70) in addition to -l/r potential. 
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Figure 2.8: Mass radius-relat.ionship of neut.rino halos around th(' sun. The 
neutrino mass is varied as shown Oil the graph. The halo should ha.ve a 
maximum radius of a few light. years. 

2.6.2 Plane tary p erihelion shifts 

We have shown ill the previous s('ction that the gravitational potential of 
the neutrinos arol,lnd the sun can be written as sum of two terms. The first 
term is the gravitational potential due to tht=' presence of a so lar mass point 
source and the second term is due to an assumed degenerate heavy neutrino 
halo around the sun. In t he vicini ty of the sun, the second term 6~ j.I(r) is 
mllch smaller t han the fi rst one, but it might have an effect on the motion of 
planets in the sola r system . t\ear the center , the normali~ed poLent ia l vex) 
has t be asymptot ic behaviour 

(2.69) 

where ~,I(O) is the slope of the potential tI at. the point x = 0, and parametr izes 
solutions with different masses of the halo around the sun . l nser ting the last 
expression into the equa.tion (2.64) we find the additional potential energy 
due to the neutnnos 

, ) 4mG,\1€ 1/' r-
bL = mO¢'I'(r = . 3/2 1· + ... , 

.3av 
(2.70) 

where C = v'(xo) - 1 is a. constant. Our problem reduces to the investiga
tion of the perihelion shifts of planets due to a small perturbat ion given by 
eq. (2 .70) in addition to - l/r potentia l. 
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In order to calculate the perihelion shifts, we use the fact that when a 
small correction 5U(1') is added to the potential energy C = -0'/1' . t he paths 
of finite motion a re no longer closed. and at each revolution , the perihelion 
is displaced through a small angle 5<p [79] given by 

o (2m r )5<p = oL T Jo 1'28['dip . (2.71) 

Here L is the angular momentum, m is t he mass of the particle and the 
unperturbed orbit of the particle has the standard elliptic equation, i.e. , 

P 
1'= , (2.72)] + c cos <p 

with 

2 2EL2 0' 2I 

p=a(l- e), c= 1+--
2 

, a= 2E' 0'=mGJvI0 , L =pmO', (2.73)
mO' 

where e is the eccentricit:y, E is the energy of the parti cle (£ < 0), a is the 
semi-major axis and p is the latus rectum. 

Proof: For a finite motion in a central potential U(r), the orbit is bound 
between circles of radii l' = rmin and l' = rrnax. During the time in which l' 

varies from rrnin to 1'max and back , the radius vector turns through an angle 
5?, which is given by 

j Tmax Ldr /1'2 
(2 .74)

D<p = 2 Tmin j[2m(E _ C) _ 12/1'2]' 

The last formul a for 5<p can be rewritten as 

- - 2-
o j Tmaz 

[2m(E - [/ ) - ~~l dr . (2.75)5<p - oL Tmin 

We put U = - 0' /1' + 5U, and expand the integrand in powers of 5U ; the 
zeroth-order term in the expansion gives 27f while the first order term gives 
the required change 5<p, i.e. 

o j Tmax 2m5Cdr o (2m r 2 (2.76)
f, - - -/=[==~Ct-) £2] = oL T Jo r 5Ud<p) , 

;p - oL Tml11 V 2m.(E + -:;: - T2 

where we have changed the integration over r to one over <p, along the path 
of the "unpert urbed" motion. 

In the case of a halo of neutrino around the sun. the perturba tion potential 
to -O'/r is given by Eq. (2.70) and we can thus apply the formula (2. 71 ) to 
calculate t he perihelion shifts. It can be easily shown that the constant in 
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In order to calculate the perihe lion shifts) we use the fact that when a 
small correction 6U(r) is added to the polenLial f'nergy Lr:;:: -o/r. the paths 
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with 

p=a(l-e'), 

r - p 
- I +ccostp' 

2EL2 
L= I +--, 

ma2 " a = 2£' 

(2.72) 

(2.73) 

where e is the e(·centr icity. E is the energy of the parLicie (£ < 0) , a is the 
semi~rnajor axis and p is the latus rectum. 

Proof: POI' a finite motion jn a cen!.ral potential L'(r), the orbit is bound 
between circles of radii " = Tmitl and r = r mll!(. During the Lime in which l' 
varies from f'min to "olin: and bark, the radius vector l lirns through an angle 
6.", which is given by 

(2.74) 

The last fo rmula fO l' 0'i! can be rewritten as 
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(2.75 ) 

We put (} = -(l'.jr + 6U, and expand the integrand in powers of 6Ui the 
zeroth·order term in the expansion gives 21f while the first order Lerm gives 
the required change 6t.p, i.e. 

D 1" 'or 2m5L'dr i! (2m lao 2 ) 6,,= - =- - r M'd", ' 
aL '.,. V[2m(E +~) _~) DL L 0 

(2.76) 

whrre we ha.ve changed the integrat.ion over T to one over !PI along the path 
of the "unperturbed" motion. 

In the case of a halo of neu trino around the SUIl. the p('rturbation potential 
to -ajr is given by 8q . {2.70} and we can thus apply the fo rmula (2.71) to 
calculate th(' perihelion shifts. It can bt' easil.'l'" shown t ha.t t he constant in 
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M/ does not give any contribution to the shifts. Inserting M./ in the equation 
(2.71), we obtain the following expression to be evaluated, 

8m 
2
C}v1s ~ (~ r , 5/2 I )Orp = 13/2 fJL LJo cr.p3all 0 

8m 2Cj\,f!oj fJ (pS/2 r 1 d ) 
(2.77)3a~/2 fJ L L Jo (1 + e cos( r.p) )5/2 rp 

where p depends on the angular momentum L according to the equation 
(2.73). After integration a.nd a little bit of straightforward algebra, we find 
the following expression for the shifts per one revolution: 

Orp = - ~ (:J 3/2 (e + 1)~12 - e) 1/ 2 [E( :71)2 , k) + (e - 1)F( 7r /2. k)], (2.78) 

where k is gi ven by 

~ (2.79)k=Vlh' 
a.nd F( 7r /2, k) and E( 7r /2, k) are the elliptic integrals of first and second kinds 
(see Appendix B), respectively, and they can be expressed as 

7r /2 dc.p 
F( 7r /2, k) = / p' 2 ' (2.80)lao \ 1 - C 8m rp 

r/2
E(7r/2, k) = Jo d:.pJ1 - Psin2rp . (2.81 ) 

We can now wri te the expression for the shifts for a 100 years, to compare 
with the observed experimental values for different planets. 

8 (a)3/2(e+1)(1-e)1 /2[ ]
8c.p = -3 all c2 E(7r/2,k)+(e-l)F(7r/2 , k) 

180 x 3600" 100 (2 C>2)
x x T . .t) 

In the last equation, T and a stand for the period and the semi-major axis 
of the planet, respectively. We then use the Kepler's third law to find the 
period of the planet as 

a3/ 2 

T = TE 3/2 ' (2.83) 
aE 

where TE and aE are the period and the semi-major axis of the earth orbit, 
respectively. Excluding T from the Eq. (2.82)' we get the final formula for 
the perihelion shifts due to a halo of neutrino around the sun, i.e. 

-5.5032" x 105 (a E )3/2 (e + 1)(1 - C)1/28rp = 
all t 

100 
x [E(7r/2,k)+(t-l)F(7r/2,k)] x TE' (2.84 ) 
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U': does noi give any contribution Lo the shifts. Inserting or..: in the equa.t ion 
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vVe can now wri te the expression for tbe shifts for a. 100 years, to compare 
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In the last equation, T and a stand for the period and t he semi-major axis 
of the pla.neL, respecti vely. We then use the Kepler's t hird law to find the 

period of the planet as 
a3/'l 

T = h 3/2' (2.83) 
ao 

where Ts and as arc the period and the semi-major axis of the ear th orbit , 
respectively. 8xrluding T from the Eq. (2.82), we get the fina l formula for 
the perihelion sh ifts due t.o a halo of neutrino a.ro und the sun , i.e. 

-5.5032" x 10' (a<)'/2 (e + 1) ( ~ - c) '" 

"" , 
x [e( ~/2, k)+ ( ' - I)F(~/2,k)l x ~~. (2.84 ) 
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The shifts do not depend on the semi-major axis a and are a function of the 
eccentricity only. Moreover, the shifts are negative in contrast to the general 
relativistic ones which are positive. In Fig. 2.9 , we present the shifts due 
a neutrino halo as a function of the eccentricity. The data points show the 
difference between the experimental (Exp.) values and those due to general 
relativity theory (GRT), i.e. 8<.pExp. - 8<.pCRT. A neutrino mass of 14 keY/c2 

has been used [or the calculations and 9v = 2. The general relativistic 
perihelion shifts as well as the experimental values are taken from ref. [84J. 
It can be seen from Fig. 2.9 that, for planets with a very small eccentricity, the 
data points have large error bars. We can therefore obtain an upper bound 
for the neutrino mass using the perihelion shifts data of Icarus. In Fig. 2.10, 
the expected shifts are plotted for Icarus as a function of the neutrino mass. 
The horizontal lines show the predicted shifts 8<.pExp. - 8<.pCRT. By assuming 
that the shifts due to a neutrino halo cannot be larger than the value of the 
error bars, i.e. -1.3/1 as the shifts due to a degenerate neutrino halo are 
negative, we can find the upper bounds on the neutrino mass to be 

mv c2 ~ 16.4 keY for 9v = 2, 


1nvc2 ~ 13.8 keY for 9v = 4 . (2.85) 


as can be seen from Fig. 2.10. Considering all the constraints on the neutrino 
mass (2.61),(2.68) and (2.85), we can conclude that a neutrino mass-range 

15.9 keY ~ mvc2 ~ 16.4 keY for 9v = 2, 

13.4 keY ~ 1nvc2 ~ 13.8 keY for 9v = 4. (2.86) 

seems to be consistent with all reliable data. 

2.6.3 Dark matter of constant density around the sun 

In this section, we will study the shifts due a constant density distribution of 
dark matter around the sun using the method developed in the last section. 
With this assumption, the potential energy can be written as 

8U(r) = _ (3 _(~)2) Gm_WR ........ .,-.", (2.87) 


where NI is the total mass of the dark matter ,i.f'. M = 4; POR3 and R is 
the radius up to which the halo of dark matter can extend. A model of dark 
matter with constant density using general relati\'ity was considered [85J and 
it has been shown that one can put an upper bound on the density of dark 
matter from the perihelion motion of Icarus. vVe can use the equation (2.71) 
as in the previous section to calculate the planetary perihelion shifts due to 
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as can be seen from Fig. 2.10. Considrring all the constraints on the neu t rino 
mass (2.61)'(2.68) and (2.85), we can conc.!ude that a oputrino mass-range 
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2.6.3 Dark matter of constant d ensity around the sun 

In this section) we will study the shifts due a consta.nt density distribution of 
dark matter around the sun using the met.hod developed in the Ja..~l section. 
Wi th this assumption, the potential energy can be written as 

60'(r) =- (3- (~)') G~H. (2.87) 

where M is the total mass of the dark matter ,i .f' . M = ~T POR3 and R is 
t he radius up to which the halo of dark matter can extend. A model of dark 
mat ter with constant density using general rela.ti ,·ity was considered [85J and 
it has beenshowo t hat one can put an upper bound on the density of dark 
ma.tter from the peri helion mol ion of Icarus. We can use the equat ion (2.11) 
as in the previolls section to calculate the planetary perihelion shifts due to 
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of the eccentricity e. The data points with error bars denote the difference 
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helion shifts. 
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the presence of a constant density dark matter. We get after integration, the 
following expression for the shifts 

47r 2POa 3 (1 _ e2)1/2 , (2.88)ot.p = - /V10 

which shows that the shifts are negative as in the previous case but depend 
on tvvo parameters: the semi-major axis a and the eccentricity e. 

We now apply this formula to Ica.rus. Its eCCl~ntricity e is 0.827, and its 
semi-major axis a = 1.61 x 1013 cm. The experimental value for the perihelion 
shifts is 9.8" ± 0.8" which gives a lower bound of 9" and an upper value of 
10.6". The gf'neral relativistic shifts 67rGM0 /(a(1 - e2 ) ) are 10.3" [84J. By 
requiring that the sbifts for 100 years should be less than -l.3", i.e. 

Ot.p :::; Ot.pExp. - Ot.pCHT. (2.89) 

we get a bound on the density of dark matter in the solar system, i.e. 

po :::; l.533 X 10-15 g/cm3 
. (2.90) 

Using the value obtained for the density, one can estimate the mass of a 
spherical distribution of dark matter within the orbits of various planets. 
The mass within the earth orbit should be less than l.1 x 10-8 M0 which is 
in agrf'ement with the bound obtained in ref. [86J. The dark mass within 
Uranus orbit should be less than 7.6 x 10-5M ~ and finally the mass within 
Neptune is estimated to be less than 2.9 x 10-4 A10 ' 

2.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have shown that a neutrino ball is described by Lane
Emden equation and its gravitational potential is much shallower than that 
of a black hole of the same mass. We have shown that near the center, 
the neutrino ball potential can be approximated by an harmonic oscillator 
potential. We have established that neutrino balls can have a mass up to 
a few 109 j\1',8 which is the upper limit for the purported black holes at the 
galactic centers. \A/e have shown that the mass distribution at the Galactic 
center observed through stellar motion can be described by a neutrino ball 
of 2.6 x 106 },I1G made of neutrino of masses ml/ 2: 15.9 ke V / c2 for 91/ = 2 and 
ml/ 2: 13.4 keV /c2 for 91/ = -1-. 

By considering a neutrino halo around the sun, we have found that the 
gravitational potential is dominated by the sun as a point source. We have 
established that the mass of an assumed neutrino halo around the sun is of the 
order of a few times 1O-6 /v10 within Neptune's orbit which is consistent with 
available observationa.l data. \fIle have found that the perihelion shifts due to 
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the presence of a constant density dark matter. We get afLer int.egration, the 
following expres5ion for Lhe sh ifts 

4' 3 5 = _ 7r poa (I _ ')1/' 
'P .,' e, 

11')0 
(2.88) 

which shows that the shifts are negative as irl the previous case but. depend 
on two parameters : the semi-rnajor a.xis a and the eccentricity e. 

We now apply thi s formula to Ica.rus. I\' I> ec;.o-ntri ci ty c is 0.827, and its 
semi-major axis a = 1.61 x 10 13 em. The experimental value for Lhe perihelion 
shift s is 9.811 ± 0.811 which gives a lower bound of gil and an upper value of 
10.6". The gpne,.1 relat ivistic shifts 61fCMe/(a( J - e')) arc 10.3" [841. By 
requiring that the slLifts for 100 years should be less than -1.311

, i.c. 

O!.p :5. Dip Exp. - 6tpc liT. (2.89) 

we geL a bound a ll the density of dark maHer in the solar system, i.c. 

Po S 1.533 x 10-" g/ em 3 . (2.90) 

Using the value obtained -Cor the de'nsit.y, one can estimate the mass of a 
spher ical distribution of dark mat LeI' within t.he orbits of var ious planets . 
The mass within the earth orbit should be less than 1.1 X 10- 8 Nf,!) which is 
in agrpcment with the bound obt.ained in ref. [86J. The dark mass within 
Uranus orbit should be less than 7.6 x 10-':;/1-' 1) and finall y the' mass within 
Neptune is estimated to be less than 2.9 x 10 - 1 Aif0 . 

2.7 Conclusion 

in this chapter} we have shown that. it neutrino ball is described by Lane
Emden equation and its gravitationa.l potential is much shallower than that 
of a black hole of the same mass. We have shown that near the cente r, 
the neutrino ball potent.ial can be approximated by an harmonic oscilla.tor 
potential. We ha.ve established tha.t. neutrino balls can have a mass up to 
a few 109 Ma which is the upper limit for the purported bla.ck holes at the 
ga lactic cenLers. We have shown t hat. tIte mass di str ibution at the Galactic 
center observed through stellar motion can be desc ribed by a neutrino ball 
of 2.6 x 10G ,\fE, made of neutrino of masses m" ~ 15.9 keY Jc'l [or 9" := 2 and 
mil > 13.4 keY Jc'l for 9" = ·L 

By considering a ncutrino ha.lo around the sun, we have found that the 
gravitational potential is dominated by the sun as a point source. We have 
established that the mass of an assumed neutrino halo around the S Uit is of the 
order of a few times 10- 6 ,\de within ~'eptune 's orbit which is consistent with 
avai lable observational data. We have found that the perihelion shi fts due to 
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such a neutrino halo are negative in contrast to the gellPral relativistic ones 
which are positive. In addition, the perihelion shifts depend only on one 
parameter, the eccentricity e while those J ue to general relativistic effects 
depend on the eccentricity e and the semi-major axis a. \Ve have established 
a mass-radius relationship of neutrino halos around the sun and have shown 
that thp.re is a solution with a mass of rv 3 A18 and a maximum rad ius of a 
few light years. 

In order to explain the mass excesses within the orbits of different orbits 
from Voyager and Pioneer 10/11, the bounds on the neutrino mass have been 
established. The predicted values of the acceleration in the solar system have 
been compared to those obtained from the recent observations. Finally, we 
have shown that in order to be consistent with observations, the mass of the 
neutrino halo cannot exceed rv 100 lvJ8 . 
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such a neutrino halo are negative in contrast. t.o the genrral relativistic ones 
which are positive. In addition , the perihelion shifts depend only on one 
paramet.er, the eccentricity e while those due to general relativistic effects 
depend on t.he eccentricity e and the semi-major axis a. We have established 
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Chapter 3 

Degenerate relativistic 
neutrino halos around compact 
stars 

3.1 Degenerate relativistic neutrino balls 

3.1.1 Relat ivistic equations of hydrostatic equilibrium 

A spherically symmetric cloud of degenerate neutrino matter can be char
acterized by its mass density Pv(T), pressure Pv(T), and the metric in the 
Schwarzschild form [87, 88] 

ds 2 = eV c2 dt 2 
- eA dT2 - T2(dfJ2 + sin2 Od¢}). (3.1) 

The pressure ani the density satisfy the relati vistic Tolman-Oppenheimer 
Volkoff (TO\.') equations of hydrostat ic equilibrium [89, 90] 

dPv 1 2 dv 
(3.2)d; = -"2(Pvc + Pv) dT' 

,\ ( 2(;m)-1e= 1--- (3.3) 
C2 T ' 

dFv = _C(Pv + Fv/ c2 )(m + 41rT3Pv/ C2 ) 
(3.4 )

dT 1'(1' - 2CTH/ c2 ) , 

dm 
-d = 17rr'2 Pv( 7' ), (3.5) 

l' 

where m(T) is the mass enclosed within a radius r. The relevant boundary 
conditions are m(O) = 0, Fv(R) = 0, and Pv(R) = 0, as the pressure and 
the density vanish at the radius R of the neutrino ball. Outside the ball, the 
functions v and), are determined by the usual Schwarzschild solution 

v - >. A e = e , e = (1- 2C}\1/c2rt1 
, (3.6) 
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Chapter 3 

Degenerate relativistic 
neutrino halos around compact 
stars 

3.1 Degen er ate r elat iv istic ne u trino b alls 

3.1.1 Relat iv ist ic equat ions of hydrostatic eq uilib riu m 

A spherically symmetric cloud of degenerate neutrino mattE-I" can be char
acterized by it:! mass density PI1 (,-) 1 pressure- Pv(r}) and the metric in the 
Schwarzscbild form [87) 88] 

(3.1 ) 

T he pressure an' t.he density sat isfy the relativis ti c Tolman-Oppf'nheimer 
Volkoff (TOV) equations of hydrostatic equilibrium [89, 901 

dPv __ ~ ( , A )d" 
d - ') Pile + II d ' e _ r 

.\ _ ( 2r:m.)-L e - 1--
c'e 

dPv = _ G(Pv + Pv /c'Hm + 4r.r3 Pv/ c') , 
d,· r (r - 2Gm/c') 

dm 'l 
-d = hr pv(r ), ,. 

(3.2) 

(33) 

(3.4 ) 

(3.5) 

where m(r} is t.he mass enclosed within a fitdius T. The relevant. boundary 
cond itions an" m(O) = 0, P", (R) = 0, and p,,( R) = 0 , as t.h e pressure and 
the density vanish at the radi us n of the nC'utrino ball. Out.side the ball , the 
functions v and A are determined by the usual Schwarzschild !;oluLion 

" - ,\ e = e , e·\ = (1- 2GM /c'r)-1, 
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."VI = foRhPv(r)r2dr. (3.7) 

We now introduce the equation of state, neglecting possible effects of the 
dissipation mechanism. Of course, in the formation process, which will not 
be discussed in thi s thesis, such a dissipation mechanism is very important. 
However, as soon as the degenerate ball is fornwd, the dissipation mechanism 
is irrelevant and does not affect the equation of sta.te. Thus , the equation 
of state may be approximated by that of a degenerate rel at ivisti c Fermi gas 
[91], parameterized as 

Pv = f{ [X(1 + X2)1/2 (~X2 - 1) + log (X + (1 + X2)1/2)] . (3 .8) 

Pv = l~ [X(1 + X2)1/2(2X2 + 1) - log (X + (1 + X2)1/2)] , (3.9) 
C 

Sf{X3 

(3.10)nv = 3 2 mvc 

Here, nv denotes the neutrino-number density, and J( and X are given by 

J( = gv m~c5 , X = ~. (3. 11 )
16~2n3 mvc 

where Pv stands for the local Fermi momentum of the neutrinos of mass 
mv' and gv is the spin degeneracy factor of neutrinos and antineutrinos, i.e., 
gv = 2 for Majorana and gv = 4 for Dirac neutrinos and antineutrinos. 
Using (3.8) and (3.9), and introducing dimensionless variables x = r / av and 
f-l = m / bv wi th the scales 

A1Pl)2 10 -1 /? (17.2 keV) 2 av = 2 - - Lp1 = 2.88233 x 10 gv ~ 2 km, (3.12) 
gv mv rnvcIf(

_ 7r 111P1 2 . 10 -1/2 ()2_ 17.2 keY
bv - 2 - (-) Mp1 - 1.95197 x 10 M0 gv 2' (3.13) 

gv rnv mv cIf 
where Mp1 = (nc/G)1/2 and Lpl = (nG/c3)1/2 denote Planck's mass and 
length, respectiv,~ ly, the TOV equations (3.4) and (3 .5) can be written as 

2dX _ ~ 1+ X {f-l + x3 [X(1 + X 2)1/2 (~X2 - 1)
dx X(x 2-2f-lx) 3 

+ log (X + (1 + X2)1/2) ]} , (3.1n 

df-l = x2 [X (1 + X2)1/2(2X2 + 1) - log (X + (1 + X2)1/2)] , (3.15)
dx 
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We now int.roduce the equation of stale , neglect ing possible ('ffcds of the 
dissipation mechani sm. Of course, in the format.ion process , which will not. 
be discussed in this thesis, such a dissipation mechanism is very important. 
However I as soon as the degenera.te baJJ is formf'd , the dissi pat ion m echanism 
is irrelevant and docs not affect the equation of stale. Thus, the equation 
of state may be a.pproximated by that. or a degenerate relativistic fermi gas 
[9 1], parameteri zed as 

p. ~ I( [X (I + X')I /' (~X'-J) + log (x +(I+X']1/' )]. 

r 
P. ~ c~ [X(! + X')'/'(2X' + 1) - log (X + (1 + X')I /') I, 

81\ X 3 

nj.> = . 
3m ... c2 

(3.8 ) 

(3.9) 

(3.lO) 

Here,11." denotes the neutrino-number density, and [{ and X are given by 

(3.11) 

where PI.' stands for the local Fermi momf'ntum of the neutrinos of mass 
Tn". and 9" is the sp in degeneracy ft\.dor of neulrinos and ant.ineuLri nos, i. e. , 
gJl = 2 for Majorana and 9J1 = -1 for Dirac neutrinos and ant i neutrinos. 
Csing (3 .8) and (3.9L and introducing dimensionless var iables x = r/a ll and 

I' ~ m/b" with the scales 

If (M )' (17 ? keY)' aJl = 2 1l" .---!! Lpi = 2.88233 X lOIOg,;1/2 .- '1 km, 
gJl In ll m.,c 

(3. I 2) 

(3.1 3) 

where M p1 = (hcjCy/2 and Lp1 = (f~Gjc3) 1 /'J. denole Planck's mass and 
length, respectiv,~ l y, the TOV equations (3.4) and (3.5) can be written as 

_ J + X, {I' + x3 [X (1 + X')'/' (~X' - I) 
X( X' - 2/.7) 3 

dX 

dx 

+ log(X + (I+.1."')'/')]}, (3.11) 

~~ ~ x' [X(l + X')'/' (2X' + I) - log (X + ( I + X' )I/2)I, (3.15) 
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subject to the boundary conditions X(O) = Xo and f.L(0) = O. In addition to 
(3.14) and (3.15 ~ , there is also an equat.ion governing the number of neutrinos 
n within a radius T = avx 

d ~ 	 I )-1/2-.!!.. = x 2 X 3 (1 - 2f.L x , 	 (3.16)
dx 

where n = niNo is the rescaled number of neutrinos subject to the boundary 
condition n(O) = 0, with 

1\'-0 = Sbv = 3.3765 x 1072 (17.2 k;V)3 g;;I / 2. (3.17)
3m v 	 1n v C 

The central number density can be obtained from Eq. (3 .10 ) and has the 
following form 

Sf(xg /3 
nc = 	 2 = noX o , (3.1S)

3m v c 

where the the constant no is given by 

SK 	 . 25 ( m vc2 ) 3 -3 (3.19)no = 3 2 = 1.1190 x 10 9v ') k \1 c m . 
mvc 	 17.~ e 

3.1.2 	 Solutions of the Tolman-Oppenheimer Volkoff 
equations 

Equations (3.14:1-(3.16) may be solved numerically. Picking up a value Xo 
for the Fermi momentum at the center (in units of mvc), one obtains the 
total mass of the ball M, the radius R, and the total number of particles N, 
by integrating outward until X vanishes. 

The results ,"re summarized in Figs. 3.1 to 3.6. The total mass M, the 
radius R and the total number of particles N are presented as functions 
of the central number density nc in Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.3, respectively. In 
Fig. 3.·1, the total mass is plotted against the radius of the neutrino ball. 
The curve has a maximum, namely, the Opp~nheimer-Volkov (OV) limit 
[90], at f.Lov = 0.15329, which corresponds to a neutrino ball mass of 

Jfov 0.15329 bv = 0.54195 Jif~11n;;2g;;1/2 

09M -. (17.2 keV)2 -1/22 992 4 x 1 2 gv' (3.20). e:; 
mvc 

The total mass of the neutrino ball M is plotted against the total number 
of partides N in Fig. 3.5. For masses much smaller than the OV limit, the 
relation between M and N is unique. However, as /'VI approaches the OV 
limit , M becomes a multivalued function of ,v. The part of the curve on the 
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subject to the boundary condition~ X(O) = '-\'0 a.nd {t(O) = O. In addition to 
(3.14) and (3. 15 ~ ! there is also an equation governing lhe number of neutrinos 
n within a radius l' = Q"X 

(3,16) 

where 11 = niNo is the resca.led number of neut rinos subject to the boundary 
condition "(0) = 0, with 

flo = Sb. = 3,3765 x 10" (]7,2 k:V)39;1/', 
3,n" Tn"C 

(3, 17) 

The cent ral number dens ity can be obta.ineJ from Eq, (3,10) and has the 
(ollowing (orm 

SJ(X3 

llc = 0 = noXg, 
3m v c2 

(3,18 ) 

where the lhe constant no is given by 

, \ 25 111"C 8/ ' (' )3 
nO=3m"c2=1.1190XIO 9v 17.2keV (3. 19 ) 

3.1.2 Solutions of the Tolman-Oppenheimer Volkoff 
equations 

BquaLions (3. 14 1-(:3.16) may be solved numerically. Pi cki ng up a, value Xo 
for lhe Fe rmi momentum at the center (in units of 71L"C), one obtains the 
total mass of th{~ ball Nf. the radius Fl, and the total number of particles N, 
by integrating outward until X vanishes. 

The results ;~re summarized in Figs. 3.1 to 3.6. The total mass M, the 
radius R and the total number of particles N are presented as function s 
of the central number densiLY nc in Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.1, respectively. In 
Fig. 3.l\ the total mass is plotted against the radius of the neutrino ball. 
The curve has a maximum, namely, the Oppenheimer. Volkov (OV) limit 
[90], at 1'0\' = 0 15329, which corresponds to a neutrino ball mass of 

.\1ov 0.15329b. = 0,54195.11~,m;'g;I" 

9 (17,2 ke\')' _ II' 2.9924 x to Me ,9,· 
m.c 

(3.20) 

The Lolal mass of the neutrino ball M is plotted against thp total number 
of particles A; in Fig. 3.5. For masses mllch smaller t han the OV limit, the 
rplation between M and N is unique. However , as ,\if approaches the OV 
limit , M becomes a multivalued funct ion of .V. The part of the curve on th€' 
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Figure 3.1: Total mass M of the neutrino ball in units of bv as a function of 
the central number density n c in units of no. 
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Figure 3.2: The radi us R of the neutrino ball in units of av as a function of 
the central number density nc in units of no. 
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Figure 3.1: ToLal mass M of the neulrino ball in uniLs of b" as a function of 
the ccnt.ral num ber density n c in units of 110. 
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Figure 3.2: The radius R of the neutrino ball in units of all as a function of 
the centca.t number density 11c ill uniLs of no. 
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Figure 3.3: The total number of particles N in units of No as a function of 
the central number density nc in units of no. 
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up arouIld the point of infinite central density. 
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Figure 3.6: The relative OIass defect !:l as a. function of the radius R or lhe 
neutrino ball. The configurations with ~ < 0 arc absolutely unstable since 
the system can gain enf'rgy by disintegrat.ing. 
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left side of the maximum in Fig. 3.4, which corresponds to the upper part 
of the curve in Fig. 3.5 , represents unstable configurations [87. 92] for which 
the relati ve m ass defect 

D. 	= Nntll - 111, (3.21) 
Nmll 

eventually becomes negat ive, as seen in Fig. 3.6 . Thus. for D. < 0, t he system 

can gain energy by di sintegrating. The maximal relat ive mass defect, or the 
strongest binding, is obtained a,t the OV limit with ~ov = 3.5807 X 10-2 . 

3.1.3 	 The Oppenheimer-Volkoff and the black hole 
limits 

We have seen from the last section that the TOV equations admit a solution 

with a maximum mass Mov given by Eq. (3 .20). The radius of such a 
neutrino ball that is close to being a black hole is 

Rov 4.8329 x (~:) m;2g; 1/2 

1.5171 x 	(17 .2 keY ) 2 g;1/2 ld 
21n ll c

4.4l66R~v , 	 (3.22) 

where R~v = 2GMov /c2 is the Schwarzschild radius of the mass /vIov. Thus, 
at a distance of a few Schvvarzschild radii away from the supermassive object, 

there is little di ffe rence between a neutrino ball at the OV limit and a black 
hole, in particul ar since the last stable orbit around a black hole a lready has 
a radius of 3 R 5v , A neutrino ball of mass iWov = 3 X 109 1110 would have 

1010a radius R ov = 3,9396 X km, or 1.52 light-days. 
In Fig. 3.7, the mass-radius relation of neutrino balls in general rel 

ativity and :'-Jewtonian theory is shown. We deduce from this plot, that 

general relativist ic corrections reduce the mass limit of neutrino balls i\lsH 
(see chapter 2) by a factor of 1. 8037, i. e. 

MSH = 	4.8037/Vl ov (3.23 ) 

whne Mov is the Oppenheimer Vo lkoff limi t as defincd from Eq. (3 .20). 
Owing to their large m ass, neutrino balls could serve as candidates for 

supermassive compact dark ob jects observed in the mass range 

2.5 X 106 	 i110 ~ AI;S 3 A 109 MG (3 .24 ) 

at the centers of a number of galaxies. Assuming that the most massive a nd 
violent objects are neutrino balls at the OV limit with .Wov = (3.2 ± 0. 9) x 
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I"ft side of the maximum in Fig. 3.4, which corresponds to the upper part 
of the curve in fig, 3.5 1 represents unstable configura.Lions 187. 92] for which 
lhe relative mass defect 

~= Nm. - M 
Nm" ' 

(3.21) 

evenLually becomes negative, as se<>n in Fig. :3.6. Thus. for L.l. < 0, the system 
can gain energy by disintegrating. The maximal relative' rnass defecl,\ or the 
strongest binding, is obtained at the OV limit with ..:1ov = 3.5807 X 10- 2. 

3.1.3 The Oppenheimer-Volkoff and the black hole 
limi ts 

We have seen from the last sect ion that Lhe TOV equations admit a solution 
with a maximurn mass Mov given by Eq. (3.20) . The radius of such a. 
neutrino ball that is close to being a black hole is 

Rov = 4.8329 x (n') -'2 - 1/2 Gc m" 9" 

1.5171>: (17.2 keY)' g- I" Id 
1n"e? " 

4.4166R~v > (322) 

where R~)V = 2GMov It? is the Schwarzschild radius of the mass Mov. Thus, 
at a distance of a few Schwa.rzschild radii awa.y from the supermassive object, 
there is liLLie difference between a ne~ltrino ball aL the 0\' limit and a black 
hole, in particular since the last stable orbit around a black hole already has 
a radius of 3 R5v. A neutrino ball of mass Mav = 3 x 109 M'e would ha.ve 
a radius Rov = 3.9396 x ] 010 km, or 1.52 light-days. 

fn Fig. 3.7, the mass- radius relation of neutrino b(\lIs in general rei· 
ativity and ~ewtonia.n theory is shown. We deduce from this plot, that 
general relativisLic corrections reduce the mass lim it of neutrino ba.lls MBH 
(see chapter 2) by a. factor of L8037, i.e. 

Mall = 4.8037 Mov (3.23) 

whE>re Mav is the Oppenheimer Volkoff limit as definf'd from Eq. (3.20). 
Owing to their large mass, neutrino balls could serve as candida.tes for 

slipermassive compact dark objects observed in the mass rang" 

(3.24) 

at the centers of a nurnber of galaxies. Assuming that the most massive and 
violent objects are neutrino balls at. the 0\' limiL with .\.fav = (3.2 ± 0.9) x 
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Figure 3.7: Mass radius relation of neutrino balls in general relati vity theory 
(GRT) and Newtonian theory. The black hole line is also shown . The point 
where the black hole line intersects the non-relativistic mass-radius line cor
responds to the black hole mass li mit AIBH for neutrino balls . The general 
relativis t ic corrections reduce }\18H by a factor of 4.8037. 

109 I'00 , such as the supermassive compact dark object at the center of M87 
[25], the neutrino mass required for this scenario is 

12.4keVjc2 :s Tn 1/ :s 16.5keVjc2 

10.4keVjc2 :s Tn 1/ :s 13.9keVjc2 

for 91/ = 2, 

for 91/ = 4. (3.25) 

Of course, neutrino balls that are well below the OV limit will have a size 
much larger than black holes of the same mass, although they will sti ll be dark 
and much more compact than any known baryonic object of the same mass. 
As the gravitational potential of such an extended neutrino ball is much 
shallower, significantly less energy will be dissipated through accreting matter 
than in the case of a black hole of the same mass. In fact , there is compact 
dark matter at the center of our galaxy with (2.6±0.2) x 106 hI':) concentrated 
within a radius smaller than 0.015 pc [26, 27 , 28]' determined from the motion 
of stars in the vicinity of Sgr A*. Interpreting this supermassive compact dark 
object in terms of a degenerate neutrino ball of 2.6 x 106 M(.) , the upper limit 
for the size of the object provides us with a lower limit for the neutrino mass, 
I.e . , 

Tn 1/ 2: 15.92 keY jc2 

Tn 1/ 2: 13.39keVjc2 
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for 91/ = 2, 

for 91/ = 4. (3.26) 
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Pigure 3.7: :vJass radius rdation of neutrino balls in gene ral relativity 1Iwory 
(CRT) and Newtonian theory. The black hole line is also shown. The point 
where the black hole line inte rsects the non-relativistic mass-rad ius line cor
responds to the black hole mass limit AfBH for neutrino balls. The general 
relativistic corrections reduce A1BH by a factor of 4.8037. 

109 .'\10. such as the 5upermassive compact dark object at the center of M87 
[25], the neut ri no mass required for th is scenar io is 

12.4keV/c2' ~ m~ < 16.5keVjc2 

10.4keV/c' < tn , :S 13.9ke\'/c' 

for g" = 2, 

for 9" :;:::: 4. (3.25) 

or course, neutrino ba.lls that are well below the OV limit will have a size 
much larger than black holes of the same mass , although they will still be dark 
and much more compact than any known baryonic object of the same mass. 
As the gra.vitational potential of such an extended neutrino ball is much 
shallower) significantly less energy will be dissipated through accreting matter 
than in the case of a black half> of the sallle mass. In fact , t here is compact 
dark matter at the center of our galaxy with (2.6±0.2) x 106 M'!) concentrated 
within a radius :"rnaller than 0.015 pc [26 , 27 , 28)) determined f!'Om the motion 
of stars in the vicinity of Sgr A *. Interpreting this supermassivecompact dark 
object in terms of a degenerate neutrino ball of 2.6 x 106 M(.), the upper limit 
for the size of the object provides tiS with a lower li mit for the neutrino mass, 
I.e. , 

mv !::: 15.92 keY /e2 for gIl = 2, 

m, 2 13 .39keV Ic' for 9. = 4. (3.26) 
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In this context, it is important to note that if Sgr A'" is a matter-accreting 
neutrino ball [30, 31 , 32], one can, in a natural way, explain the so-called 
"blackness problem" of Sgr A"', i.e., the the fact that Sgr A * does not seem 
to emit detectable x-rays of a few tens of keV, which would be emitted 
by baryonic matter falling towards a black hole (see chapter 4) . As this 
unmistakable black hole signat ure is missing, the concept of a "black hole 
on starvation diet" has been created in order to save the black hole idea. 
However, the neutrino ball model a lso fits the en igmatic radio emission of 
Sgr A'" much bet ter than the "black hole on starvation diet" model. 

3.1.4 TOV equations and the Newtonian limit 

The :'-Jewtonian limit corresponds to the case of of small Fermi momenta, i.e. 
X « l. With this assumption, the equation of state, e.g ., Eqs. (3 .S) and 
(3.9) for neutrino matter can be written as 

p = Sf( X 5 (3.27) 
v 15 ' 

Sf{ ,.3 . 
pv = 3c2 X . (3.28) 

The last two equations (3 .27) and (3 .28) can be combined to yield the equa
tion of state of a nonrelativistic degenerate Fermi gas, i.e., 

6 ) 2/3 Jr4/3Ji 2P _ _ 5/3 __ 
v - ( Pv 81'>' (3.29) 

9v 5mv 

as expected. 
For completeness, 'vve note that in the ~ewtonian limit , the TOV equa

tions (3.14) and (3.15) reduce to 

dX fl 
(3.30)

dx x 2 X' 

dfl _ ~X2X3 , (3.31 )dx - 3 

which, using the substitution 0 = X 2 and ~ = 4x/V3, can be cast into the 
nonlinear Lane-Emden differential equation with the polyt ropic index 3/2 

[93] 

1 d ( d0)e d~ ed{ = _0
3

/
2 

. (3.32) 

Owing to the scaling property of the Lane-Emden equation , the mass and 
radius of a nonrelati vistic neutrino ball scalf' as [36] 

3 _ 9l.869Ji
6 (~) 2

!vI R - 0 3 8 (3.33) 
n~v 9v 
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~ = Sf{ \,' 
" 15 - , (3 .27) 

8/\ ,,3 (3 .28) p" = 3c'l''\ . 
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_ (!)'l /3 5/31(4/3;,.'1 
PIt - p" • 8/3' 

g" am" 

as expected. 
For completeness, we note that in the \'ewtonian 
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dX I' 
dx - x 2 )(' 

(3.29) 
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For large central densities Xo » 1, /-L oscillates around /-Loo = 0.09196, 
which corresponds to a neutrino ball mass }v!oo = 1. 795 X 109 J18 g,:;- 1/2 for a 
neutrino mass 1nv = 17.2 keY /c2. For a gas of neutralinos of a mass precisely 
equal to the neutron mass m n = 0.93955 GeV /c2 and a degeneracy factor 
gn = 2, the infinite density limit is 11100 = 0.4164 J118 , whereas the OV limit 
is J10v = 0.7091 1118 and Rov = 9.1816 km [92]. Thus, owing to their 
compactness, neutralino balls could mimic the properties of "machos" which 
have been detected in the line-of-sight towards the Large Magellanic Cloud 
(LMC) [52. 53]. If these objects are located in our galactic halo (rather 
than in the LMC ), their masses seem to be about 0.4 M8 . Thus we are 
faced with the dilemma that, on the one hand, they are 5 times too heavy 
for brown dwarfs, and, on the other hand, they cannot be luminous stars, 
because they would have been easily detected. Therefore, the baryonic matter 
interpretation of these "machos" is disfavoured [53]. If one wants to interpret 
t.hese objects as neutralino stars, the mass of the neutralino mn is restricted 

2to 1.22 MeV/c2 
:::; mn < 1.251 GeV/c , for a degeneracy factor of gn = 2. 

The lower limit is obtained restricting the size of the dark object, i.e. we have 
somewhat arbitrarily constrained the radius of the "macho" to R:::; 0.25 AlI 
which is much smaller than the average Einstein radius of about 3 AU. As 
0.25 AU is the distance a star would travel at a speed of 'V;::> = 220 km/s 
in approximately two days, this would not affect the light-curve too much, 
since the average t.ime scale of the lensing events is about 88 days. The upper 
limit is obtained assuming that J.Jov ~ 0.4 -'10 is at the Oppenheimer- Volkoff 
limit, i.e. it is almost a black hole. 

For large X. the solutions of the TOV equations (3.11) and (3.15) tend 
to 

/-L 
_ 

-
_ 3 
14 x and 

r 

X 
_ 

-
_ -1/2( 3 ) 1/4
28 x . (3.34) 

The pressure and the density thus become 

P 
v 

= 
c4 

-
567r 

1 
-
1'2 

and p 
v 

= 
3c2 

-
567r 

1 
-
1'2' 

(3.35 ) 

yielding the equation of state of radiation 

1 2
P = - c pv, (3.36)

v 3 

as expected . 

3.2 Mass-radius relation of white dwarfs 

In this section, we will investigate the effects of general relativity on the 
structure of white dwarfs . The classical theory of white dwarfs has been 
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The pressure and the density t bu.s become 

c'* 1 
P ---.. - 5611" r'l-

3c' 1 
and P .. = -6 -, ' 

~ 7T l' 

yielding the equation of state of radiation 

1 , 
p .. = 3C Pi" 

as expected. 

(3.34) 

(3 .35) 

(3.36) 

3 .2 Mass-radius r elation of white dwarfs 

In this section , we will investigat,c Lhe effects of gent-raj relativity on t he 
structure of wluLe dwarfs. The classical th('ory of white dwarfs bas been 
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presented by Chandrasekhar in his pioneering works in which he discovered 
that a degenerate electron gas interacting with nucleons has a maximum 
mass of 1.41\10 [93, 94]. The Chandrasekhar analysis was based on therv 

following assumptions: (1) Newton ian equation of hydrostati c equilibrium, 
(2) cold matter, (3) pressure supplied by an ideal relativistic degenerate Fermi 
gas of electrons, and by this gas only; (1) the mass density and therefore the 
potential is provided by nucleons. This result was found after Landau [95] 
gave a general c~rgument that a sufficiently large collection of cold matter 
cannot sustain itself against gravitational collapse. A white dwarf consists 
of two types of particles: nucleons which provide the gravitational potential 
and the electrons that are responsible for degeneracy pressure. Let us denote 
by Y, the normali zed local Fermi momentum of electrons ( in units of mec), 

by Pe , the electrons pressure and by PeH, the total mass energy density of 
nucleons and electrons. The equation of state of a white dwarf can therefore 
be written as 

Pe = ]( [Y(1 + y2)1/2 (~y2 - 1) + log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2)] , (3. 37) 

PeH = ~~ [Y(l + y2)1 /2(2y2 + 1) -log (Y + (1 + y 2) 1/2) ] 

8](
+-32f-le m py3,

rn-'e C 
(3.38) 

where the constant J( is in this case defined as 

!{ = gem : 
c5 

167l"2/i3' 
(3 .39) 

Here me is the electron mass, ge is the spin degeneracy factor for electrons 
and is equal to 2, mp is the proton mass , and f-l e is the molecular weight per 
electron, i.e. f-le = A/Z where A is the atomic number and Z the number of 
electrons (f-le is 1 for H, 2 for ~He particles and 2.17 for 56Fe). The first term in 
the energy matter density is the electrons contribution while the second term 
is due to nucleons. For non-relati vistic elect rons , the mass energy density 
due to electrons is negligible compared to the contribution due to protons. 
Inserting the equation of state (3.37) and (3 .38) into the TOV equations (3.4) 
and (3.5), and introducing normali zed variables x = r/a e and f-l = m(r)/be, 
we get the following set of equations which describe a relativisti c white dwarf: 

dY _ 1 + y2 (f-lemp + (1 + y2)1/2) {f-l + x3 
dx Y(x 2 -2f.lx) mG 

x [Y(1 + y 2 )1/2 (~y2 - 1) + log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2) ] }.(3.40) 
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+-3 2 P,mp Y , (3.38) 
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electrons (Ile is -1 for H. 2 for ~He particles and 2.17 ror ~6 "e). The first term in 
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is due to nucleons. For non-rela.tivistic electrons, the mass energy density 
due to electrons is negligible compared t.o the contribution due to protons. 
Inserting the equation of state (3.37) and (3.38) into the TOV equations (3.4) 
and (3.5L and introducing normalized varia,bles x == r /ae and Jl ::::. m(r)/br• 
we get the following seL of equations which describe a relativistic white dwarf; 

dY 
dx 

_ _ 1 + 1'2 (p,m p + ( I + y')II') {~+ x3 
y (x 2 - 2px) 1n, 

x [\,(1 + y 2) 112 (~Y' - I) + log(Y + ( I + y2)112) 1 }.(340) 
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Figure 3.8: Mass radius relation of white dwarfs using general relativity 
theory (GRT) and Newtonian theory . In the case of GRT: the graph has 
a maximum, the OV limit of l\1wd = l.3941\18 which is almost equal to the 
Chandrasekhar limit of rv 1.4 1\18' Left from the O\.' limit, i.e. for radii less 
than 1018 km, all the solutions are unstable. 

dp 

d:r 
x2[~f1empy3 + Y(l + y2)1/2(2y2 + 1) 

3 me 

-log ('V + (1 + y2)1/2) ] , (3.41 ) 

subject to the boundary conditions Y(O ) = Yo and f1(0) = O. The constants 
ae and be are the length and mass scales, respectively. They can be obtained 
from av and bv given by Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) by making the replacements 
rnv +--t rile , and Yv +--t ge, i.e. 

( ) 

2
17.2 keY -

ae = 2.88233 x 1010g;I/2 2 km = 2.3091 x 10' km, 
meC 

(3.42) 

( ) 

2 
10 -1/2 17.2 keY . 7

be = 1.95197 x 10 M8 ge 2 = 1.5638 x 10 1\18 ' 
mec 

(3.43) 

In the Newtonian limit, i.e. Xo « 1 the equation of state for the white 
dwarf can be written as 

p = 8f{ X 5 

e 15 ' 

_ 8f{ ,3 
peH - -32f1em pX,

. meC 
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F'jgure 3.8: Mac;s radius relation of white dwarfs using general relativity 
theory (GRT) and Newtonian theory, In the case of GRT. the graph has 
a ma.ximum, the OV limit of A1 .... d = 1.394Mt; which is almost equal to the 
Chandrasekhar limit of '" 1.4 Me- Left. from the OV limit, i.e. for radii less 
t.han 1018 km, all the solutions are unstable. 

x'[~J.l,mpy3 + \"(1 + >,,')'/'(2\,,' + I) 
3 nil!. 

- log (Y + (I + >"') '/') l, (3.41) 

subject to t he boundary condit ions \"(0) = Yo and !l(0) = O. The constants 
a" and be are the length and mass scales, respectively. 'f hey can be obtained 
from all and bll given by Eq::;. (3.12) and (3.13) by making the replacements 
m" +-+ me. and !III H gel i.e , 

17.2 keY -( )' 
ae = 2.88233 x 1OIOg; I / 2 met? km = 2.3091 x 10 ' km, (3.42) 

10 -1/2 (L7.2 keY)' . 7 b, = 1.95197 x 10 M",g, 2 = 1.5638 x 10 ME,. 
1n ee 

(3.43) 

In lhe Newl0nian Ii mil , i.c. Xo <t: I the equation of state for the white 
dwarf can be written as 

(344) 

(3. 15) 
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Here, the constant J( is given by Eq. (3.39). From Eq. (3 .-15) one ca.n express 
X as a function of PeH 

X = (3c2PeH ) 1/3 
(3.46)8aJ( , 

where a = f-l emp/me. Next, we insert the expression for X into the Eq. (3.44) 
and obtain the equation of state in the following form 

2 2 p = ~ (~) 2/3 Jr4/3ti 5/3 = ~ (~) 2/3 Jr4/3ti 5/3 

5/3 PeH (3.47)e 5 8/3 5 8/3 PeH,ge me a ge meff 

where meff is the effective mass of particles associated to the white dwarf 
and is given by 

8 3 m 8/ 3a5/ 3m / = ef f e (3 .48). 

Inserting a, the last expression yields 

m = m3/8115/8m5/8
e f f e re p' (3.19) 

In the case of white dwarf with a particles . I-l e = 2 and the effective mass is 
meff = 86.0287 MeV /c2. The equations that govern the structure of a white 
dwarf in this approximation reduce to 

dX f-l emp (1 + X2)1/2 I-l 
(3.50)

dx me X x 2 ' 

df-l = ~ f-lemp X3 X 2, (3.51) 
dx 3 m t 

which, using the substitution 8 = (1 + X 2 // 2 
and e= 2 x V2ax/V3, can 

be cast into the nonlinear differential equation [93] 

~~ ( 2 
d8 

) (8 2~2 d~ ed[ = - - 1) 3/2 . (3.52) 

The last equation is the Chandrasekha.r equation for white dwarfs. In Fig. 3.8, 
we present the mass radius relation obtained using the relativistic TOV equa
tions of hydrostatic equilibrium, i.e . Eqs. (3.10) a.nd (3..11) and the Chan
dra,sekhar equation (3.52). vVe deduce that the relativistic effects on the 
Chandrasekhar limit are very small but play an important role for the sta
bility of white dwarfs. Left from the OV limit, there are no stable solutions. 
We can then concl ude that stable white dwarfs solutions can exist for radii 
2: 1018km. For the white dwarfs solutions left from the OV limit, the elec
trons become highly relativistic and break up the neutrons and the process of 
neutronisation of matter [87] takes place. In Fig. 3.9 the mass radius relation 
for different objects operating at different scales is plotted. It can be seen 
that in the m ass radius relation for white dwarfs has a specific behaviour. 
This is due to a strong field generated by nucleons. The region of masses from 
106 M8 to 109 M0 corresponds to the supermassive compact dark objects at 
the galactic centers. 

-15 

Here, the constant j( is given by Eq. (3.39). From Eq. 
X as a function of PeR 

(3..15) one can express 

X = C PeH (3 ' )1/3 
Sa/( 1 

(3.46) 

where a == J1.emp/me. Next, we insert the express ion for X in to the Eq. (3.44) 
and obtain the equation of state in t.he following form 

P _ _ _ 7r ,,/3 _ _ _ ~/J 1 (6)2/3 '/3h' 1 (6)'/3 ,'/3 h' 
e - 5 ge m~/3a5/3PeJl - 5 ge m:~~ PeH 1 

(3.17) 

where mefJ is tile effective mass of particles associated to the white dwarf 
and is given by 

8/3 8/3 6/3 
n~eff := m~ a . (3.48) 

Inserting a, the last. expression yields 

?neff = m,:/8'.l~/8m;/fl. (3. 1-9 ) 

In t.he case of whit.e dwarf with Q particles. Ite := 2 and the effective mass is 
m efJ:= 86.0287 MeV Ie'!. The equations that govern t.he structure of a. white 
dwarf in this approximation reduce to 

dX _ ll , mp(1 +X')I/' p. 
(3.50) 

dx x .1,2 ' 

dlL = ~ jl emp \,,3
X

' ( ) ~ , :1.51 
dx 3 m, 

which, using the substitut ion 0 = (1 + X 2)l/2 and ~ = 2 x V2ax/v'3. can 
be cast into the nonlinear different. ial equation [93] 

~~~(e~~) = _ (02_ 1)3/' (3.52 ) 

The last equat ion is the Chandrasekb ar equation for whi te dwarfs . In Fig. 3.8, 
we present the mass radius relation obtained using the relativistic TOV equa
tions of hydrostat ic equilibrium , i.e. Eqs. (3 . W) and (3A1) and the Chan
drasekhal' equat ion (3 .52). Vve deduce that the relativistic effects on the 
Chandrasekhar limit are very small but play an important role for the sta
bility of white d warfs. Left from the OV limit, there are no stable solutions. 
\Ne can then conclude that stable white dwarfs so lu t ions can exist for radii 
~ 1018km. For the whi te dwarfs solu t ions left from the OV lim it, the elec
trons become highly relativistic and break up the neutrons and I..he process of 
neul ro nisation of maLLeI' [87] takes place. Tn Fig. 3.9 the mass radius relation 
for different objects operating at different scales is ploUed. It can be seen 
that in the mass radius relation for white d warfs has a specific behav iour. 
This is due to a strong field generated by nucleon~ . The region of masses from 
106 M 0 to 109 M I!. corresponds to the supermassive compact da rk objects at 
the ga.1 acl.ic. centers. 
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Figure 3.9: Mass radius relation of different objects compared. This plot 
shows how the OV limit depends on the mass of thp. ball constituents. The 
OV limit corresponding to neutron star solutions is O.7Ni8 ' The OV limit 
limit for a whit(' dwarf is almost rv 1.4M8 . Left from the OV limit, all the 
solutions are unstable. 
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3.3 	 Degenerate neutrino halos around neu
tralino stars 

We now turn to the discussion of an astrophysical system consisting of degen
erate heavy-neutrino and neutralino matter that is gravitationally coupled. 
As each component satisfies the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium sepa
rately, i.e. ) Eq. (3.2) and 

dv 
-dPn 

-- -~(Pn C2 + Pn) dr) 	 (3.53).)
dr 	 ~ 

the total pressure P = Pn + Pv and the total mass density P = Pn + Pv wi ll 
also obey the same equation 

dP = _~(pC2 + P) dv . (3.54)
dr 2 dr 

In addition to the equation of state for neutrino matter, (3.8) and (3.9), we 
now have the equation of state for neutra.Jino matter 

Pn = I<n 	 [Y(1 + y2)1/2 (~y2 - 1) + log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2)] , (3.55) 

Pn = K; 	[1"(1 + y2)1/2(2y2 + 1) - log (}J" + (1 + y2)1/2)] , (3.56) 
c 

where j(n is defined by 

/{n = j(gn (1nn)4 (3.57) 
gv Tnv ' 

gn is the spin-degeneracy factor for neutralinos and antineutralinos and K 
is given by Eq. (3 .11 ). In the Eqs. (3.55) and (3 .56), Y stands for the local 
Fermi momentuln of neutralino matter (in units of rnnc). Inserting (3.55) 
and (3.56) into (3.53), after integration we arrive at 

Y = [(1 	+ y02)ev(O)-v(r) - 1]1/2 , (3.58) 

with Yo = Y(O). Using (3 .8), (3.9), and the equation of hydrostatic equi lib
rium (3.2), a similar relation for the Fermi momentum of neutrinos (in units 
of rnvc) is obtained 

x = [(1 	+ Xg)ev(O)-v( r ) - 1P/2. (3.59) 

Combining (J.58) and (3.59), the two local Fermi momenta are related by 

X2 = (xg + 1) y2 + X g - Y02 (3.60)
1 + Y02 
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3.3 Degenerate neutrino halos around neu
tralino stars 

We now turn to the discussion of an astrophysical system consist ing of degen
erate heavy· neutrino and neutralino matter that is gravitMionally coupled. 
As each component si).Lisfies the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium sepa
rately, i.e. , Eq. (3 .2) and 

dP. __ ~( , p)dv 
dr - 1 Pn c + I\. dr I 

(3.53) 

the Lotal pressure P = Pn + P" and the tOLal m as.:; dcusily p = Pn + PII wi ll 
a.lso obey the same equat ion 

(3.54) 

In addition to the equation of state for neutrino matter , (3.8) and (3.9), we 
now have the equation of sLate £0(' neutralino matter 

1'. ; /,'. [Y(1 + 1")'1' G y' -1) + log (Y + (J + Y')' I' ) 1, (3.55) 

P.; J(; [1"(1 + y') ' I' (2Y' + I ) - log (1' + (1 + Y")'I')], (3.56) 
c 

where /{f1 is defined by 

J. J .g. (In.) ·, 
\ n = \ - -

g/l nt" 
(3.57) 

9n is t.he spin-degeneracy fador for neutralinos and anlineutral inos and J( 

is given by Eq. (3.1'1). In lhe Eqs. (3.55) and (3.56), Y slands foJ' lhe local 
Fermi nlomentuln of neulralino matter ( in units of mnc) . Inserti ng (3.55 ) 
and (3.56) into (3.53). after integration we arrive at 

(3.58) 

wilh yo; 1'(0). Using (3.8), (3.9), and Lhe equal ion of hy<iroslaLic equilib· 
rium (3.2), a sim ilar relation for the Fermi momentum of neutrinos (in units 
of m.,c) is obtained 

x; 1(1 + Xg)e-iOl--H _ Ij' I'. (3.59) 

Combining (;j.58) and (3.59), the I wo local Fermi momenta are related by 

(X' + I )Y' + X' - Y' X'1 _ 0 0 0 
- 1+ Yo' . 
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The condition X 2 2: 0 restricts the range of allowed values of Y to 

y2 > Y02 - XJ 
(3.61 )

1 + X2o 

The total pressure and mass density is given by 

P(Y) = Pn(Y) + PAX(Y)) (3.62) 

and 
p(Y) = Pn(Y) + pAX(Y)), (3.63) 

respecti vely. 
We now forr:lUlate the coupled differential equations describing a grav

itationally interacting system of degenerate heavy-neutrino and neutralino 
matter. Vie first keep the mass of the neutrino halo constant while vary
ing the mass of the neutra.lino star. Introducing the dimensionless variables 
x = r1an and 11 = mlbn with the scales 

an = ~ ( 7r!i
3 

) 1/2 b = ~ (7r!i3 C3) 1/2
and n (3.64) 

m~ gncG m~ gnG3 ' 

the relevant TOV equations can be written in the form 

dY 
- ~2+_Y2 {Il + x3 [YO + y2)1/2 (~y2 - 1)

dx Y(., 21lx) 3 

+ log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2) + (::) 4 ;: (X(1 + X 2)1/2 (~X2 - 1) 
+ log (X + (1 + X2)1/2) )]}, (3.65) 

dll x2{Y(1 + y2)1/2(2y2 + 1) _ log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2) + (mlJ)4 glJ 
dx mn gn 

X [X(1 + X 2f/2(2X 2 + 1) - log (X + (1 + X2)1/2) 1} , (3.66) 

where X is relat..!d to Y through (3.60). If the condition (3.61) is not fulfilled, 
i.e., the neutrino pressure and density have already vanished, thf' system is 
solved with the Y terms describing the neutralinos only. 

In order to solve Eqs. (3.65) and (3.66) nun1f'rically, we fix the Fermi 
momentum of neutrinos (in units of mlJc) at the center and vary the cen
tral values of the corresponding quantity Yo for neutralinos. The total mass 
(including neutrinos and neutralinos) enclosed within the radius Rn of the 
neutralino star is shown in Fig. 3.10. Here, the neutrino mass and the degen
eracy factor are taken to be mlJ = 17.2 keY Ic2 and glJ = 2, respectively, while 
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The condit.ion ).'2 ~ 0 restricts the range of allowed values of Y to 

y.' X" y2 > 0 - 0 

- 1 +XJ 

The iolal pressure and mass density is given by 

and 
plY) = p.(l') + p,(X(\')), 

respectively. 

(3.61) 

(3.62) 

(3.63) 

We now forrlu late the coupled differential equations describing a grav
it.ationally interacLing system of drgenerate heavy-neutrillo and neuLra,lino 
matter. We first keep the mass of the neutrino halo constant while vary
ing the mass of the neutralino star. lnLroducing Lhe dimf>nsionless variables 
x = r/a ll and ti ,;:;- m / b" with the scales 

? ( '3)112 
" "" a" = - -- and 
m~ 9ncG 

b. = ~ ("h3d') '/"' 
m2 9 G3 • n 

(3.64) 

the relevanl TOV equations can be wriLten in the form 

dY 
dx 

+ 1" { 3[ ')'1,(2 2 ) - - y(~2 _ 2pT) P + x Y(1 + Y 3Y - 1 

+log(I '+ (J +y2)' I') + (tn,)' 9'(X(I+X')'I' (~X' - I) 
mil 9n 3 

+ log (X + (J + X') 'I') )]} , (365) 

dl' _ x'{Y(1 + y')'I'(2Y' + I ) - log (Y + (1 + y')' I' ) + (m,), 9, 
~ ~ . 

x IXII + X' )'I' (2X' + I) - log (X + (I + X')'I') I} , (3.66) 

where X is relat ,d to Y through (3.60). If the condition (3.61) is not fulfilled , 
i.e., the neulrino pressure and densit.y have already vanished, tht> system is 
solved with the }/ terms describing the neutra.linos only~ 

In order to solve Eqs. (3.65) and (3.66) numerically, we fix the fermi 
momentum of neutrinos (in units of m"c) at the center and va.ry the cen
tral values of the corresponding quantity Yo for neutralinos-. The tOLal mass 
(including neutrinos and neLltralinos) enclosed within the radius Rn of t.he 
ncutralino star i'i shown in Fig. 3.10. Here, the neulrino mass and the degen
eracy factor arc laken to be m" = 17.2 keV /e2 and 9" = 2, respectively, while 
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Figure 3.10: The total mass (including neutralinos and neutrinos) IVI enclosed 
within the radi us Rn of the neutralino star for various masses M I/ of the 
neutrino halo. The maximal radius of the Ileutralino star decreases with 
increasing _MI/. 

for the neutralino mass we have chosen 1nn = 939.55 MeV /c2 and 9n = 2, 
with the scales an = 6.8304 km and bn = 4.6257 M0 . For small neutralino
star masses, the total mass enclosed in Rn scales as R;" corresponding to a 
constant density governed by the gravitational potential of the surrounding 
supermassive neutrino halo. However, as the ra.dius of the neutralino star 
approaches that of a "free" neutralino star, the gravitational potential of the 
neutralino star becomes dominant and the mass now scales as R;;3 up to 
the OV limit. Thus there is always a maximal radius of a neutralino star 
within a neutrino halo of a given mass. Substituting neutralinos by neutrons , 
we must take care of the fact that (i) the neutron interacts strongly in the 
nuclear medium (simulated, e.g., by an effective mass) and (i i) the neutron 
decays through weak interactions. Thus, stable neutron stars can exist only 
in the range from 0.2 M0 to 2 Mev [96], where the average binding energy is 
larger than the Q value for the neutron decay. 

It is instructive to study the properties of a degenerate gas of neutralinos 
and neutrinos in the nonrelativistic approximat ion. In the limits X « 1 and 
Y « 1, (3.65) and (3.66) simplify to 

dY fJ 
dx x2y' (3.67) 

dfJ = ~X2 [y3 + 91/ (ml/)4 (y2 + xg _ Ya2)3/2] , 
dx 3 ~ m n 

(3 .68) 
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Figure 3.10: The lolal mass (i ncluding neutraiinos and neutrinos) M enclosed 
within lohe radius lln of the neulralino star (or various masses .\1., of the 
neutrino halo. The maximal radius of the ueutraiino st.ar decreases with 
increasing M.,. 

for the neutrali no mass we have chosen m,,.. = 939.55 MeV/c2 and 9n := 2, 
with the scales On = 6.8304 km and bn = 4.6257 Me- For small neutraJino
star masses! the total mass ('nclosed in Rn scales as R~. corresponding t.o a 
constant density governed by the graviLa~ional potential of the surrounding 
supermassive neutrino halo. However, as the radius of t. he ncut.ralino sta r 
a.pproaches tbat of a "frce" neutralino stM, t.he gra.vitat.iona l potentia.l of the 
neutl'alino star becomes dominant and the mass now scales as R~3 up to 
the OV limit. Thus there is always a maxima.l radius of a neutraiino sta.r 
wiLhin a neutrino halo of a given mass. Subslituting neu tralinos by neutrons, 
we must take care of the fact that (i) the neut.ron intpracts strongly in the 
nuclear medium (simulated, e.g., by an effecti ve mass) a,nd (ii) the neutron 
decays through weak interactions. Thus, sta.ble neutron slars can ex ist on ly 
in the range from 0.2 Me to 2 M0 [96], where the average binding energy is 
larger than the Q value for the neutron decay. 

lL is instructive to study thc propertips of a degf'nerate gas of neutralinos 
and neutrinos in the non relativistic approximation. In the limit.s X «: 1 Md 
Y « I, (3.65) and (3.66) s;mpl;fy to 

dl' p 
dx = - x2y' (;1.67) 

(368) 
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wi th the boundary condi tions 

y2> y2 _ X2.1i(0) = 0; Y(O) = Yo . (3.69)- 0 0' 

This system of equations can be rewritten in the form of a Lane-Emden type 
equation by introducing 0 n = y2, 0 v = X 2, and a new dimensionless radial 
variable ~ = 4x fJ3 

~~(ed0n) =_[03/2+ 9v (mv)4(0n+0vo_0no)3/2] , (3.70)
~2 d~ d~ n 9n mn 

where 0 no and evo are the central values of the neutralino and neutrino 
densities, respect ively. For very small neutralino densities. i.e. Y « 1 and 
Yo « L the mass equation (3.68) can be integrated to give 

Ii(X) = ~ (mv)4 X3 x3 , (3.71)
9 tn 0n 

which confirms the conclusion drawn in the context of Fig. 3.10. 
We now turn to the case of a neutralino star of constant mass surrounded 

by a neutrino halo of variable mass. The TOV equations written in terms of 
the functions X and Ii may be obtained from (3.65) and (3.66), in which we 
make the replacements X t--+ Y, 9v t--+ 9n, and mv t--+ mn. Thus, we find 

{[
dX 

_ /' 1+ X 
2 

Ii+X3 X(1+X2)1/2 (2:-X2 -1)
dx X (.]:2 - 2/..LX) 3 

+ log (X + (1 + X2)1/2) + (mn)4 9n (Y(l + y2)1/2 (~y2 - 1) 
mv 9v 3 

+ log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2) )]}, (3.72) 

dli xZ{X(l + X2)1/2(2X2 + 1) -log (X + (1 + X2)1/2) + (mn)4 9n 
dx 7YI v 9v 

x [Y(l + y2)1/2(2y2 + 1) -log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2)]} , (3.73) 

with X and Y subject to the condition 

X 2X 2 > 0 - Y02 (3.74)
1 + Y?o 

If this condition is not satisfied, i.e., the pressure and density of neutralinos 
have already vanished, (3.72) and (3.73) are solved without the Y terms, i.e., 
for neutrinos onlv. Choosing the OV limit as the mass of the neutralino star, 
i.e. , A1'Oy = 0.7091 lv10 for mn = 0.93955 GeV fe2 and 9n = 2, a.nd varying 
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with t he boundary conditions 

/1(0) = OJ Y' > )1''2 _ v'2. 
- 0 '''''o! \'(0) = Yo . (3.69) 

This syst.~lIl of equations can be rewl'ittE"n in the form of a Lane-Emden type 
equation by irlll'Oducing 0 " = Y'2, 0 " :; X'2! and a n~w dimensionless radial 
variable ~ = 4 .• / /3 

(3.70) 

where enO and 0,,0 are the central values or the neutraHno a.nd neutrino 
densities, respecLively. For very small neut. ralino densit ies. i.e. Y -< 1 and 
Yo <t:: l. t.he mass eCj ual.ion (3.68) can be integrated to give 

( ) _~(m.)" X'3 3 p. X - 9 OX • 
?n, 

(3.71) 

which confi.rms the conclusion drawn in t he contex t of P ig. 3.10. 
We now turn to the case of a neutra.lino sta r of cons tant mass su rrounded 

by a neutrino halo of vari able mass. The TOV equations written in terms of 
the functions X and It may be obta ined from (3.65) and (3.66), in which we 
make the replacements X +-4 y! 9" f-+ gn! and mil +-+ m". Thus, we find 

dX 
dx 

3 , ,2 1/2 - 2 I + x, {[ (') - X("'- 2/,,) p.+x X (I +X) 3X - 1 

+ log (X + (I + X') '/') + (m,)" g, (V(l + \")'/' (~Y' - I) 
m.... 9" 3 

+ log (Y + (1+ )")'/') ) j}, (3.72) 

dl' _ x'{X(1 + X')'/'(2X' + I) _ log (X + ( I t X' )' /') + (m,), go 
~ m. • 

x [1'( I +Y')'/'(2Y'+1)- IOg(Yt(1+Y')'/'ll } , (:J.73) 

wi t h X and )/ subject to the condition 

(3 74) 

If this condition is not satisfied , i.e., t he pressure and densily of neutralinos 
have a lready van ished, (3.72) and (3.73) a re solved without t.he )/ terms, i.e., 
for neutrinos onl v. Choos ing the OV lim it as the mass of the neutralino star, 
i.e . . Mav = 0.7091 Me for tn" :; 0.93955 CeV /el and 9n = 2, and varying 
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Figure 3.11: The total mass of neutralinos and neutrinos 111 contained within 
the radius RII of the neutrino halo around a neutralino star. The plateau 
between the points A and B reflects the fact that the neutralino part , which 
is saturated at the point A, dominates the total mass up to the turning point 
B. C represents the OY-limit. 

the central Fermi moment um X o, one can find the total mass (including 
neutralinos and neutrinos) as a function of the radius RII of the neutrino 
halo. This scenario is reflected in Fig. :3. 11, where the length and mass scales 

101oare all = 2.0381 x 1010 km and bll = 1.3803 X M0 , respecti vely. 
Here the neutrino mass and the degeneracy factor have been chosen as 

mil = 17.2 keY /c2 and gil = 2, respect ively. At the turning point .1, the total 
mass enclosed within the radius RA = Rov = 9.1816 km of the neutrino halo 
is j\1A = lvlov = 0.7091 j\10 ' At the turning poi nt B, the total mass enclosed 
within the radius RB = 0.9912 pc of the neut rino halo is .MB = 3.3453 ]\10' 

It is interesting t o note that, also in thi s case , t.here is a maximal radius RB 
of the neutrino halo, for a given mass of the neutralino star. 

Replacing the neutralino star by a baryonic star, such as a neutron star, a 
white dwarf, or an ordinary star, the only things that wi ll change in Fig. 3.11 
are the points A and B depending, of course, on the mass .W" of the central 
object as we will see below. 
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Figure 3. 11: The total mass of neulralinos a,nd neutrinos At contained within 
Lhe radius R .. of the neutrino halo around a. neutralino star. The plateau 
between the points A and B renecis t,he fad t ha.i t.he neuLralino parl,which 
is saturated at the point A, dominates the toLal mass lip to the turning point 
B. C represents the OV-limit. 

the central Permi momentum Xo: OflC' can find the \.olal mass (i ncluding 
neut.raiinos and neutrinos) as a function of the rad ius R" of the neutr ino 
halo. This s<:cnario is reflected in Pig. 3.11, where the length and mass scales 
a re au = 2.0381 x 10 10 krn and bll = 1.3803 X 10 10 M l!,), respectively. 

Here t he neutrino mass and the degeneracy fado r have been chosen as 
mIl = 17.2 keV /c2 and g" = 2, respectively. At the turning point .. '1, t.he t.otal 
mass enclosed within the radius RA = Rov = 9.1816 km of Lhe neutrino halo 
is MA = Mov = 0.7091 Me- At the turning point B, the totalmR.Ss enclosed 
within the radius RB = 0.9912 pc of the ncu~rino halo is .Nia = 3.3453 Me· 
It is interesting 10 note that, also in this case, l here is a maximal radius R8 
of the neutrino ha.lo, for a given mass of the neutralino star. 

Replacing the ncutriJ.lino star by a baryonic star, such as a neutron star, a 
white dwarf, or an ordinary star, the only things that will change in Pig. 3.11 
are the points A and B depending, of course, on the mass .\1" of t.he cent ral 
object as we will see below. 
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3.4 	 Degenerate neutrino halos around white 
dwarfs 

Let us formulat e a system of different ial equat ions, that describe a white 
dwarf surrounded by a neutrino halo in a general relativistic context. The 
equation of state of neutrinos is given by Eq. (3.8) and (3.9) whi le that of the 
white dwarf is given by Eq. (3.37) and (3 .38) . •\s each component satisfies 
the equation of hydrostatic equilib rium separately, i. e . . Eq. (3.2) and 

v 	 dv 
dP = _~(PvC2 + Pv) dr' 	 (3.75)
dr 	 2 

dv 
dP

e 
= -~(PeHC2 + Pe) dr' 	 (3.76)

dT 2 
the total pressure P = Pv +Pe and the total mass density p = pv + peH will 
also obey tht" same equat ion 

dP 	 1 2 dv 
- = -	 - (pc +P) - . (3.77)
dT 	 2 dr 

Inserting 	(3.8) and (3 .9) into (3 .75), after integration, we get 

ev(U)- v(r) _ 1 + X 2 
(3.78)

1 + X2o 

using the equation of state for the white dwarf, i.e. Eq. (3.37) and (3.38) 
and the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium (3.76) we arrive at a simil ar 
relation between the potential v and the Fermi momentum Y (in units of 
mec) of electrons 

ev(O)-v(r) = (a + (1 + Y2)1/2 ) 2 (3.79) 
a + (1 + Y02)1/2 ' 

where the constant a = /-L e1np/me, /-L e being the molecular weight per electron 
and me and mp are the electron and proton masses. respectively. Next, we 
equate t he right sides of equations (3 .78) and (3.79) to find the relation 
between the two Fermi momenta of electrons and nt"utrinos. After some 
algebraic manipulations, we get 

2 

X2 = (1 + X5) [a + (1 + Y2) 1/2 ] (3 .80) 
a + (1 + Y02//2 - 1. 

Here, the parameter Xo is the neutrino Fermi momentum in units of mvc 
at the center of t he neutrino ball and Yo stands for the central value of 
electrons Fermi momentum in units of m cc . The condit ion X 2 will restrict 
the neutrino pressure to be negative. 
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3.4 Degenerate neutrino halos around white 
dwarfs 

Let us formulate a system of differential equations, that describe a whiLe 
dwarf surrounded by a. neutrino halo in a gene.ral relaLivistic COil text. The 
equation of sLate of neutrinos is given by Eq. (3.8) and (3.9) while thal of the 
white dwarf is given by Eq. (3.37) and (3.3S). ;\5 each componen t satisfies 
the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium separately, i.e . . Eq. (3.2) and 

dP, 1 , )dv 
-d = --,( p"c tP" ~l ' T:' (r 

(:l. 75) 

(3.76) 

the total pressure P = PJI + Pe and the total mass density p = PtA- + Pelf will 
also obey the same equation 

dP I, dv 
-d = --(pc t P)~d . 

r 2 r 

Inserting (3.8) and (3.9) into (3. 75), afte r integration, we gel. 

e,,(O)-II(r) = 1 + X 2 

I txg 

(3.77) 

(3 .78) 

us ing the equat ion of staLe for the white dwarf) i.e. Eq. (3,37) and (3.38) 
and the equation of hydrost.atic equili brium (3.76) we arrive at 't sirnilar 
relation between the potential v and th e: Fermi momentum V (in units of 
mec) of electrons 

-(0)--1') _ (" t (1 t Y' )II' )' 
e - at(ltYo' )' I' , 

(3 .79) 

wlJere t.he const.ant a = J.1. ~m''P/ m~, I't being the. molecular weight per eledron 
and mo! and mp are the elect.ron and proton masses. respectively. NexL, we 
equate the right sides of equations (3.78) a.nd (3.79) to And the I'e lation 
bet.ween the two Fermi momenta of electrons and llf'uLrinos. After some 

algebraic manipulations, we get 

X' = (1 t X') a t 1 + l ) _ l. [ 
( " II']' 

Oat (1 + Yo, )'I' (380) 

Here, the paTamet.e r Xo is the neutrino Fe rmi momentum in units of 'mIJC 

at the center of the neutrino ball and )'0 s tands for the central value of 
electrons Penni momentum in uni ts of ?nrC. The condition X 2 will restrict 
the neutrino pressure to be negative. 
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The total pressure and mass density of electrons and the white dwarf are 
given by 

P(Y) = Pe(Y) + Pv(X(Y)), (3.81 ) 

p(Y) = PeHP') + Pv(X(Y)), (3.82) 

respectively. We can now formulate a set of two coupled differential equations 
that describe a system of a heavy neutr ino matter and a white dwarf that 
interact gravitationally 

(1 + '("2)1/2 ( + (1 + y2)1/2)dY 
_ a {p + X3[Y( 1 + y 2)1/2 (;y2 _ 1) 

dx Y(x 2 -2px) 3 

+ log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2) + (mv)4 gv (X(1 + X 2//2 (~X2 - 1) 
me ge 3 

+ log (X + (1 + X2)1/2) )]}: (3.83) 

dp 
X2{ ~ay3 +Y (1 +Y2f/2 (2y2 + 1) - log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2)

dx 

+ (1TIv)4 gv [X(1 + X2)1/2(2X2 + 1) 
?ne ge 

-log (X + (1 + X2)1/2) ]} , (3.84) 

where the function X is related to Y through the relation (3.80). Here, x and 
p are the normalized radius and mass scales respectively, i.e. x = r/ac and 
p = m(r)/be . The scales ae and be are defined respectively by Eq. (3.42) and 
(3.43). To solve the equations (3.83) and (3 .84) , we fix the Fermi momen
tum of neutrinos, i.e. the parameter Xo at the center and vary the electrons 
Fermi momentulTI, i.e. Yo at the center. The total mass of the neutrinos 
and white dwarf enclosed within a radius RWd of the whi te dwarf is shown in 
Fig. 3.12. In this plot the neu trino mass mvc2 = 17 .2 keY, the spin degen
eracy factors gv and ge are taken to be two. From Fig.3 .12 , one can see that 
the total mass enclosed within a radius RWd scales as R!d' corresponding to a 
constant distribution governed by the gravitational potential of surrounding 
supermassive ne utrino halo . As the radius RWd approaches that of a free 
white dwarf, the gravitational poten tial of the white dwarf becomes more 
important and the mass now scales as R-:U~. The maximum corresponds to 
the OV limi t. 

Let us t urn to the case of a white dwarf of fixed mass surrounded by a 
neutrino halo of variable mass. To do this, we express the electrons Fermi 
momentum momentum as a function of the neutrino Fermi momentum: 

y2 = (a + (1 + Y02)1/2) (1 + X2) 1/2 (3.85)1 + X6 - 1, 
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The total pressure and mass density of electrons and the white dwarf are 
given by 

pry) = P,(Y) + P,(X(Y)), 

pry) = p,H(Y) + p,(.l,'(Y)), 

(3.81) 

(3.82) 

respectively. We can now formu late a. set of two coupled diffC'rential equa.tions 
that describe a system of a heavy neutrino matter and a white dwarf that 
interad gravitationally 

OY 
dx 

(1 +y,)'I'(a+(1 +y,)JI') { [ (') 
_ I' + ,,' 1' (1 + 1")'1' ~ 1"'-1 

Y (x' - 2~x) 3 

+ log (Y + (1 + Y')'/') + (m,)< 9, (X(I + X')'/2 (~X2 _ I) 
me 9r: 3 

+ Iog (X + (1 + X')'I'))]}. (3.83) 

x'{ jaY' + Y (I + y,) ' I' (2Y' + I) -log (Y + (I + Y')"') 

+ (m,)< 9, [X(l + X')"'(2X' + I) 
7nt" Ye 

-log (X + (1+ X')"') ]} , (3.84) 

where the fUlJction X is related to Y through the relation (3.80', Here, x and 
jJ are the normalized ra.dius and mass scales I'espectively, i.e. x = tlac and 
J1. = m(r)/be, The scales a" and be are defined respect.ively by Eq. (3.42) and 
(3.43) . To solve the eqllations (3.83) and (3.84) , we fix the Fermi momen
t.um of neutrinos, i.e. the parameter Xo at the center and vary the electrons 
Fermi momentum, i.e . Yo at the center. The total mass of the neulrinos 
and whiLe dwarf enclosed within a radius RWd of the whit.e dwarf is shown in 
Fig. 3.12. In t.his plot the neutrino mass 1nvC2 = 17.2 keY, the spin degen
eracy factors 9" (l nd ge are taken to be two. From Pig.3.12, one can see t.hat 
the tota] mass enclosed within a radius RWd scales as R!d' corresponding to a 
constant distribl,tion governed by the gravitational potential of surrounding 
supermassive neutrino halo. A~ the radius RWd approaches that. of a free 
whiLe dwarf, th(' gravitational potential of the white dwarf becomes more 
important and the mass now scales a.s R:~. The maximum corresponds to 
the 0\' limit. 

Let ti S turn Lo the case of a whiLe dwarf of fixed mass surrounded by a 
neut.rino halo of variable mass. To do this, we express the electrons Fermi 
momentum momentum as a function of the neutrino Fermi momentum: 

'2 '2 1/'1 1 + ... '\ ( "')" 2 l' =(,,+ (I+Yo ) ) 1+X6 -1 , (3.85 ) 
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Figure 3.12: The total mass (including the white dwarf and neutrinos) lyf 
enclosed with a radius RWd of the white dwarf for various masses MI/ of 
the neutrino halo . The maximal radius of the white dwarf decreases with 

increasing MI/' 

and y2 ~ O. We can now formulat~ the set of equations that describe a 
neutrino halo of variable mass surrounding a white dwarf of constant mass 

dX 
dx 

dfl 
dx 

_ ,r 1 + X 
2 

{f1 + x3 [X(l + X 2)1/2 (;X 2 - 1)
X (x 2 - 2f1x) 3 

+ log (X + (1 + X2)1/2) + (::r :: (Y(1 + y2)1/2 (~y2 -1) 
+ log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2) )] }. (3.86) 

X2{ X(1 + X2)1/2(2X2 + 1) - log (X + (1 + X2)1/2) 

( 
m )49+ _. e --= [yo + y2)1/2(2y2 + 1) -log (Y + (1 + y2)1/2)] 
n~1/ 91/ 

+~a (me)4 ge y3} , (3 .87) 
3 ml/ 91/ 

with the condition that y2 ~ O. If this condition is not satisfied, i. e. the 
pressure and density of white-dwarf (WD) have already vanished, Eqs. (3.86) 
and (3.87) are solved without the Y terms, i.e. for neutrinos only. Here, 
a = f1emp/me, x = r/al/ and f1 = m(r)/bl/' The length and mass scales al/ 
and bl/ are given by Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13), respectively. VI/e have numerically 
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Figure 3.12: Th total lllasS (including the white dwarf and neutrinos) .H 
enclosed with a radius Ru.d of t he white dwarf for various masses M~ of 
the ne\ltrino halo. The maximal radius of the whiLe dWi\.rf decreases with 

increasing Mil' 

and y2 ~ O. V .. .re can now formu iat(' the set of equations that describe a 
neutrino halo of variable mass surrounding a whi te dwarf of cons l ant mass 

dX 
dx 

I +X' { 3[ '( V' )' /2 (2 " ) -X(,'- 2,'.'1 I' +x ,~1+ _, 3X - I 

+ log(X+( l +X') I/') + (mo)' 9, (Y(I + Y') ' /' (~Y' - l) 
m" 9" 3 

+ log (Y + (1 + y' )' /2) )]} (0.861 

dl' _ x'{ X(I + X'I I/'(2X' + II- log(X+(1+ X ,),r,) 
dx 

+ (mo)' go [\' (1 + Y' )'/'(2Y' + 1) - log (Y + (I + Y' l''') I 
l1t" gil 

+~" (mo)' gOy3} , (3.87) 
3 mil gIl 

with the condition that y'2 2: O. If thi s condition is not saLisfied , i.e. the 
pressure and dens ity of white-dwarf (,,,'D) have already vanished , Eqs. (3.86) 
and (3.87) are so lved wit.hout t he Y terms, i.e. for neutrinos only. Here, 
a = ttemp/me, x = f'ja jJ and J.I. = m(r)/b". T he length and mi:\SS scales ajJ 
and b" are given by Eqs. (3 .12) and (3.13), ff"spectiveiy. \·Ve have numer ically 
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Figure 3.13: Total mass of neutrinos and white dwarf matter contained within 
a radius Rv of ~ he neutrino halo around a white dwarf. The total mass 
increases up to the radius of the white dwarf, then b('comes constant and 
finally starts increasing as the gravitational potential of the neutrinos starts 
dominating over the white dwarf. 

integrated the system of Eqs. (3.86) and (3.87) and the total mass ,\1 of 
neutrinos and white dwarf matter is plotted against the radius Rv of the 
neutrino ball in Fig. 3.13. In this plot, the mass of the white dwarf has been 
chosen as 1.4 Ivl,~, with a radius of 1018 km . The neutrino mass is chosen to 
be 17.2 keVjc2 

. The spin degeneracy factors gv = ge = 2. From Fig. 3.13 , we 
note that the neutrino halo has a maximal radius which of course depends on 
the mass of the .:ompact object at the center, in this case the white dwarf. 

3.5 Escape and circular velocities 

l:sing the results from sections (3.3) and (3.-1), we now turn to the study 
of the escape and circular velocities of matter falling onto a neutrino ball 
with a compact object at its center. We take a neutron star and a white 
dwarf as examples of compact obj ects. For simplicity, we assume the mass 
of the neutron star and the white dwarf to have a value of l.4 lV18 , which 
is the Oppenheimer-Volkoff limit for a white dwarf. We note here that the 
Chandrasekhar limit and the Oppenheim('r- Volkoff limit for a ,;vhite dwarf are 
almost the same as shown in section 3.2. Let us choose the effective neutron 
mass so that the Oppenheimer- Volkoff limit of the neutron star solut ions is 
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Figui'p 3.13: Total mass of neutrinos and wllite dwarf mallPf contained within 
a radius R.,. of the neutrino halo around a. white dwarf. The tota.l mass 
increases up to the radius of the white dwarf, then bl"'cornes constant and 
finally sLarts increasing as the grav itational potential of the neutrinos starts 
domina.ting ovpr the wh ite dwarf. 

integrated the svs['em of Eqs. (3.86) and (3.87) and I,hp total mass ,\1 of 
neutrinos and white dwarf matter is plotted against the radi\ls RJ> of the 
neutrino ball in F ig. 3.13. In this plot, the mass of the whiLe dwarf has been 
chosen as '1.4 _"1,:.> wi ~h a radius of 1018 km. The neutrino mass is chosen to 
be 17.2 kcVjc2 , The spin degeneracy factors gv;:;: ge :;::; 2. r'rom Fig. :1.13. we 
note t,hat the neutrino halo has a maximal radius which of cou rse depends on 
the mass of the ·ompact, object at the center, in Lh1s case the white dwarf. 

3.5 Escape and circular velocities 

Vsing the resu lt s from sections (3.3) a.nd (3 .1), we now turn La the study 
of the esca.pe and circular velocities of matter falling onto a neutrino ball 
with a compact object a.t its cenier. We take a neutron star and a white 
dwarf as examples of compact objects. For simplicity, we assume the mass 
of the neutron star and the white dwarf La have a value of 1.4 Ma , which 
is the Oppenheimer-Volkoff limit for a white dwarf. We note here that the 
Chandrasekhar limit and the OpPclIheimC'r- Volkoff limit for a whitt" dwarf are 
almost the same as shown in section 3.2. Let LI S choost" the effective neutron 
mass so that tht:> Oppenheimer- Volkoff limit of the neutron star solutions is 
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1.4 M'7), i.e. 

_"} ') 9 (17.2keV ) 2 -1/2_ I~Mov - ~ .99A x 10 A{2J 2 g1( - 1.4 j18 · (3 .88) 
mnc 

Solving for m n , the effective neutron mass is found to be mn = 668.6775 :vIeV/c2 

and the neutron star will have at the OV limit a size of 18 km . Here , rv 

we recall that a neutrino halo with a fixed neutron star mass is described 
by the system of equations (3.72) and (3.73) while a neutrino halo wit h a 
white dwarf can be characterized by the two coupled differential equations 
(3 .86) and (3.87). By requiring the continuity of the interior and the exterior 
solutions at the boundary Xo of the neutrino baiL one can express the metric 
functions lJ and \ in terms of X and p as follows : 

eLI = { (1 - 2po/xo). 1 x ::; X u (3.89) 
(1 - 2po/x) x> Xo, 

,\ _{ (1 - 2;f x::; xo 
(3.90)e - 2po -1(1---;;-) x>xo , 

where Po is the total mass of neutrinos and neutrons at a radi us Xo. For 
particles accreting onto the neutrino ball with a neutron star at the center, 
the circular velocity Vc can be expressed as [84] 

Vc (ren 1/2 

c 

1 [ ( 2) ]1/2- - x 1- ~o XX' (3 .91 ) 

while the escape velocity Ve has the following form 

Ve eV~>' (_eLI + 1)1 /2 
c 

_1_ [(1 _2~0) (1 _2:[) (2::0 + X2) f/2 (3.92) 

Here, po and Xo are the total mass of the halo and the the radius of the 
neutrino ball, respectively. X is the Fermi-momentum of neutrinos, and p 

stands for the mass enclosed within a radius x and satisfy the system of 
Eqs. (3.72) and (3.73). In the case of a halo with a white dwarf, the same 
equations apply, the only difference is that X a.nd p will sat isfy the system 
of equations (3.86) and (3 .87 ). The density of neutrons Yo and the density 
of neutrinos Xo are chosen so that the mass of the neutron star is 1.4 iV1e 
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1.4 M'J)l i.e. 

(3.88) 

Solving for m.~, I.heeffcctive neut ron mass is found to bem~ = 668.6775 yleV /c2 

and the neutron star will have at the OV limiL a size of '" J 8 km Here, 
we recall that a neutrino halo wi th a nxed neutron. star mass is described 
by the system of equat ions (3. 72) and (3 .73) while a. neutrino halo with a 
white dwarf can be character ized by the two coupled differential equa.tions 
(3.86) and (3.87). By requir ing the cont inuity of the interior and the exterior 
solutions at the boundary Xo of the neutri no ball. one can express the metric 
functions v a nd ~ in terms of X and It as follows: 

{ 

I 
e"= ( 1 -2~0Ixo) I+X2 x5 xo 

(1 - 2~olx) x> "0, 
(3.89) 

{ 
( 'J)-I 1 - -II. l' .s :fo 

e '\ = ( 2~O)-1 
1 - --;: :r > IO, 

(390) 

where JJ.o is the total mass of neutrinos find neutrons at a j·adius IO. For 
part icles accreting ont,o the neutrino ball with a neutron star at. t.he center , 
t he circular velo·:ity lie can be expressed as [84] 

c 
(re~v') It' 

I [-x (1 _ 21'0) X X'] II' 
1 +X2 IO 

(3 .91) 

while the escape velocity Ve- has t he fo llowing form 

c 

I [(1 _ 21'0) (I _ 21'-) 
1 + X 2 

;Co , ;1. 
(

OJ )]1/2 ~tlO + )(2 . 

Xo 
(3.92) 

Here, 1J0 a.nd Xo are the tolal mass of the halo and the the ra.dius of the 
neutrino bal l, re<;pectiveiy. X is the .Fermi~momentum of neutrinos, a.nd I' 
stands for the !"!las.:; enclosed wiLhin a. radius x and satisfy the system of 
Eqs. (3.72) and (3.7:3). 1n the case of a halo with a. white dwarf, t.he same 
equat.ions a.pply, the only diffe rence is that X a.nd fl. wi ll sa.tisfy the system 
of equations (3.86) and (3 .87). The densiLy of neutrons ) '0 a.nd t.he density 
of neu t rinos Xo a.re chosen so tha.t. t.he mass of the neutron star is 1.4 J\lfc... 
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Figure 3.14: ~lass enclosed as a function of the radius for different scenarios : 
1) a neutron star surrounded by a neutrino ball; 2) a white dwarf surrounded 
by a neutrino ba.ll; 3) a pure neutrino ball. The neutron star and the white 
dwarf have the same mass of l.4 M0 . The n~utrino ball has a mass of 
2.6 x 106 lV!s. 

and the total mass of neutrons and neutrinos is 2.6 x 106 M0 . The neutrino 
mass has been taken to be 15.92 keVjc2 and the radius of the neutrino ball 
is l.88 x 1O-2 pc. 

In Fig. 3.14, t he mass enclosed in a neutrino ball with a compact star at 
the center is plot ted as a function of the distance from the center for three 
scenarios:i) a neutrino halo around a neutron star; ii)a neutrino halo around 
a. white dwarf; iii) a neutrino halo only. The neutron star and the white 
dwarf have the same mass of l.4 lV!0. The total mass of the neutrino ball 
and the compact star is M = 2.6 X 106 M0 . The circular and escape velocities 
of accreting matter onto a neutron star surrounded by a neutrino halo are 
shown in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16, respf'ctively. It can be seen from Fig. 3.16, that 
the baryonic matter falling onto a neutron star must have an escape velocity 
of about a half the velocity of light in order to escape from the center. 

3.6 	 Neutrino ball in a constant density back
ground 

y'':e follow the method developed in the previous sections to investigate the 
equilibrium configurations of the two component gas consisting of baryonic 
matter of constant density and neutrinos. Baryonic matter and neutrinos will 
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dwarf have the same mass of 1.4 Me- T he Ilf'utrino bait has a mass of 
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and Lhe total mass of Jleutrons and neut.rinos is 2.6 x lOGM0 _ The neutrino 
mass has been taken to be 15.92 keY / c2 and the rad ius of the neutrino ball 
is 1.88 x IO-'pc. 

In Fig. 3.1-1, f.he mass enclosed in a Ilf'utrino ball with a compact star at 
the center is plo l ted as a fu nction of the di st.ance from the center for three 
scena.rios: ;) a neu t rino halo around a nf"uLron star ; ii )a neulrino halo aro und 
a white dwarf; iii) a neu t rino halo only. The neutron star and the wh ite 
d warf have the same mass of L4 Nf0 . The total mass of the ne utri no ball 
and t he compact star is M = 2.6 X 106 M0 . The circular and escape velocities 
of accret. ing matte r onto a neutron star surrounded by a neutr ino halo are 
shown in Pigs. 3.15 and 3.16, respf"ctively. It ('an be seen from Pig. 3.16, t hat 
the baryonic matter falling onlo a neutron star must have a.n escape veloci t.y 
of about. a. half the velocit.y of light in order to escape from the center. 

3.6 Neutrino ball in a constant density back
ground 

\":e follow the method developed in the pre .... ious sccLions 1,0 investigate the 
equi librium configurat ions of the two component. gas cons isting of baryonic 
matter of constant. dens ity and neut rinos. Baryonic mattf"]' and ne utrinos will 
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interact only gravitationally through the potential v(1'). Each component 
thus should sati~fy equation (3.2) 

dPB 1 (2 ) dv-- = -- PB C +PB -, (3 .93)
d1' 2 dr 

dPI/ 1 (2 ) dv
J;:- = -2" PI/C + PI/ dr· (3.94) 

The indices B and v denote baryons and neutrinos. respectively. We will 
assume that the density of the baryonic matter is constant PB = Po . By 
integrating the ~quation (3.93), we find the relation between the baryonic 
pressure and the gravitational potent ial 

PB = poc2 (eV( O)~v( r) - 1) + PB(O)eV(O)~ ... rr) . (3.95) 

Here PB(O) is tht: initial value of the baryonic pressure at the the center of the 
gas sphere of neutrinos and baryons. We adopt the relativistic equation of 
state of a cold Fermi gas for neutrinos as given by equations (3.8) and (3.9). 
The function X is related to the potential v through the relation (3.78). 
;.,Text, we use that relation to express the baryonic pressure PB in terms of 
the function X. By choosing the initial values of the pressure PB(O) to be 
Poc2, the baryonic pressure has therefore the following form 

1+X2(1') ]1/2 )
PB(r) = ( 2 [ 1 + XJ - 1 Poc

2 
. (3.96) 

From the condition that the baryonic pressure should be positive, we deduce 
that 

X 2 
X 2 > 0 - 3 (3.97)

4 
To establish the mass-radius relation for a system of neutrinos and baryonic 
matter, we have integrated numerically the TOV equations (3.·1) and (3.5) 
in which 

Fteta} = PI/ + PB, ptetal = pl/ + PB = pl/ + Po . (3.98) 

Introducing dimensionless variables x = r/al/ and f.l = m(1')/bl/ as previously, 
and choosing po = (3bl//(41ra~), the baryonic mass }'IB is given in terms of x 
as 

-MB = /3x 3 bl//3 . (3.99) 

A two componen Lsystem of neutrinos and a constant density baryonic matter 
will then be described by the following set of equations: 

dX 2 
31 + X {- X(x 2 _ 2f.lx) P + x [X(l + X2)1/2(2X2/3 - 1) +dx 

log (X + (1 +X') 1/2) + ) H::~;r -1) ]} (3.100) 
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matter, we ha.ve integrated nlllnerica'uy the TOV equations 0..1) and (3.5) 
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,\ two component system of neu trinos and a constant density baryonie matter 
will then be described by the following set of C(luat ions: 

dX 
dx 

__ ,I +x, {p +X' [X (l + X') ' /'(2X'/3- 1)+ 
Ji (x' - 2px) 

log (X + (I +X')1/2) +,3 (2 [: ~;;r -I)]} (3.100) 
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neutrino ball. The mass of the baryonic star is fixed as shown on the graph. 

dll = /Jx2 + X2 [X(1 + X2)1/2(2X2 + 1) -log(X + (1 + X2)1/2)] , (3.101)
dx 

subject to thf' conditions 

~l(O) = 0; X(O) = Xo; 
X 2

X 2 > 0 - 3 
4 

(3.102) 

In case the last inequality is not satisfied. which means that the boundary 
of the baryonic star has been reached , the above system of equat ions is 
solved only for neutrinos. Fig. 3.17 shows the mass-radius relation for such 
an astrophysicaJ system. The baryonic mass is fixed to 2 X 106 M 0 , the 
neutrino mass is 17.2 keVjc2 

, the parameter;3 and the core radius Xc have 
been varied. Thr: unit of length av = 2.0381 x 1010 km and the unit of mass 
bv = l.3803 X 10 10 M0 . Fig. 3.18 shows tl1P mass versus radius for neutrinos 
in a constant density background. The parameters av and bv are defined as 
in equations (3 .1 2) and (3.13). The parameter (3 is 1 and the mass of the 
baryonic star is not fixed. Similar dependence of the mass on the radius has 
been found in strange quark stars [97]. 

Vie now turn to the case of a neutrino gas coupled to a constant density 
baryonic matter in the Newtonian limit. To investigate this scenario, we 
writp the system of Eqs. (3.100) and (3.101) for small Fermi momenta of 
neutrinos, i.e . for X « 1, the pressure of baryons is neglected 

dX !l 

dx x 2 X 
(3 .103) 
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~~ = ax' + x' [Xli + X')'/'(2X' + 1) -Iog(x + (1 + X')·/2)] , (3.101) 

subject to the conditions 

1,(0) = 0; X(O) = Xo; 
\,2 ' I 

X'2 > J"'O - oJ 

- <I 
(3. 102) 

In case the last inequality is not satisfied. which means thaI, the' boundary 
of the baryonic star has been reached, the above syst.em of equat ions is 
solved only for neutrinos. Fig. 3.17 shows the fIlass-radius relat ion for such 
an astrophysical system. The baryonic mass is fixed to 2 x 106 Me, the 
neutrino ma~s is 17.2 kcV/c2 , the parameter p a.nd the ,orc radius Xc have 
been varied. Thr unit of leng tb a" = 2.0381 x 10 10 km and t he unit of mass 
b" = 1.3803 X 1010 Me. Pig. 3.18 shows Lhf> mass versus radius for neutrinos 
in a constant density background. The parameters a., and b" a re defined as 
in equations (3.12) and (3.13). The parameter 9 is 1 and the mass of the 
baryonic star is not fixed. Similar dependence of the mass on the radius has 
been found ill sLrangc qual'k sta.rs [97]. 

'Ale now turn to the case of a neutrino gas coupled to a. conslant density 
baryonic maLLer in the NewLonian limit . To investigate tltis scenario, we 
writf> the system of Eqs. (3.100) and (3. 101 ) for small Fermi momenta of 
neutrinos, i.e. for X « 1, the pressure of baryons is neglecLcd 

dX I' -=---
dx :r 2 X 

(3. 103) 
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Figure 3.18: Tot al Mass versus radius for neutrinos in a COllstant density 
background. The mass of the baryonic star is not fixed. 

3
dp _ 2 ( 8X ) (3.104)dx - x f3 + -3- . 

This system of equations can be written as a modified Lane-Emden differen
tial equation [93] 

1 3 2d ( d8)e de Cd[ = _(8 / + 3/8f3) (3 .105) 

X 2where thf' function 8 has been defined as 8 = and e= 4x/V3. 

3.7 Conclusion 

We have studied degenerate fermion balls, consisting of massive neutrinos or 
neutralinos, or both. We have shown that the existence of such objects may 
have important astrophysical implications. For neutrinos masses in tlie range 
of 10 to 25 keY the Oppenheimer-Yolkoff limit is of the order of a few times 
109 M~ which is the upper limit for the supermassive dark objects at the 
center of a number of galaxies and thus neutrino balls are natural candidates 
for the supermassive dark objects. 'vVe have shown that a neutrino ball at 
the Oppenheimer-Volkoff limit differs slightly from a black hole of the same 
mass. The radius of a neutrino ball at the OV limit is Rv = 4.l466 Rs, where 
Rs the Schwarzschild radius corresponding to the mass Mov. Assuming that 
the most massive object, such as the compact dark object at the center of 
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dl'_ ,(a 8X
3

) 
--T ,.,+-- . 
dx 3 

a COllstant density 

(3.104) 

This system of equations can be' wriLten as a modified Lane-Emden differen
ti.1 equation 1931 

(3.105) 

where t he function <:) has been defined as e = X2 and ~ = hi /3. 

3 .7 Conclusion 

We have studied degenerate fermion balls , consisting of massivp neutrinos or 
neutralinos, or both. We have shown that the existence of such objects may 
have important astrophysical implications. POI' neutrinos masses in tile range 
of 10 to 25 keY j he Oppenhf'imer- Volkoff limit is of the order of a few times 
109 M." which is the upper limit for the 5upermassive dark objects at the 
center of a. number of gala.xies and thus neutrino balls ilre natural candidates 
for the supermassive dark objects. We have shown tha.t a neutrino ball at 
the Oppenheimel'-Volkoff limi~ differs slightly fron) a black hole of the same 
mass. The radius of a neutrino ball a t the OV limit is R,. = 4.l466 RSl where 
Rs the Schwar2s(;hitd radius corresponding to the mass MOil . Assuming that 
the most massive object , such as the compact dou'k object at the center of 
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:\187, is a neutrino ball at the OV limit, \ve have established the constraints 
on the neutrino mass to be 12..1 keVjc2 :::::; Tn,,:::::; 16.5 keVjc2 for 9" = 2 and 
10.4 keVjc2 

:::::; m" :::::; 13.9 keVjc2 for 9" = 4. Furthermore, interpreting the 
supermassive dark object at the center of our Galaxy as a neutrino ball, Vie 
obtain from the upper limit of thp, size of this object, the lower bounds on 
the neutrino mass Tn" ~ 15.92 keVjc2 for 9" = 2 and Tn" ~ 13.39 keVjc2 for 
9" = 4. Here, we point out that the supermassive dark object at the center 
of our Galaxy could be a neutrino ball (extended object) rather than a black 
hole. 

By studying a two-component system consisting of nf'utralinos in th(; Ge V 
mass range or white dwarf matter or a baryonic matter and neutrinos, we 
have found that there is always a maximal mass and radius of the compact 
star within a neutrino halo of a given mass. For a fixed mass of the compact 
star. the neutrino halo will always have a maximum radius which depends 
obviously on the mass of the compact object. Besides that, the neutrino ha.!o 
will have a maximum mass that corresponds to the Oppenheimer-Volkoff 
limit for the chosen neutrino mass. 

For an astrophysical system consisting of a neutrino ball with a compact 
star at its center. we have established the escape and circular velocities for 
the falling mattf'r onto the syst(;m and have found that the escape velocity 
from the center of the neutron star can go up to a half the velocity of light. 

Owing to their compactness, neutralino stars could mimic the properties 
of "machos" for neutralino masses betweeni.22 MeV alld 1.25 GeV. 
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9" = 4. Here, we point out tha.t the supel'mass ive dark objec t at the center 
of our Gala.xy could be a neut rino baJJ (extended object) rather tha.n a black 
hole. 

By studying cl t wo·component system consisting of of'utraJinos in the' GeV 
mass range or whitt" dwarf matter or a bal'yon ic matter and neutrinos, we 
have found that there is always a maximal mass and rad ius of the compact 
star within a neutrino halo of a given mass. Para fi xed mass of the compact 
star. the neutrino halo will always have a maximum I'adius which depends 
obviously on the mass of the compact object. Bes ides t ha.!" the neutrino halo 
will have a. maximum mass that cor responds to Uw Oppenhcimcr-VolkorT 
limit for the chosen neuLrino mass. 

Foran astrophysical sys tem consist ing of a neut ri no ball with a compact 
star at its centel'_ we have establ ished the escape and circu lar velocities for 
the falling mattc·c onto the systf'1l"I and ha.ve found t hal the escape velocity 
from the center of the neutron star can go up to a half the velocity of light. 
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of "machos" for neutl'alino masses between 1.22 MeV and 1.25 GeV . 
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Chapter 4 

The compact supermassive 
dark object at the Galactic 
center 

4 .1 	 Status of the supermassive object at the 
Galactic center 

The determination of the mass distribution near the center of our Galaxy 
and the question, whether it harbours a supermassive black hole (BH) or 
not, have been long-standing issues [26,54,98,99]. Various techniques have 
been used to find the mass of this supermassive compact dark object which 
is usually identified with the radio source Sagittarius A* (Sgr A *) at or near 
the Galactic center. The most detai led information to date comes from the 
study of the dynamics of stars moving in the gravitational fi eld of the central 
mass distribution [27, 28, 61, 66, 67, 68, 100 , 101, 102, 103 , 104] . It ha:,; 
been established that the centra.l dark object has a mass of (2.61 ± 0.76) x 
106 M0 , concentrated within a radius of 0.016 pc [68] and located very close 
to Sgr A *. In the most recent observations [28], a mass of (2 .6 ± 0.2) x 
106 .'\.10 , enclosed within a radius of 0.015 pc has been confirmed. In the 
latter observations, the accuracy of the velocity measurenwnts in the central 
arcsec2 has been improved considerably, and thus the error bar on the central 
mass has been red uced by about a factor of ·!. In both data sets, the presence 
of a supermassive compact dark object is revealed by the fact that several 
stars are moving with in a projected distance of less than 0.01 pc from the 
central radio source Sgr A * at projected velocities in excf'SS of 1000 km/s. 

For completeness, we mention here that the mass distribution at the 
Galactic center could also be studied through the motion of gas clouds and 
streamers [26, 105, 106]. However, gas flows may be f'asi ly perturbed by 
non-gravitational forces such as shocks, radiation pressure, winds, magn etic 
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to Sgr A". In ~he mos~ recent observations (28], a mass of (2.6 ± 0.2) x 
106.\.11.iJ1 enclosed with in a radius of 0.015 pc has been confirmed. In the 
latle r ObSf"rvaliolls, t..he accuracy of the velocity rneasurelTIPnts in the central 
arcsec1 has been improved cons iderably, and tbus the error bar on the cent.ral 
mass has been reduced by about a factor of·1. In both data sels, the presence 
of a supermassive compact dark object is revea led by the fact that several 
stars are movi ng with in a projected distance of less than 0.01 pc from the 
cC.flLral rad io source Sgr A-- at projected velocit.ies in excess of 1000 km/s. 

For completeness , we mention here that the mass distr ibut ion at t.he 
Galact ic center cou ld a lso be stu died through the mot ion of gas clouds and 
st reamers [26, 105, 106]. However, gas flows may be f'asily perturbed by 
non-gravitational forces such as shocks, radiation pressure, winds, magnetic 
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fields,etc., and hence this probe is considered to be less reliable for determin
ing the mass of t he compact dark object at the Galactic center. 

The non-thermal spectrum of Sgr A* [107], that has been shown to orig
inate from a very compact source [28, 68. 108, 109], and the low proper 
motion of Sgr A * [1l0, 111] have led many [78] to suggest that Sgr A'" may 
be a supermassive BH of mass 2.6 X 106 M 0 . Supermassive BHs have aJso rv 

been inferred for several other galaxies such as M87 [25, 112, 113] and NGC 
1258 [lli, 115] .. Taking this suggestion seriously, one is immediately faced 
with fundamental issues such as the prevalence of supermassive BHs in the 
nuclei of normal galaxies and the nature of the accretion mechanism that 
makes Sgr A'" so much fainter than typical acti ve galactic nuclei [1l6, 117]. 

Observations of gas flows in the vicinity of Sgr A'" indicate a mass ac
cretion rate onto the central object of 10-4 ~M8yr-1 [99, 118]. In a stanrv 

dard disk theory with a reasonable efficiency of 10%, this accretion raterv 

1042would correspond to a luminosity of ergs S-l. However, the actualrv 

luminosity observed is 1037ergs S-l. Moreover, the spectrum is essential rv 

flat in vLv from radio 'Naves to X-rays, with the exception of a few bumps 
[108, 119, 120, 121, 122]. Thus both the observed low luminosity and the spec
tral energy distribution differ very much from the spectrum expected from 
a standard thin disk around a supermassive black hole. This discrepancy is 
known as the "blackness problem" of the Galactic center. Both the blackness 
of Sgr A"', and its peculiar spectrum were the source of exhaustive debate in 
the recent past. Several models for the accretion and emission spectrum of 
Sgr A'" have been proposed. The spectrum of Sgr A'" has been modelled as a 
synchrotron radiation from thermal electrons [116], heated through the dissi
pation of magnet ic energy, as a result of a the Bondi-Hoyle accretion process 
fed by winds emanating from the stars in the vicinity of Sgr A"'. Optically 
thick synchrotron radiation emitted by a jet-disk system was also proposed 
as an explanation for the radiation of Sgr A* [123, 124, 125]. :vloreover, syn
chrotron radiation emitted by a quasi-monoenergetic ensemble of relativistic 
electrons [126] has been put forward as a possible emission mechanism. 

Probably the most sophisticated model that attempts to explain the ob
served emission spectrum of Sgr A'" from radio waves to I rays is based on 
Advection Dominated Accretion Flows (ADAF) [1l7, 127, 128, 129]. This 
model is based on the concept of advection dominated flow, in which most of 
the energy released by viscous dissipation is stored as thermal energy in the 
gas and advected to the center and only a small fraction of the energy is radi
ated off [130, 131]. The ADAF models assume that the compact dark object 
at the Galactic center is a black hole. The existence of an event horizon in a 
black hole is essential in order to ensure that whatever energy falls into the 
central object disappears without being re-radiated. This model also requires 
the protons to have a much higher temperature than the electrons, and the 
gas must therefore have a two-temperature structure. However, it has also 
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been recently pointed out that i\DAF models, as a solution of astrophysical 
accretion problems, should be treated with some caution as their physical 
basis is somewhat uncertain [132 , 133]. It is worthwhile to note that the 
VLBI observations of Sgr A*, have revealed that the observed size follows 
a ).2 dependence and the apparent source structure can be described by an 
elliptical Gaussian brightness distribution [108,109,134,135,136,137]. 

A direct proof of the existence of supermassive massive bla.ck holes would 
require the detection of objects that are moving at relativisti c velocities at 
distances close to the Schwarzschild radius. However, as the best current 
observations probe the gravitational potential at radii 4 X 104 larger than the 
Schwarzschild radius of a black hole of mass 2.6 x 106 M ::!) [28], thus there is 
no compelling direct evidence that a supermassive black hole actually does 
exist at the Galactic center. It is therefore perhaps prudent not to focus 
too much on the black hole scenario as the only possible solution for the 
supermassive compact dark object at the Galactic center, without having 
explored al ternati ve scenarios. 

One alternative to the BH scenario is a very compact dark stellar cluster 
[61, 62]. However, based on the evaporation and collision time stability 
criteria, it is doubtful that such clusters could have survived up to the present 
time (see ref. [1 38] for an alternative point of view). Indeed. in the case of 
our Galaxy and I\GC 4258, it has been found [60, 63] that even the lower 
limits to the half-mass densities of such compact clusters (1 x 1012 M 8 PC 3 for 
\TGC 4258 and 6 x lOll !vJ0 Pc-3 for our Galaxy) are too large that they could 
be due to stable clusters of stellar or substellar remnants. The estimated 
maximal lifetimes for such dense clusters are about 108 years for the Galaxy 
and a few 108 years for the NGC 4258, i.e. much shorter than the age of the 
Universe. This seems to rule out the existence of dense clusters at the centers 
of the above mentioned galaxies, unless we are prepared to believe that we 
happen to live in a privileged epoch of the lifetime of the l'niverse. Note, 
however, that for other galaxies, such as M31, M32, M87, ~GC 3115, NGC 
3377, NGC 4261 , NGC 4342, NGC 4486B and NGC 4594 ~ maximal lifetimes 
of dense stellar clusters are in excess of 1011 years. Moreover, it should be 
acknowledged that the uncertainties in the understanding of the core collapse 
process of such dense clusters still leave some room for speculation about 
a possible interpretation of the supermassive compact dark objects at the 
centers of galaxies (including both, our Galaxy and NGC 4258) in terms of 
e.g. core-collapsed clusters [60]. But, apart from a cluster of very low mass 
BH's that is free of stability problems, the most attractive alternative to a 
dense stellar cluster is a cluster of elementary particles. 

In fact, in the recent past, an alternative model for the supermassive 
compact dark objects in galactic centers has been developed [30, 31, 32, 36, 
45,46, 39, 64 , 65]. The cornerstone of this model is that the dark matter at 
the center of galaxies is made of nonbaryonic matter in the form of massive 
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neutrinos that interact gravitationally forming supermassive neutrino balls 
in which the degeneracy pressure of the neutrinos balances their self-gravity. 
Such neutrino balls could have been formed in the early Universe during 
a first-order gra';itational phase trans ition [37, 42. 43, -14]. In fact, it has 
been recently shown that the dark matter concentration observed through 
stellar motion at the Galactic center [27,67] is consistent with a supermassive 
object of 2.5 x 106 solar masses made of self-gravitating, degenerate heavy 
neutrino matter [31]. Moreover, it has been shown that an acceptable fit to 
the infrared and radio spectrum above 20 GHz, that is presumably emitted 
by the compact clark object, can be reproduced in the fram ework of standard 
accretion disk theory [30, 32, 69], in terms of a baryonic disk immersed in the 
shallow potential of the degenerate neut rino ball of 2.6 x 106 solar masses. 

In this chapter we will compare the pred ict ions of these two models for 
the supermassive compact dark object at the center our Galaxy, i.e. (i) 
the black hole scenario and (ii) the degenerate neutrino ball scenario as an 
example of an extended object. Both these models are not in con tradiction 
with the technologically challenging proper motions observations [28, 68]. 
It is therefore desirable to have an independent test, in order to distinguish 
between these two scenarios describing the compact dark object at the center 
of our Galaxy. To do this , we perform a full analysis of the orbits [71,72] of 
the fastest and the closest star in the central arcsec 2 using the most recent 
observations in the central arcsec2 of our Galaxy [28,68]. We then calculate 
the emission spectrum of the compact dark object in both scenarios and 
compare our predictions with the observed spectrum of Sgr A"'. 

4.2 	 The compact dark object as a neutrino 
ball 

Dark matter at the Galactic center can be described by the gravitational po
tentia.! <I> (1' ) of the neutrinos and antineutrinos that satisfies Poisson's equa
tion 

~<I> = 47rGpv, 	 (4.1 ) 

where G is Newton's gravitational constant and pv is the mass density of the 
neutrinos and antineutrinos. 1\eutrino matter will interact gravitationally 
to form supermassive neutrino balls in which self-gravity of the neutrinos is 
being balanced by their degeneracy pressure Pv(r) according to the equation 
of hydrostatic equilibrium 

dPv d<I> 
-=-pv-	 ( 4.2) 
dr dT 

In order to solve 2quation (4.1), one needs a relation between the pressure Pv 

and the density Pv' To this end we choose the polytropic equation of state 
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of degenerate ne..ltrino matter , i.e. 

P = ]{pS/3 (4.3)" ,,' 
where the polytropic constant ]{ is given by (Viollier, 1994) 

2, _ (!) 2/3 Jr4/ 3 1i 
l\. - 8 ,~ . (1.4) 

9" 5m" 

Here, m" denotes the neutrino mass, 9" is the spin degeneracy factor of the 
neutrinos and antineutrinos, i.e . 9" = 2 for :v1ajorana and 9" = 4 for Dirac 
neutrinos and antineutrinos. We now introduce the dimensionless potential 
and radial variable, v and x, by 

<1>(1') = GM7J (v'( XO) _ v(:r)) , (4.5)
a" x 

l' a,,1:, (1.6) 

where Xo is the dimensionless radius of the neutrino ball , and the scale factor 
a" which plays here the role of a length unit is given by 

0" = 2.1376 lyr x -2/3(17.2 keV) 8/3 (1. 7)
7n"c2 9,,· 

Assuming spherical symmetry, we finally arr ive at the non-linear Lane-Emden 
equation 

V 3/ 2d2v 
(c1.8)

dx 2 X 1/ 2 ' 

with polytropic index 3/2. The boundary conditions are chosen in such a 
way that v vanishes at the boundary Xo of a pure neutrino ball, i.e. 1,'(0) = O. 
The mass enclosed within a radius l' in a pure neutrino ball can be written 
in terms of v(x) and its derivative v'(:c) as 

1v/(1') = foThP,,1'2dr = -M0 (v'(x)x - v(x)). (4.9 ) 

In order to describe the compact dark object at the Galactic center as 
a neutrino ball and constrain its physical parameters appropriately, it is 
worthwhile to use the most recent observational data [28], in which it has 
been established that the mass enclosed within 0.015 pc at the Galactic center 
is (2.6 ± 0.2) x 106 solar masses. We choose the minimal neutrino mass m" 
to reproduce the observed matter distribution, as can be seen from Fig. 4.1, 
where we have added the most recent observat ional data points with error 
bars [68, 28]. In Fig. 4.1 we include only the neutrino ball contribut ion to 
the enclosed mass, as the stellar cluster contribution is negligible by orders 
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Figure ·1.1: The mass enclosed in a neutrino ball of 2.4, 2.6, 2.61 and 2.8 
millions solar masses. Based on the data from ref. [28], the bounds on the 
neutrino mass are Tnl/ ~ 17.50 keV/c2 for 91/ = 2 or Tnl/ ~ 11.72 keV/c2 for 
91/ = 4 and A1 = 2.4 x 106M0 . For A1 = 2.6 x 106;\10 the bounds on the 
neutrino mass are Tnl/ ~ 15.92 keY /c2 for 91/ = 2 and 17&1/ ~ 13.39 keY /c2 for 
91/ = 4. Finally, a neutrino mass range of ml/ ~ 15.31 keY /c2 for 91/ = 2 or 
Tnl/ ~ 12.87 keY /c2 for 91/ = 4 is consistent with a supermassive object of 
M = 2.8 X 1061\40 , The data points with errorbars from ref. [68, 28] are also 
shown in this graph . 
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Figure .1.1: The mass enclosed in a neutrino ball of 2.4,2.6, 2.61 and 2.8 
millions solar masses. Based on t.he data from ref. [2SL the bounds on the 
neutrino mass are mil? 17.50 keVjc2 for 9v:;:: 2 or mj,l? 1-1.72 keVjc2 for 
911 = 4 and lVf = 2.4 x 106 M,!) , For M = 2.6 X 1Q6 J\10 the bounds on the 
neutrino mass are mil? 15.92 keY feZ for gil = 2 and Tn .. -2: 13.39 keY /c2 for 
9" = 4. Finally, a neutrino mass range of m" ? 15.31 keY feZ for 91' = 2 or 
mIl 2: 12.87 keVjc2 for g" = 4 is consistent with a s~lperm assive object of 
M = 2.8 X 106 M0. The data. points with error bars from ref. [68, 28] are also 
shown in th is graph. 
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of magnitude at. these radii . For a M = 2.4 X 106 J\!IG neutrino ball, the 
constraints on the neutrino mass are m" ;::::: 17.50 ke V / c2 for 9" = 2 and 
m" ;::::: 14.72 keY /c2 for 9" = 4, and the radius of the neutrino ball is R ~ 
1.50 X 10-2 pc . Using the value of !vI = 2.6 x 106 j\1C:n the bounds on the 
neutrino mass are m,,;::::: 15.92 keV/c2 for 9" = 2 or m,,;::::: 13.39 keV/c2 for 
9" =1: and the radius of the neutrino ball turns out to be R ~ 1.88 X 1O-2pc. 
Choosing a IV! = 2.8 x 106 M8 neutrino ball, the range of neutrino mass 
is m" ;::::: 15.31 keY /c2 for 9" = 2 and m" ;::::: 12.87 keY /c2 for 9" =1 and 
the corresponding neutrino ball radius R ~ 2.04 X 10-2 pc. Finally by 
using the data from ref. [68] where it has been shown that the enclosed 
mass at the Galactic center within 0.016 pc (the innermost data point) is 
(2.65 ± 0.76) x 106 .MG . We find that the bounds on the mass of the neutrino 

are m" ;::::: 12.07 keY /c2 for 9" = 4 or mv ;::::: 14.35 keV /c2 for 9" = 2, Thus, 
using the value of M = 2.61 X 1061\16 [68] for the mass of the neutrino ball, 
the radius turns out to be R = 2.48 X 10-2 pc (we assume that the distance 
to Sgr A* is 8.0 kpc throughout this chapter). 

In the following we restri ct our calculations to the minimal neutrino mass 
or the largest neutrino baH size that is consistent with observa.tional data 
[68, 28]. in order to emphasize the difference between the neutrino ball and 
the black hole scenarios. By varying the neutrino mass between the minimal 
and the maximal value, that is given by the Oppenheimer· Volkoff (OV) limit, 
i.e. m" = 491 keY /c2 for 9" = 2 a.nd Mov = 2.60 X 106 J10 , one may 
interpolate smoothly between the extended neutrino ball and the "almost 
black hole" scenarios. However, it is important to note that the duration of 
the neutrino burst of SN1987 A restricts a possible Dirac neutrino mass to 

m" ;S 30 ke V / c2 [139] . This restriction is based on the fact that trapped Dirac 
neutrinos eventually produce their sterile components in nuclear collisions 
in the nascent neutron star. The sterile neutrinos would escape too early 
to be consistent with the duration of the neutrino burst of SN1987A for 
m" 2:, 30 keY /c2

• Moreover, if we want to explain the most massive compact 
dark objects at t he centers of galaxies, e.g. at the center of YI87 with M = 
(3.2 ± 0.9) x 109 MG , as a stable degenerate neutrino ball at or below the OV 
limit , the neutrino mass must be smaller than 16.5 ke V / c2 for 9" = 2 [39] 
(see chapter 3). 

4.3 	 Dynamics of the fastest star near the 
Galactic center 

We investigate the motion of the closest star to the Galactic center and the 
fastest star in the central 1 a rcsec2 around Sgr A*. We study the motion 
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We investigate the motion of the closest star to !'he Galactic cent.er and the 
fastest star in the central 1 arcsec·1 around Sgr A". We st.udy Lhe motion 
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of S1 1 (or SO-I) in the gravitational potential of Sgr A* assuming that the 
latter is either a BH of mass M or a spatially extended object, i.e. a neutrino 
ball of the same mass A1 consisting of self-gravitating heavy neutrino matter. 
We use Newtonian dynamics, as the problem is essentially nonrelativistic, be
cause the mass of the neutrino ball is much less than the Oppenheimer- Volkoff 
limit corresponding to this particular neutrino mass [39]. Consequently, we 
can write Newton's equations of motion as 

x = _ G!V1(r) (4.10)(x2 + y2 + z2)3/2X , 

ii = _ -;--;::_G_lvl~(--.:r)~_ (4.11 )
(x2 + y2 + Z2)3/2Y' 

i = _ GA1(r) (4.12)(x2 + y2 + Z2)3/2Z, 

where x, y, z denote the components of the radius vector of the star SI (SO-I) 
and r = Jx2 + y2 + z2, Sgr A * being the origin of the coordinate system. 
'We assume that the center of the neutrino ball and the BH is at the position 
of Sgr A*. The dot denotes of course the derivative with respect to time. In 
the case of a BH, j\1(r) = M is independent of 1', while in the neutrino ball 
scenario, }'1(1') is the mass of neutrinos and antineutrinos enclosed within a 
radius r and is given by Eq. (4.9). We can therefore express the escape Ve 

and circular velocities Ve [70] of the falling matter onto the neutrino ball as 

V e '= J-2<P(r), ( 4.13) 

and 

jGM(r) ,v = (4.14)
C r 

where <1>(1') and JVl(r) are gi ven by Eqs. (4 .5) and (4.9) , respectively. 
In Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, we plot the escape and circular velocities as functions 

of the distance from Sgr A *, for both black hole and neutrino ball scenarios. 
In these graphs , we have also included the velocities of stars around the 
Galactic center [28], assuming that the velocity component and distance from 
Sgr A" in the linc-of-sight are both zero, i.e. l'Z = 0 and z = O. We, 
therefore , must allow for a shift of the data upwards and to the right by 
an unknown amount, because V z has not been measured and z cannot be 
mea.sured. Taking a reasonable shift into the data, we can say with some 
confidence that the nearest to the center and the fast moving star SI [68] 

or SO-l [28], moving at projected velocity Jv; + v~ = (1400 ± 100) kmjs, is 

consistent with t he local escape velocity at the projected velocity Jv; + v~ 
of SI (SO-I) from Sgr A*. 

lThe fastest and the closest star to the Galactic center is named Sl and SO-l according 
to the nomenclature from refs. [68, 28], respectively. 
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and circular velocities Ve [70] of the falling matter onto the neutrino ball as 

". = j-2<P(I'), (1. 13) 

and 

v, = jGM(r') , ,. (.1.14) 

where <l> (r) and M (r) are given by Eqs. (4.5) and (4.9), respectively. 
[n Pigs. 4.2 and 4.3, we plot the escape and circular velocities as fun ctions 

of the distance from Sgr A", for both black hole and neutrino ball scenarios. 
In these graphs. we have also included I.he ve locities of stars around the 
Galactic center [28], assuming that the velocity component and distance from 
5gr A ~ in the line-of-sight. are both zero, i.e. t'z. = 0 and z = O. We, 
therefore, must allow for a shift of the data upwards and to the righl. by 
an unknown amount, because v" has not been measured and z: cannot be 
measured. Taking a, reasonable shift into the data, we call say with some 
confidence that the nearest to the center and the fast moving star SI [68] 
or so· I [28J, moving at projected velocity Jv; + v~ = (11100 ± LOO) km/s,15 

consistent wit.h the local escape velocity at the projected velocity Jv; + v~ 
of 51 (SO-I) from 5gr A'. 
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4.3.1 Orbits of Sl 

We use the proper motion data of stars in the central cluster around Sgr A" 
[66, 68] to study the motion of the fastest star S1. In 1994 the coordinates of 
S1 were RA = -0 .19/1 and DEC = -0.04/1, with Sgr A * being the origin of the 
coordinate system, and the x- and y-components of the proj ected velocity, 
Vx = 650 ± 400 km/sec and Vy = -1 .530 ± 400 km/spc, respectively, deduced 
from the 1994 and 1996 data. Here x is opposite to the RA direction and 
y is in DEC direction . We then solve \lewton's equations (4.10)-(4.12) for 
two cases (i) a black hole with a mass 2.61 x 106 M9 and (ii) a neutrino ball 
of the same mass, with the neutrino mass fixed at the lower limit allowed 
by the stellar proper motion data [68]. ;..rote, that increas ing of the neutrino 
mass will smoothly interpolate between the scenarios (ii) and (i). ,\ typical 
result of such calculation is shown in Fig. 40'1 where we plot the two orbits of 
S1 corresponding to the BH and neutrino ball scenarios. The neutrino ball 
is represented by the dotted circle with its center (star) at the position of 
Sgr A". The values for V x and Vy are taken as 650 km/s and -1530 km/sec, 
respectively. Sgr A * and S1 are assumed to be at the same distance from the 
observer, i.e. the z coordinate of the star Sl, as measured in the line-of-sight 
from Sgr A", is zero. Moreover, the velocity component in the line-of-sight 
of the star S1, v Z , has also been set to zero in this figure . The unknown 
quantities, z and V z , are the major source of uncertainty in determining the 
intrinsic orbit of the star S1. However, as we will see below, this shortcoming 
will not substantially affect the predictive power of our model if appropriately 
dealt with. Finally, the full square labels on the orbits denote time in years. 
Due to the fact that the gravitational force at a given distance from Sgr A" 
is determined by the mass enclosed within this distance, the star Sl will be 
deflected much less in the neutrino ball scenario than in the BH scenario of 
Sgr A", as can be seen from Fig. 4.1. 
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4.3.1 Orbits of 81 

We use the proper motion data. of stars in the cent. ral cluster around Sgl' ,\ .. 
[66,68] to study the motion of the fastest star Sl. In 1994. t.he coordinates of 
81 were RA = -0.19" and DEC = -0.04") with Sgr A* being the origin of the 
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two cases (i) a black hole wit.h a, mass 2.61 x l06M0 and (ii) a neutrino ball 
of the same mass, with the neutrino mass fixed at t he lower limit allowed 
by the stellar proper motion data [68]. ;"IJote, Lha,!' increasing of the neutrino 
mass will smoothl y int.erpolate between the scenarios (i i) and (i). ,\ typical 
result of such calcu lation is shown in Fig. 4. t where we plot the two orbits of 
51 cor responding to the BH and neutrino ball sl:enarios. The n~utrino ball 
is represented by t he dotted circle with its center (star) at the position of 
Sgr A-. The values for UT and 't'll (Ire tak(>n as 650 km/s and -1530 km/sC'c, 
respect ively. 5g1 A· and 51 are assumed to be at the same distance from t he 
observer, i.e. the z coordinate of the star 51, as measured in the line-or-sigh t 
from Sgr A\ is 2ero . Moreover, the vf'locity componen t in t he line-of-s ight 
of the star S1 J 1Jz • has also been set to zero in this figure. 'rhe unknown 
quantities, z and V Z1 are the major source of 'uncertainty in determining the 
intrinsic orbit of the star SI_ However, as we will see below, thi s shortcoming 
will not substant ially affect the predictive power of our model if appropriately 
dealt with_ FinaJly, the full square labels on the orbits denote time jn years. 
Due to the fact that the gravitational force at a given distance from Sgr A· 
is determined by the mass enclosed wi thin this distance , the star 51 will be 
deAcded much less in the neutrino ball scenario tha.n in the BH scenario of 
Sgr X·, as can be seen from Fig. 4.1. 
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It is worthwhile to note at this stage thai the observational test which 
we propose is somewhat reminiscent of Rutherford's experiments at the be
ginning of this century. These experiments led to abandoning of Thomson's 
"pudding" model of the atom (which described atom as an extended posi
tively charged spherical cloud, with electrons like raisins in a pudding whos(> 
oscillation around the equilibrium point was providing electromagnetic radi
ation) and established the current views of the atomic structure of matter 
and the "compactness" of the nucleus. 

Returning back to Fig.t.4, it seems that, since the positions of the stars 
Sl-S11 are known to 30 mas accuracy, distinguishing the BH from the neu
trino ball scenario for Sgr A * might be possible in a few years time. However, 
as we will discuss below, this estimate is perhaps too optimistic, since it does 
not take into account the uncertainties due to the complete lack of informa
tion on z and V z . Moreover, as we know, there are also large unc~rtainties 
in the determination of Vx and "y. Of course, all these uncertainties will 
eventually decrease, as more data will become available, since the projected 
orbit, inclusive V z and z, will be completely determined by the accurate mea
surement of the position of Sl as a function of time. Thus, as our next step, 
we will investigate the errors in the velocity components in more detail. To 
this end, we have performed calculations of the orbit of the star Sl in both 
BH and neutrino ball scenarios, taking into account the error bars of Vx and 
V y . The results of this calculation are presented in the Fig. 4.5. The top 
panel represents the orbits in the case of a BH, whereas, the lower panel 
describes the neutrino ball scenario. The spread of the orbits induced by the 
uncertainties in Vx and 1'y is quite large. In the BH scenario, the curves 1, 2 
and 4 are bound orbits (ellipses with the BH in one focus), whereas in the 
neutrino ball scenario only one orbit is bound (curve 2, which is actually a 
rosette-type orbit). In both cases we assume z = 1' z = O. At first sight, it 
may seem that the results of this calculation are inconclusive, especially in 
view of the current complete uncertainty in z and 1' z . Let us first see how the 
orbits of SI (SO-I) are affected by the most recent observations [28] before 
coming back to t he dependence of the orbits on z and 1' z . 

4.3.2 Orbits of SO-l 

We now turn to the study of the orbits of SI named SO-l according to the 
nomenclature used in ref. [28]. The input positions and velocities for the 
system of Eqs. (4.10) - C1.12) are taken to be those of SO-l in 1995.4, when 
the coordinates of SO-1 were RA = -0.107" and DEC = 0.039/1. The x 

and y components of the projected velocity are 7'x = -170 ± 130 km/s and 
L'y = -1330 ± 140 km/s [28], respectively. Here x is opposite to the RA 
direction and y is in the DEC direction. In Fig. 4.6 we plot two typical orbits 
of SO-1 corresponding to the BH and neutrino ball of mass M = 2.6 X 106 Mev. 
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this end, we have performed calculations of Lhe orbit of the star S I in both 
1311 and neutrino ball scenarios, taking into account the error bars of Vr and 
1'1/' The results of this calculation are presented in the Fig, 11.5. The top 
panel represents the orbits in the case of a. BB, wherea.'i, the lower panel 
desc ribes the neut rino ball scenario. The spread of the orbits induced by the 
unce rta inties in Ur and Vy is quite large. In the OJ{ sccnll:rio, the curVe's I, 2 
and 4 are bound orbits (ellipses with the Bfl in one focus), whereas in the 
neutrino ball scenar io only one orbit is bou nd (curvf' 2, which is actually a. 
rosette-type orbit). In both cases we assume z = V l = O. At first sight, it 
may seem that the resu lts of th is calcula.t ion are in conclusive, e!ipecially in 
view of the current complete uncertainty in z and v~. Let us first see how the' 
orbits of SI (50-1) are affected by the most recent obse'fvations [28] before 
coming back to t he dependence of the orbits on :; and v:. 

4.3.2 Orbits of 5 0-1 

We now turn to the study of the orbils of Sl named SO-I according to the 
nomenclature used in ref. 128]. T he input positions and velocities for the 
syslem of Eqs. (4 .10) . (1.12) are taken 10 be lhose of 50- 1 in 1995.4, when 
the coordinates of SO-l were RA = - 0.107" and DEC = 0.039f1

• The x 
and y components of the projected velocil,y are j':r = ·no ± 130 km/s and 
I'" = -1330 ± 140 km/s [28], respectively. Here x is opposite to the RA 
direction and y is in the DGC direction. In Pig. 4.6 we plot two typical orbits 
of SO·1 corresponding to t.he BH and neut rino ball of mass 1\1 = 2.6 X 106 !vI0' 
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Figure 4.5: Projected orbits of the star Sl in the case of a supermassive 
black hole (top panel) and in the case of a neutrino ball (lower panel) for 
V z = Z = O. In this graph we explore how the orbits are affected by the 

uncertainty in V x and V y . The labels for orbits are : 1: Vx = 650 km/sec and 
Vy = -1530 km /sec (median values, orbit is bound in the case of a BH and 
unbound for the neutrino ball); 2: Vx = 250 km/sec and Vy = -1130 km/sec 
(orbits are bound in both cases); 3: Vr = 250 km/sec and Vy = -1930 km/sec 
(orbits are unbound in both cases); 4: Vx = 1050 km/sec and Vy = -1130 
km/sec (orbit is bound in the case of a BH a.nd unbound for a neutrino ball); 
5: Vx = 1050 km/sec and Vy = -1930 km/sec (orbits are unbound in both 
cases). The t.ime labels (fi lkd squares) on the orbits are p laced in intervals 
of 10 years, up to the year 2034. 
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Figure 4.5: P rojected orbits of the star 51 in the case of a sllpermassive 
black hole (top panel) and in the case of a neut.rino ball (lower panel) for 
v~ =: Z =: O. rn th is graph we explore how the orbits are a.ffected by the 
uncertainty in 'tJ". and '/}Y ' The labels for orbits are! I: V3; = 650 km/sec and 
uy = -1530 km/sec (median values. orbit is bound in the case of a BlI and 
unbound for the neutrino ball); 2: V'z: = 250 km/sec and Vy = - 11 30 km/sec 
(o rbits are bound in both cases); 3: Vr = 250 km/secand V'y = - 1930 km/sec 
(orbits are unbound in both cases); 4: V,x = 1050 km/sec and Vy = -1130 
km/sf'c {orbit is bound in the case o( a. BH and unbound fo r a neutrino ball}; 
5: Vx = 1050 km/Rec and vl/ = -1930 I\lll/sec (orbits are unbound in both 
cases). The time labels (filk·d squares) on the orbits are placed in intervals 
of 10 years, up t.o the yeaI' 2034. 
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The input values for Vx and Vy are 170 and -1330 km/s, respectively. The z

coordinate of the star SO-l is assumed to be zero and the velocity component 
in the line-of-sight of the star SO- L V z , has also been set equal to zero in this 
graph. The filled square labels denote the time in years from 1990 till 2015. 
In the case of a BH, the orbit of SO-1 is an ellipse, with Sgr A * being located 
in one focus (denoted by the star in the figure). The period of SO-1 is 12.7 
years and the m inimal and maximal distances from Sgr A * are l.49 and 7.18 
light days, respectively. In the case of a neutrino ball, the orbit will be bound 
but not closed (see Appendix C), with minimal and maximal distances from 
Sgr A* of 3.98 and 42.07 light days, respectively. 

It can be seen from Fig. 4.6 that, in the case of a neutrino ball, SO-1 
is deflected much less than for a BH, as the gravitational force at a given 
distance from Sgr A * is determined by the mass enclosed wi thin this dis
tance. Using Eq. (4.9) we can estimate the mass enclosed within a radius 
corresponding to the projected distance of SO-1 from Sgr A" (4.41 X 10-3 pc 
) to be '"'-' 1.8 x 105 MG. Thus, in the case of a neutrino ball, the force acting 
on SO-1 is about 11 times less than in the case of a BH. This graph can serve 
to establish, whether Sgr A * is a BH or an extended object, due to the quite 
different positions of SO-l as a function of time in both scenarios. However, 
this conclusion is perhaps too optimistic, as we have not considered (i) the 
uncertainties in Vx and vy, (ii) the error bars in the total mass of the BH or 
neutrino ball, (iii) the complete lack of information on z and V z . 

As a next step, we investigate the dependence of the orbits on the un
certainties in the velocity components. The results of this calculation are 
presented in Fig. 4.7 where we have set z = V z = o. In the case of a BH, 
the ellipses correspond to the orbits of SO-I, while the other J thick lines 
are bound orbits of SO-1 for the neutrino ball scenario. The spread of the 
orbits induced by the error bars in Vx and Vy is small compared to the or
bits presented in Fig. 4.5 [71] using the data from ref. [68]. The time labels, 
represented by filled squares on the orbits, are placed in intervals of 5 years: 
starting from 1995.4 up to 2005 in the case of a BH, and up to 2015 in the 
case of a neutrino ball. The periods of SO-1 for different orbits vary between 
10 and 17 years for the BH scenario. We thus see that the error bars in Vx 

and Vy do not alter the predictions of Fig. 4.6 in substance. We now would 
like to study, how the orbits are changed if we let the mass of the neutrino 
ball or the BH vary within the estimated error bars [28]. 

In Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, we present the results of our calculations, in both 
cases, for masses of 1\1 = 2.1 x 106 Mev and .\1 = 2.8 x 106 J'v1~) , respectively. 
The neutrino ma.sses derived are mv = 17.50 keV /c2 for a M = 2.4 X 106 ~t\1ev 
neutrino ball and mv = 15.31 keV /c2 for aM = 2.8 X 106 Mev neutrino ball. 
The filled squares represent the time labels spaced by 5 year intervals as in 
Fig. 1.7. In the BH scenario, the periods of SO-1 with M = 2.4 X 106 Mev 
vary between 11 years and 20 years, while in the case of a M = 2.8 X 106 Mev, 
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The input va lups for Vr and Vy are no and -1330 km/s, respect ively. The z

coordinate of the star 50-1 is assumed to be zero and lhe veloc ity component 
in the line-of-sight of the star 50- I. Vz. , has also been sel equal to zero in this 
graph . The filled square labels denote the time in years fro m 1990 till 2015. 
In the case of a J3H, the orbit of SO-1 is an ellipse1 with Sgr A' being localed 
in one focus (denoted by the star in the figure). The period of SO-I is 12.7 
years and the mmimal and maximal distances from Sgr .\ rare 1.49 and 7. 18 
light days, respect ively. In the case of a neut.rino ball , the orbit will be bound 
but not closed (see Appendix C). with minimal and maximal distances from 
Sgr :\. of 3.9S atld 42.07 light days, respect ively. 

It can be sepn from Fig. 4.6 that , in the case of a nel.l trino ball, SO-l 
is deflected much less than for a BH, as Lhe grav itational force at a given 
distance from Sgr A" is determined by the mass enclosed wit hin this dis
tance. Us ing I~q. (t1.9) we can estimate the mass enclosed wit hin a rad ius 
corresponding to the projected distance of SO-l from Sgr A· (4.41 X 10-3 pc 
) to be ""'1.8 x J05.M0 . Thus, in the c~c of a neutrino ball , the force acting 
on SO· l is a.bout 1·) times less than in Lhe case of a HH . This graph can serve 
to es tabl ish, whether Sgr A· is a. BH or an extendf'J obj<'"ct , due to the quit.e 
different positiolls of 50-1 as a function of lime in bolh scenarios. However, 
this concJusioll is perhaps too optimistic, as we have not considered (i) t he 
ullcertaint ies in Vz and vy , (ii) the error bars in the total mass of the OIL or 
neutrino ball ) (iii) the complete lack of information on z and u:. 

As a next step, we investigate the dependence of the orbits on the un
certainties in t he velocity components. Th e l'csults of this calculation are 
presented in Fig. 4.7 where we have set z = v: =. O. In the case of a BH, 
the ellipses correspond La Lhe orbits of 50-1, while t he other,) thick lines 
are bound orbits of 50-1 for the neutrino ball scenario. The spread of the 
orbits induced by the error bars in V:c and Vy is small compared to the or
bits presented in Fig. 4.5 [71) using the data from ref. [681. '!'he t ime J.bds, 
represented by fi ll ed squares on the orbits, are placed in interva.ls of 5 years: 
starting from 1995.4 up to 2005 in the case of a BH , and up to 2015 in the 
case of a neutrino bal\. The periods of SO-l for different orbits vary between 
10 and 17 years for the I3H scena.rio. We thus see thal th" error ba.rs in Vr 

and v~ do not alter Lhe predictions of Pig. 4.6 in substance. Vie now would 
like to study, how the orbits are changed if we let the mass of the neutrino 
ball or t.he BH vary wilhin the est imated error ba.rs [28]. 

In Pigs. 4.8 and 4.9, we present the resul ts of ou r calcu lations, in both 
cases) fo r masses of M = 2. l X 106 M@ and .'\If = 2.8 x 106 .\10 , respectively. 
T he neut rino masses d('rived are m" = 17 .50 keY /ez for a ,\1 = 2.4 x 106 -,\10 
neutrino ball and mil = 15.31 keV je'l. for a. M = 2.8 x 106 M0 ncut,rino ball. 
The Oiled squares represent the lime Ia.bels spaced by 5 year intervals as in 
Fig. L7. In the BII scena.rio, the periods of SO-1 with M = 2.4 x 106M(:) 
vary between J 1 years and 20 years, while in the case of aM = 2.8 x 10° Me, 
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Figure 1.6: Projected orbits of the star SO-1 for BlI and neutrino ball sce
narios with AI = 2.6 x 106 M8 and V z = Z = O. The velocity components 
of SO-l are taken to be Vx = cl70 km/s and Vy = -1330 km/s. The filled 
squares denote the time labels. The period of SO-l in a the BlI scenario is 
12.7 years and the minimal and maximal distances from Sgr A* are 1.49 and 
7.18 light days. The orbit of SO-l in the neutrino ball scenario is bound with 
minimal and maximal distances from Sgr A* of 3.98 and 42 .07 light days, 
respecti vely. 
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Figure <1.6: P rojected orbits of the star SO-l for BH and neutrino ball sce
narios with AI = 2.6 x 10sM0 and v~ = z = O. The velocity components 
of 50-1 are taken to be 'Uz = ..n0 kOl/S and Vy = - 1330 km/s. 'The filled 
squares denote the time labels. The period of SO-l in a the BH scenario is 
12.7 years and the minimal and maximal distances from Sgr A· are 1.49 and 
7.18 light days. The orbit o[ SO- I in the neutrino ball scenario is bound with 
mini mal and ma."{imal distances from Sgr A· of .3.98 and ~2.07 light days, 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.7: Proj ected orbits of the star 50-1 in the case of a BE or a neutrino 
ball of .M = 2.6 x 106 Mev taking into account the error bars in the velocity 
components. The labels for the different orbits are: 1: Vx = no km/s and 
Vy = -1330 km / s (median values), 2: Vx = 340 km/s and Vy = -1190 km/s, 
3: Vx = 340 km / s and Vy = -1470 km/s, 4: Vx = 600 km/s and Vy = -1190 
km/s, 5: Vx = 600 km/s and Vy = -1470 km/s. The periods of SO-1 for 
different orbits in the BE scenario vary between 10 and 17 years. The thick 
lines 6 to 10 correspond to the orbits in the neutrino ball scenario with the 
following description: 6: Vx = 470 km/s and Vy = -1330 km/s (median 
values), 7: Vx = 340 km/s and Vy = -1190 km/s, 8: Vx = 340 km/s and 
Vy = -1470 km / s, 9: V x = 600 km/s and Vy = -1190 km/s , 10: Vx = 600 
km/s and Vy = -1470 km/s. All the orbits in both scenarios are bound. The 
time labels (filled squares) on the orbits are placed in intervals of 5 years, up 
to the year 2005 in the case of a BE and up to 2015 in the case of a neutrino 
ball. 
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Figure .L7: Projected orbits of Lhe sLar SO-1 in the case of a. BH or a neutrino 
ball of .\1{ = 2.6 X 106 M0 taking into account the error bars in the velocity 
components. The labels for the different orbits Me: 1: Vx = .nO km/s and 
'I}'J = - 1330 km j s (median values), 2: 1'l' = 340 km/s and Vv = - 1190 km/s, 
3: Vx = 340 km / s and v, = -1470 km/s , 4: VI = 600 km/s and u, = -1190 
km/s , 5: Vx = 600 km/s and v, = -1470 km/s. The periods of 50·1 for 
diffe.rent orbits in the BH scenario vary between 10 and 17 years. The thick 
lines 6 to 10 correspond to the orbits in the neutrino baJl scenario with the 
following description : 6: Vx = 470 km/s and Vy = -1330 km/s (median 
valuos), 7: V x = 340 km/s and v, = - n90 km/s, 8: VI = 340 km/s and 
v, = -1470 km / s, 9: v , = 600 km/s and 1I, = - 1190 km/s, 10: V I = 600 
km/s and Vy = -14 70 km/ s. All the orbits in both scenarios are bound. The 
time labels (fille-i .squares) on the orbits are placed in inte rvals of 5 years, up 
to the year 2005 in Lhe case of a BH and up to 2015 in the case of a neutrino 
ball. 
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ball with AI = 2.4 x 106 M 0 . In this graph we explore how the orbits are 
affected by the uncertainty in the mass of the BH or neutrino ball. The orbits 
are calculated for z = V z = 0 . The description of the orbits are the same 
as Fig. ·1.7. The periods of SO-l in the BH scenario vary between 11 and 20 
years and all the orb its are bound in both scenarios. 
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Figure 4.9: Projected orbits of t.he star SO-l for AI = 2.8 x 106,M',,;)' All t he 
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the periods vary between 9.5 and 15 years. Comparing the orbits of SO-l in 
Figs . 4.9 and 4.8 "vith those in Fig. 4.7, we conclude that the er rors bars in 
the total mass of the BH or neutrino ball have no significant effect on the 
motion of SO-I. In both scenarios of the supermassive compact dark object. 
all the orbits considered for three different values of the BH or neutrino ball 
mass are bound, as can be seen from Figs. 1.10 and 4.11, where we plot the 
escape and circular velocities as functions of the distance from Sgr A". In 
these graphs, we have also included the data from ref. [28] with error bars, for 
the 15 stars in the central arsec2 , assuming t.hat the velocity com ponent and 
distanre from Sgr A" in the line-of- sight are both zero, i.e. V z = 0 and z = o. 
Thus, the data points are lower bounds on the true circular or escape velocity 
and radius, and Lhe real values li e in the quarter plane to the right-and-up of 
the measured data point. For instance, the innermost data point describing 
the star SO-l is in both scenarios, consistent with a bound orbit if Izl and 
It'zl are not too large, as can be seen from the escape velocity in Fig. 4. 10. 
However, SO-l cannot be interpreted as a virialised star in the neutrino ball 
scenario, as is evident from the plot of the ci rcular veloci ty in Fig. 4. 11 ; it 
thus would have to be an intruder star. If the projected velocity of a star at 
a given projected distance from Sgr A * is la rger than the escape velocity at 
the same di stance (assuming z = 0), the neutrino ball scenario is virtually 
ruled out, since i he kinetic energy of the star would have to be very large at 
infinity. 
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a given projectf'd distance from Sgr A· is larger than the escape veloc.it.y at 
the same distance (assuming z ;: 0), the neutrino ball scenario is virtuall y 
ruled out., since he kinetic energy of the sLar would have to be very large at 
infinit.y. 
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Figure 4.10: The escape velocity as a function of the distance from Sgr A* 
for BH and neutrino ball scenarios. Thp, value of the mass of the central 
object is varied as indicated on the graph. The data points with error bars 
of 1.5 stars in the central arcsec2 are taken from ref. [28J assuming that the 
projected velocity and distance from Sgr A * are equal to the true velocity 
and distance, respectively, i.e. z = 0 and V z = O. This graph shows that 
SO-1 is bound in both scenarios for different values of the mass of the central 
object. 
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FigUl'c 1.10: The escape veloci ty as a functioH of the distance from Sgr A· 
for BF! and neul rino ball scenarios. The value of the mass of the central 
object is va ri ed as indica,ted on the graph. The data points with error ba,rs 
of 15 stars in thf' central arcsec2 are taken from ref. [28J assu ming that the 
projected velocity and distance from Sgt' A' are equaJ to the true veloci ty 
and distance, respectively, i.e. z = a and V z = O. T his graph shows that 
80-1 is bound in both .scenarios for different values of the mass of the central 
object. 
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Figure 4.11: The circular velocity as a function of the distance from Sgr A * 
for BH and neutrino ball scenarios. The mass of the central object is varied 
as indicated on t he graph. The data points with error bars of 15 stars in the 
central arcsec2 are taken from ref. [28] assuming t hat the projected velocity 
and distance from Sgr A * are equal to the true velocity and distance, respec
tively, i.e. z = 0 and V z = O. This graph shows that the orbits of SO-l are 
almost circular in the case of the BH scenario. 
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Figure 4. 11 : The circular velocity as a. function of the dislance from Sgr A" 
for BH and neutrino ball scenarios. The mass of t.he central objecL is varied 
as indicated on the gra,ph. The data. points with error bars of 15 stars in the 
central arcscc'l are taken from ref. 128] (lSsuming thaL t.he projected velocity 
and distance from Sgr A· are equal to the true velocity a.nd distance, respec
tively. i.e. z :;;;; 0 and V z = O. This graph shows that t.he orbits of SO-l are 
almost circula.r in the case of the BH scena..rio. 
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We now turn to the investigation of the dependence of the orbits on the 
z coordinate and z component of the velocity of the star SO-I. The two 
quantities z and v z , are the major source of uncertainty in determining the 
exact orbit of the star SO-I. However , this shortcoming will not substantially 
affect the predictive power of our model, as we will see below. In Fig. 4.12 
we show the results of a calculation of the dependence of the orbit on z for 
a J1!I = 2.6 x 106 M~ neutrino ball or BH. The input values for Vx and Vy are 
fixed at ,170 km/ s, -1330 km/s, and V z is assumed to be O. The z-coordinate 
is varied from zero up to the radius of the neutrino ball , i.e. the distance 
from Sgr A* beyond which there is obviously no difference between the BH 
and the neutrino ball scenarios. In this case, the radius of the neutrino 
ball is 1.88 x 10-2 pc or 0.485". The top panel represents the orbi ts in the 
case of a BH, for different values of z, while the lower panel describes the 
dependence of the orbit on z in the neutrino ball scenario. We conclude 
from this plot that, increasing Izl has the effect of shifting the orbits towards 
the lower right corner of the graph. This is, obviously, due to the fact that 
increasing Izl means going further away from the scattering center, thus 
yielding less deflection of the orbit. Moreover, in the neutrino ball scenario, 
the dependence on z is relatively insignificant, as long as Iz 1 is smaller than 
the radius of the neutrino ball. This is in accordance with the fact that 
for small distances from the center, the potential of a neutrino ball can be 
approximated by a harmonic oscillator-type potential, where the Newtonian 
equations of mo tion decouple in Cartesian coordinates. The dependence of 
the orbits of SO-l on V z has a similar effect as in the previous graph but, in this 
case, we have fixed z to zero and V z has been varied as an input parameter. 
Increasing Iv z 1 yields a greater velocity of the star and, obviously, a fast 
moving star will be deflected less than a star with smaller Ivz I. The results 
of this calculation are summarized in Fig. 4.13. 

In Fig. 4.14 three orbits are plotted: the upper-leftmost orbit of SO-l 
corresponding to the neutrino ball scenario (actually, line 9 of Fig. 4.8 ) and 
two orbits in a BH scenario with the smallest minimal and maximal distances 
from Sgr A* (ell ipses 2 and 4 from Fig. 4.9). 

If the star is found in the region F inside the ellipses, this will rule out 
both the BH and the neutrino ball scenario of Sgr A*, as seen in Fig. 4.11. 
We can estimate the minimal distance of approach to Sgr A* to be 0.909 light 
days . If the orbit of SO-1 ends up in the upper-left zone of the thick line, 
this will clearly rule out the neutrino ball scenario for the chosen neutrino 
mass . However, if SO-1 is found in the lower right corner of the same line 
(i.e. below the thick line) , then the supermassive object can be interpreted 
as either a neutrino ball or a BH with a large z or V z parameter. 
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F igure 1.12: Projected orbits of the star SO- L in the case of a supermassive 
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2.6 x 106 .\10 ' It this graph we explore ho\\' the orbits are affected by the 
uncertainty in the z-parameter. The labels for the orbits are given in the 
graph. Note, that for z = 0.4849/1 , which corresponds to the radius of the 
neutrino ball fOl the assumed distance to the Galact ic center, the orbits for 
a BH and neutrino ball are identical, as it should be. In this graph Vx = 470 
km/s, Vy = -13:30 km/s and V z = O. 
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Figure L12: Projected orbits or the star 50- \ in the case of a supermassive 
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4.4 	 Emission spectrum of the supermassive 
dark object 

Here we calculate the emission spectrum of the compact dark object assuming 
that it is a supermassive degenerate neutrino ball (extended object) rather 
than a black hole . In the standard theory of steady and geometrically thin 
accretion disks, the power liberated in the disk per unit area is given by 
[140 , 141]: 

MO(1')D'(1')r [ (Ri)2 (Oi)]
D(1' ) = 	- 1 - -:; n ' (4.15)A 

where i\1 	characterizes the accretion rate parametrized as 

i1 = TilMEdd . 	 (4. 16) 

Here 111Edd = 2.21 x 1O-8 /vI yr- 1 denotes the Eddington limit accretion rate 
and AI is the total mass of the neutrino ball. The maximal and minimal 
accretion rates allowed by observations are m = 4 x 10-3 and 10-4 [127] . 
The outer radius of the disk has been ta,ken as 105 Schwarzschild radii, since 
for larger radii, the disk is unstable against self-gravity [127]. In the Eg. 4.1.5, 
o denotes the angula.r velocity of the accreting matter, Ri is the inner radius 
of the disk and Oi defines the angular velocity at the radius where D(1') has 
a maximum, Oi = O( Ri). Finally the prime on the function 0(1') denotes 
the deri vative with respect to 1'. Since the motion of accreting matter in the 
bulk of the disk is Keplerian, the angular velocity 0 can be expressed as 

GAJ(1') 
(-Ll 7)0= 1'3 

where 1\1(1') is the mass enclosed within a radius l' of the neutrino ball and is 
given by Eg. (4.9). In Fig. 4.15, the angular velocity is plotted as a function 
of the distance from the center of the neutrino ball. 

We now use Stefan Boltzmann's law, assuming that the gravitational 
binding energy is immediately radiated away 

D(1') = 	O'Te~(T) , ('1.18) 

where 0' is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The effective temperature Teff 
can be easily deri ved using the Egs. (4.1.5)- (4.17) yielding 

. 	 )1/4 1/4MEddG~112 1'77,1/4 (3 (v - v'x) - V3/2 X1/ 2) 
Teff( 1') 	 = (	 x38KO'at 

Xi) 2 Oi]'/4 

X 1-	 - - (4 .19)[ ( x 0 
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T,.(r) = ( ,\t/EddG~S )1 /4 7hl / 4 (~(tI- v'x) - Vl/'l:r1/2) 1/,1 

81ro-a~ :r3 

[ (Xi)' n,] 'I' x 1 - - -
x n 
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Here, av is the length scale which depends obviously on the neutrino mass and 
is given by Eq. (4.7). The function v is a solution of Lane-Emden equation. 

Once the temperature distribution in the disk is specified, one can find 
its luminosity at a frequency v using 

1671' 2 hv3 cos(i) r 

c2 
( hv) 1exp kaTeIT -

d'"'v 
cir 

( 4.20) 

with the luminosity at the inner radius of the disk set equal to zero, i.e. 
LAxi) = O. In the last equation, h is Planck's constant, kB denotes Boltz
mann's constant and the disk inclination angle i is assumed to be 60° [127]. 
Picking up a particular value for v, we have performed a numerical integra
tion of the Eq. (t20), taking the inner radius of the disk to be determined by 
n'(r) = O. However, the inner radius of the accreting disk can be chosen to be 
zero, as the inner region, where n(r) is nearly constanL does not contribute 
to the emission ;jpectrum anyway. It is worthwhile to nOlf', that in the case 
of a neutrino ball, there is no lasl stable orbit in contrast to the black hole 
case, where the inner radius of the disk is taken to be three Schwarzschild 
radii. T'he resul1s of this integration are shown in Fig. 4.16, where the spec
trum obtained in the case of an accretion onto a black hole (dotted lines) of 
2.6 x 106 M0 is shown as well. Here, accretion rates of rn. = 10-3 ,10-4 and 
10-9 have been assumed for both scenarios. 

In this plot, we ha.ve included the most up-to date observations of the 
Galactic centre and the data points are taken from ref. [127]. The arrows 
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Figure 1.15: The angula.r velocity as a fu])ction of the dis ta.nce from the 
center for both scenarios. The neutrino ball and the black hole have the 
same mass M = 2.6 X 106 Mr:) . 

Here, all is the length scale which depends obviously on the neutrino mass and 
is given by Eq. (1.7). ThE" fundion v is a solution of Lane-Emden equawon. 

Once the tempera.ture distribution ill the disk is specified, one can find 
its luminosit.y at a frequency /I using 

dr,... 161l'"'lh/l~ cos(i) 7' 

dr = c2 t"xp C:eh,;eJ - 1 
(4.20) 

with the luminosil.y at t,he in ner radius of the disk set e(IUai to zero, i.e. 
L,,(x,) = O. In the last equation, h is Planck's constant, k8 denotes Bolt1r 
mann's constant and the disk inclination angle i is ass llmed to be 60° [J 27]. 
Picking up a parlicula,r value for Ii, we have performed a. numerical int.egra
tion of the Eq. (L20), taking the inner radius of the disk to be determined by 
n'(r):: O. However. the inner radius ofLhe accreLing disk can be chosen to be 
zero, as the inner region , where f2(1') is nearly const.ant. does not cont.ribute 
t.o the emission ~pectrum anyway. It is worthwhile to 110tC', that. in the case 
of a nrutrino ball , there is no lasl slable orbit. in contrast to the black hole 
casc, where the inner radius of the disk is ta.ken to be t.hree Schwarzschild 
radii. The results of this integration a.re shown in F'ig. 4. L6, where the spec
tl'l1m obtained il~ the case of an accretion onto a black hole (dOLLed lines) of 
2.6 x 106M0 is shown as well. Here, accretion cates of Tit = 10-3 , 10-01 and 
10-9 have been a...-sumed for both scenarios. 

In this plot, we have included the most llp~ to date obspcvat. ions of the 
Galactic cent rf' iiJ1d the data. points are taken fl'om ref. l127J. The arrows 
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Figure 4.16: The spectrum of Sgr A * in both scenarios for different accretion 
rates. The solid curves (lines 1,2,3) correspond to a disk immersed in the 
potential of a neutrino ball while the dashed lines (lines 4,5,6) correspond 
to a disk immersed in the potential of a black hole. Lines 1 and 4 stand for 
an accretion rate of m = 10-3 

, while lines 2 and 5 have an accretion rate 
of m = 10-4

. Finally, an accretion rate of Tn = 10-9 for a starving disk 
is represented by lines 3 and 6. The observed data points [127] have been 
included in this plot. The arrows denote upper bounds. The filled squares 
denote data with high resolution while the open circles represent the data 
with less resolution. 
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Pigure 4,16: The spectrurn of Sgr A· in both scenarios for different accretion 
rates. The solid curves (lines 1,2,3) correspond to (l. disk in)TflCrsed in the 
potential of a neutrino ball while the dashed lines (lines 4,5,6) cor respond 
to a disk immersed in the potential of a black hole. Lines 1 and ·1 stand for 
an accretion raLe of ri~ = 10-3 , while lines 2 and 5 have an accretion rate 
of rh. :;:: lO-4. Finally, an accretion rate of 1'1~ :;:: 10-9 for a starving disk 
is represented by lines 3 and 6. The observed data points [1271 have been 
included in this plot. The arrows denote upper bounds. The filled squares 
denote data with high resolution while the open circles represent the data 
with less resolution. 
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represent the upper limits, and the box at frequency rv 1017 Hz represents the 
uncertainty in the observed X-ray flux . The open and filled squares represent 
various flux meClsurements and upper limits of Sgr A". The open squares 
represent the low angular resolution points while the filled ones represent 
the data points with best. resolution. The observed spectrum rises at radio 
and submillimetre frequencies I) :::= 109 - 1012 Hz, where most of the emission 
occurs, and has a sharp drop in the infrared. The X-ray observa,t ions consist 
of a possible detection at soft X-ray energies, and firm upper limits in the hard 
X-rays . As seen in Fig. 1.16, the neutrino ball model reproduces the observed 
spectrum from the radio to the near infrared band very well. Thus, as our 
model fulfils two of the most stringent conditions, i.e. the mass distribution 
[28, 68] and the bulk part of the em itted spectrum, we conclude that the 
neutrino ball scenario is consistent with the currently available observational 
data. It is clear from Fig. 4.16 and also as pointed out in ref. [127], the 
curves corresponding to the black hole (lines 4. 5 and 6) provide a poor fit 
to the observational data. A starving black hole, with a an accretion rate of 
r71 = 10-9 (line 6 in Fig. 4.16) would not fit the observed spectrum either. 
Actually, this is the main reason why the standard accretion disk theory was 
abandoned as a possible candidate for the description of Sgr A" spectrum 
[117]. Fig. 4.17 shows the temperature in a disk as a function of the radius 
for an accretion rate of in = 10-3 in both scenarios. 

In Fig. 4.18 we present the emission spectrum of Sgr A* with a neutrino 
ball mass at the Oppenheimer-Volkoff (OV) limit, i.e. jWov = 2.6 x 106M0 
and the neutrino mass is 491 keY /c2. It is seen from this plot that the 
neutrino ball scenario at the OV limit is almost indistinguishable from the 
black hole scenario. These two scenarios differ only betwef'n 3 Rs and 4.4 Rs 
where Rs is the Schwarzschild radius corresponding to the mass J!fov . The 
solid lines (1,2) correspond to a disk immersed in a neutrino ball at the OV 
limit while lines 3 and 4 are drawn for the case of a black hole of the same 
mass as the Ileutrino ball. Here, the accretion rate in has been taken to be 
4 x 10-3 for lines 1 and 3 whereas lines 2 and 4 are drawn for in = 10-4 . 

The emission spectrum presented in Fig. 4.16 corresponds to a neutrino 
ball or black hole of M = 2.6 X 106 M0 . To draw definite conclusions about 
the emission spectrum of a neutrino ball, it is necessary to investigate the de
pendence of the spectrum on i) the mass of the neutrino ball; ii) the neutrino 
mass JIL in both with the ranges allowed by the currf:ntly available obs('rva
tional data [28]. In Fig. -1.19, w(' present the spectrum for different values of 
the neutrino ball masses, i.e. 1\1/ = 2.4,2.6,2.8 x 106 M7J. From this plot, we 
conclude that , within the uncertainties, the total mass of the neutrino ball 
has no significant effect on the spectrum of the neutrino ball. In Fig. 4.20 .. 
we plot the spectrum as a function of the neutrino mass for different ac
cretion rates. The top panel represents the spectrum for an accretion rate 
of 1';. = 10-4 while the lower describes an accretion rate of 1':17, = 10-3

. As 
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represent lhe upper limits, and the box al frequency""" 1017 Hz represents the 
uncerta.inly in the observed X-ray flux. The open and filled squares represenl 
VariO\IS fiux me",~uremcnts and upper limits of Sgr A·. The open squares 
represent the low angular resol ution points while t he filled ones represent 
the data points with best resolulion. Thr observed spectrum rises at fadio 
and submil limctre frequencies /1 ~ 109 - I Ol'2 Hz, where most of the emission 
occurs, and has a sharp drop in the infrared. The X-ray observa.tions consist 
of a possible detection at soft X-ray energies, and firm upper limits in the hard 
X-rays. As seen In Fig. L16 , the neutrino ballmoclel reproduces the observed 
spect rum from Lhe radio t.O the near infrared band ve ry well. Thus, a..., ()t~r 

model fulfil s two of the most stringent conditions, i.e. the mass dis tribution 
[28, 68] and Lhe bulk part of the emitted spectru m, we conclude that the 
neutrino ball scenario is consistent with the currently avai lable observat ional 
data. It is clear from Fig. 4.16 and al so as pointed oul in ref. [127], the 
curves corresponding to the black hole (lines II. 5 and 6) provide a poor fi t 
lo the observational dala. A stal'ving black ho le, with a an accrelion ra.te of 
fn = 10-9 (line 6 in Fig. 4.16) would not fit the observed spectrum f'ither. 
AcLually, this is the main reason why bhc standard accretion disk theory was 
abandoned as a possible candidat.e for the desc ri ption of Sgr .\ ~ spectrum 
[117}. Fig. 4..17 shows the temperature in a disk as a function of the radius 
fo r an accretion rat.e of m = 10-3 in bOUl scena.rios. 

In Fig. 4.18 we present the emission spectrum of Sgr A' with a neutrino 
ball mass at t he Oppenheimer-Volkoff (OV ) limit , i.e. A10v = 2.6 x 106M@ 
and the neutr ino mass is 491 keY /c'2, It is seen from this plot that. the 
neutrino ball scena.r io at the OV limit is almost indistinguishable from the 
black hole scenario. These two scenarios differ only between 3 !is and 11J1 Rs 
where Fls is the Schwarzschild ra.dius corresponding to the mass ,\1ov. The 
solid lines (I ,2) correspond to a di sk immersed in a neutrino ball at the OV 
limit while lines 3 a,nd 4 are drawn fo r the case of a black hole of the sa.lYle 

ma.c;s as the lJeu trino ball. HPre, t he accretion ra.te nl has been taken Lo be 
4 x 10- 3 for lines 1 and 3 whereas lines 2 and 4 a.re drawn for m = 10-". 

The emission spectrum presented in Fig. 4.16 corresponds to a. neutrino 
ball 01' black hole or M = 2.6 x 106 M<=:. To dra.w definite conclusions about 
the em ission spect rum of a neutrino ball, it is necessary to investigate t he de
pt>ndence of the spect rum on i) the mass of the neutrino ball ; ii) the neutrino 
mass m~ l both with the ranges allowed by the curl'rntly available obs{'rva
t ional data 128J. In Fig. <1 ,19, Wf' present the spect rum for different values of 
t he neutrino ball mass~s, i.e. M = 2.-1,2.6,2.8 X 106M !) . From this plol, we 
conclude that, within the uncertainties, the total mass of the neutrino ball 
has no significant effecl on the spectrum of the neutrino ball. In Fig. 4.20. 
we plot the spectrum Q..S a [unct ion of the neuLrino mass for different ac
cret ion rates. The top panel represents the spect rum for an accretion Jate 
of Til. = 10- 4 while the lower describes an accretion ra.te of rh. = 10-3 • As 
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Figure 4.17: The temperature of the disk as a function of the distance from 
the center for both scenarios. The accrdion rate is 'in = 10-3 . 
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Figure 4.18: The Sgr A* emission spectrum for a neutrino ball of mass Mov = 
2.6 X 106 Mev at the Oppenheimer-Volkoff limit ( lines 1 and 2). The neutrino 
mass is 491 keV / c2 

. The emission spectrum onto a black hole of the same 
mass as the neutrino ball is also shown (lines 3 and 4). The accretion rates 
of Tn = 4 x 10-3 (lines 1 and 3) and 177, = 10-4 (lines 2 and 4) have been used. 
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figure 4.17: Thf' temperature of the disk as a fundion of the distance from 
the center for uoth scenarios. The accrNion rate is m -;: 10-3. 

fi gure 4.18: The Sgr A - emission spectrum for a neutrino baJJ of mass Mov = 
2.6 x 106 M-e at the Oppenheimer-Volkoff limit. ( lines 1 and 2). The neutrino 
mass is 1\91 kcv/c'l. The emission spedrum onto a black hole of the same 
mass as the neu t.rino ban is also shown (l ines 3 and 4). T he accretion rates 
ohn = 4 x 10- 3 (lines I and 3) and m = 10-~ (lines 2 and 4) have been used . 
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Figure 4.19: The Sgr A * emission spectrum as a function of the mass of the 
neutrino ball JV! = 2.4,2.6 and 2.8 x 106 solar masses. The thick lines (1,3,5) 
correspond to m= 10-3 while the thin lines (2,4,6) are drawn for m = 10-4 

. 

The error bars in the total mass of the neutrino ball do not have a significant 
effect on the spectrum of Sgr i\ *. 

the observed em ission spectrum has a sharp drop in the infrared region, we 
require the theoretical spectrum not to extend to frequencies beyond the In
nermost data points of the infrared drop of the observed spectrum, yielding 
an upper bound for the neutrino mass. For each value of the accretion rate , 
an upper bound for the neutrino mass is obtained using that condition. This 
is reflected in Fig. 4.21, where we plot the neutrino mass, 1nl/c

2 as a func
tion of the accretion rate 111. The vert.ical arrows pointing down show the 
inferred upper limits for the neutrino mass. For m = 10-4 

, the upper limit 
is ml/c2 ::; 25 keY; For m = 8 X 10-4 

, the range of the neutrino mass is 
1nl/c2 ::; 16.6 ke V; For rn = 10-3 

, the neutrino mass can be cons trained to be 
ml/c2 ::; 15.92 keY; and finally for ri1 = 4 X 10-3 , the upper limit is found to 
be ml/c2 ::; 14 keY. The horizontal line shows the lower limit on the neutrino 
mass obtained by fitting the mass distribution of the neutrino ball with the 
current observational data [28]. Combining both the upper and lower limits 
for the neutrino mass, we arrive at the following constraints for the neutrino 
mass 

15.92 keY::; ml/c2 ::; 2.5 keY for m= 10-4 , 

15.92 keY::; ml/c2 ::; 16.6 keY for rn = 8 X 10-4 

(4 .21) 

( i.22) 

From Fig. 4.n, we may conclude that i) in order to be consist.ent with the 
observational data [28], the accretion rate 1n onto the neutrino ball should 
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Figure 4.19: rrhe Sgr A- emis~ion spectrum as a funct ion of the mass of the 
neutrino ball .11 = 2.4,2.6 and 2.8 x 106 solar masses. The th ick lines (L3,5) 
correspond to m, = )0-3 while the thin lines (2.4,6) are drawn for rh = 10-4. 
The error bars in thr total mass of the nf"utrino ball do not have a significa.nt 
effect. on the spectrum of Sgr '\' . 

the observed emiss ion spectrum has it sharp drop in the infrared region , Wf' 

require the theoretical spectrum not to ex tend to frequencies beyond the in
nermost data points of the infrared drop of the observed spectrum, yield ing 
an upper bound for the neutrino mass. Fo!' each va-l UP of the accretion rate: 
an upper bound for the neutrino mass is obtained usil'lg tha.t condition. This 
is reAected in F .g. 4.21, where we plot the neutrino mass, m~c2 as a func
tion of the accretion rate '111. Th(' vertic~l arrows pointing down show the 
inferred upper limits for t.he neutrino mass. 17'01' 'In = 10- 4. , the upper limit 
is m~c'l :$ 25 keYj For m = 8 X 10-<1 , the range of the neu l-r ino mass is 
mj,c2 $16.6 keV; Fo!' ~h = 10- 3 , the neutrino mass can be cons trained to be 
m~c2 S; 15.92 keY; and finally for TIl- = 4 X 10-3 , the upper limit is found to 
be m.~C2 S; 14 keY. The horizontal line shows the lower limit on the neutrino 
mass obtained by fitting the mass dislriblltion of the neutlino ball with the 
current observat.ional data [28]. Combining bo th the upper and lower Umits 
for the neutrino ma.'>S, we a rrive at the following constraints for the neutrino 
mass 

15.92 keY <m c'l <25 keY for m= 10-<1 _ v _ , 

15.92 keV :5 mvc'2 :5 16.6 keY for m = 8 X 10-4 

(4.21) 

(U2) 

From Fig. 4.~1, we may conclude that. i) in order t.o be consistent with the 
observat.iona.1 data [28J . the acc retion rate tn onto the neutrino ball shou ld 
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Figure 4.20: The Sgr A * emission spectrum as a function of the neutrino mass 
1711/' The top panel corresponds to rn = 10-4 while the lower one is plotted 
for rh = 10-3 . An upper limit for the neutrino mass is inferred by requiring 
that the theoretical spectrum cannot go beyond the innermost points of th~ 
infrared drop of the observed spectrum. 
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F igure 4.20: The Sgr A' emiss ion spcdrum as a. fun ction of the neutrino mass 
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for m:;;; 10- 3 , An upper limit. for the neutrino mass is inferred by requiring 
t hat the t heoretical spectrum cannot go beyond the innermost points of the 
infrared drop of the observed spedrum. 
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Figure 4.21: The neutrino mass mil as a function of the accretion rate in. 
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, the upper 
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the dynamics of stars. 
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be less than rv 10-3 implying an accretion rate ~1 onto the neutrino ball not 
1more than rv 5. 7 X 10-5 M0 yc . ii) The neutrino mass range is bounded 

from below by the Galacti c kinematics and also bounded from above by the 
spectrum. The range of allowed values of the neutrino mass narrows as the 
accretion rate in creases. 

4.5 Conclusion 

We have demonstrated that the orbits of SO-1 differ substantially for the 
BH and neutrino ball scenarios of the Galactic center , especially with the 
new data [28]. We have shown that using these data, both the: error bars in 
velocities of SO-l and mass of the central object do not change the pattern of 
the orbits of SO-I. In the case of a BH, the orbit of SO-l is much more curved 
than in the neutrino ball scenario, as long as Izl is lower than the radius of the 
neutrino ball. Increasing Izl and IVzl shifts the orbits to the lower right corner 
of the graph, and due to this effect , we have established the allowed regions 
of SO-l (see Fig. 4.14) depending on whether the Galactic center harbours a 
BH or a neutrino ball, irrespective of the values of the parameters z and V z • 

Fig. 4.1 4 serves as a test to distinguish the supermassive BH scenario 
from the neutrino ball model of the Galacti c center and it is clear that, as 
the observations proceed within the next year, one might be able to tell the: 
difference between the two models of the supermassive compact dark obj ect 
at the center of our Galaxy. 

We have studied the emission spectrum of Sgr A * assuming that it is a 
neutrino ball of mass M = (2.6 ± 0.2) x 106 M8 and size of a few tens of 
light days. We have shown that in this case, the theoretical spectrum fits the 
observed points in the radio and infrared region of the spectrum much better 
than in the black hole scenario as seen from Fig. 4.16. In the neutrino ball 
scenario, the accreting matter experiences a much shallower gra.vitational 
potential than in the case of a black hole with the same mass, and therefore 
less viscous torque "vill be exerted. Here, we note that the emitting region 
for this region of the spectrum is of the order of the size of the neutrino ball, 
i.e. a few tens of light days. By a considering the emission spectrum due to a 
neutrino ball at t he OV limit of mass of 2.6 x 106 }\10 , we have shown that the 
neutrino ball and the black hole scenarios become almost indistinguishable. 
We have shown that the error bars in the total mass of the neutrino ball 
have practically no significant effect on the spectrum of Sgr A" . By assuming 
that the emitted spectrum cannot go beyond the observed innermost data 
points in the infrared drop of the Sgr A * spectrum, we havE" shown that the 
range of possible values of the neutrino mass narrows as the accretion rate 
mincreases. We have also established that an accretion rate of more than 
Nt > 5.7 X 10-5 A10 yr- 1 would render the possi ble range of the neutrino mass 
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for this region of the spectrum is of t.he order of the size of the neutrino ball, 
i.~. a few tens of light days. By a. considering the emission spectrum due to a 
neutrino ball at t he OV limit of mass of 2.6 X 106 M 01 we ha.ve shown that the 
neu trino ball and the black hole scenarios become almost indist inguishable. 
We have shown that the error bars in t.he total mass of t he neutrino ball 
have practically no significant effect on the spectrum of Sgr A -. Hya&;u ming 
that t.he emitted spectrum cannot go beyond t.he observed innermost data 
points in the infnlred drop of the Sgr A' spectrum , WP ha.ve shown that Lhe 
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inconsistent with the lower limit obtained from the observational data based 
on the kinematics of stars. 

The thin accr'2tion disk neutrino ball scenario alone can, of course. neither 

explain the lower part of the radio-spectrum, i.e. v ~ 2 X 1011 Hz nor can it 

explain the spectrum for v 2: 1014 Hz. The latter is a consequence of the fact 
that. the escape' velocity from the center of the neutrino ball of 2.6 x 106 M0 
is only about 1700 km/s. In order to get X-rays, the pa.rticles need to reach 
a sizable fraction of the vp-Iocity of light, which would be impossible in the 
scenario of a pure neutrino ball. Howp-ver, as the heavy neutrinos presumably 

decay radiatively (VT ~ VJ1- + ~I or VT ~ V e + I) with a lifetime of 2: 1018 

yr (assuming Dirac neutrinos and the current limits for the mixing angles), 

there will be some X-ray emission of the order of ~ 1034 erg S-1 at an energy 
of Tnj/c

2 /2. Moreover, if both neutrinos and antineutrinos are present in the 
neutrino ball, annihilation (vT + vT ~ I + I) will also contribute to the X-ray 
spectrum at an energy Tnj/c2 , concentrated at the center of the neutrino ball, 
albeit with a much smaller luminosity [36]. Furthermore, by considering a 
scenario with a much more compact star at the Galactic center surrounded 
by a neut.rino ball of 2.6 x 106 M 0 , one might be able to explain the full 
observed spectrum of Sgr A x. The compact object at the Galactic center 
may be a neutron star. A similar idea was proposed [112], where the radio 
emission of Sgr A * was identified to be due to an otherwise unobservable 
radio pulsar. However, as the accretion rate onto the neutrino ball is of the 
order of M = 10-5 M0 yr- 1 in such scenario, i.e. 3 ordp-rs of magnitude larger 

1than the Eddington accretion rate of "-' 10-8 },;J~. yr- onto a nt:utron star, 
much of the the baryonic matter falling towards the neutron will have to be 
expelled before reaching the neutron star surface. 
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Chapter 5 

Summary 

In this thesis , we have investigated degenerate neu t rino balls and have shown 
that these objects might have important astrophysical implications. Neutri
nos in the mass window of 10 to 25 keY/c2 are quite unique as they might 
form supermassi ve degenerate neutrino balls and degenerate neutrino halos 
around ordinary stars. 

By considering neutrino halos around the sun, we have established the 
upper bound on the neutrino mass in order to be consistent with the ob
served mass excesses within the orbits of various outer planets, as obtained 
from Voyager and Pioneer 10/11. \\' ithin ;-..Jeptune's orbit, the bound on the 
neutrino mass is ml/c2 ~ 17 keY for 91/ = 2 and ml/c2 ~ 14.3 keY for 91/ =1. 
The mass of degenerate neutrino matter wou ld be a few times 10-6 M8 within 
~eptune's orbit and is consistent with the observations. We have shown that 
the perihelion shifts due to an assumed neutrino halo are negative in contrast 
to the general relativistic ones which are positive. In addition, the planetary 
perihelion shifts due to a neutrino halo depend only on the eccentricity while 
those due to general relativistic effects depend on the eccentricity and the 
semi-major axis of the planet . In order to be consistent with the experimen
tal data on the perihelion shifts of Icarus , the constra.ints on the neutrino 
mass have been established ml/c2 ~ ]6..1: keY for 91/ = 2 or ml/c2 ~ 13.8 keY 
for 91/ = 4. We have also shown that if a neutrino halo exists around the sun , 
it cannot be hea.vier than 100M8 . It has also been shown that there is a rv 

solution with a mass of about 3 M0 and a maximal size of a few light years. 
vVe have studied the general relativistic effects on degenerate neutrino 

balls and have shown that the Tolman-Oppenheimer Yolkoff equations admit 
a solution with a maximum mass called the Oppenheimer- Yolkoff limit. For a 
neutrino mass in our interesting range of 10 to 25 keY/c2

• the Oppenheimer
Yolkoff limit is of the order of a few times 109 M0 which is the upper limit 
for the purported black holes at the galactic centers. Assuming that the 
most massive dark ob ject at the center of ~87 is a neutrino ball of mass 
!vI c:::' 3 x 109 M(~ at the Oppenheimer- Volkoff limit, a neutrino mass range 
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has been established 12.4 keV ::; mvc2 ::; 16.5 keV for gv = 2, or 10.1- keV ::; 
1nvc2 ::; 13.9 keV for gv = 4. The supermassive dark object of mass M = 
2.6 X 106 )\,15 at the Galactic center could be a a neutrino ball rather than a 
black hole. The upper limit for the size of the dark object provides us with 
a lower limit for the neutrino mass, i.e. mvc2 ~ 15.9 ke V for gv = 2 and 
mvc2 ~ 13.4 keY for gv =1. We have shown that a neutrino ball at the 
Oppenheimer- Volkoff limit differs very slightly from a black hole of the same 
mass as its radius is only "-J 4.4 times the Schwarz~child radius corresponding 
to the mass of the neutrino ball. A neutrino ball of 2.6 x 106 l\IIa with a 
radius of 1.88 x 1O-2pc or 22. 1 Id is consistent with the most recent recent 
observations at the Galactic center for the chosen neutrino mass. Comparing 
all the bounds on the neutrino mass , i.e. Eqs. (2.61), (2.68), (2.85) and 
(3.25), we conclude that a neutrino mass range 15.9 keV ::; mvc2 ::; 16.4 keV 
for gv = 2, or 13.4 keV ::; mvc2 ::; 13.8 keV for gv = 4, is consistent with all 
reliable data. Of course, the lower limit of neutrino mass strongly depends 
on the size of the central object at the Galactic center. For a size of 0.016 pc, 
the lower limit on the neutrino mass could be as 14.35 keY /c2 for gv = 2 and 
12.07 keV /c2 for gv = 4. 

We have investigated the detailed properties of degenerate neutrino ha
los around compact stars using the general relativistic Tolman-Oppenheimer 
Volkoff equations of hydrostatic equilibrium. We have found that that there 
is always a maximal mass and radius of the compact star within a neutrino 
halo of a given mass. For a fixed mass of the compact star, the neutrino 
ball will have a maximum radius which obviously depends on the mass of 
the compact star. In addition, the neutrino halo will have an Oppenheimer 
Volkoff mass limit that is equal to the one in the pure case (without a com
pact star). Here , the compact star might be a white dwarf, a neutralino 
(neutron) star, or even a baryonic star of constant density. For neutralinos 
masses between 4.22 MeV and 1.25 GeY, neutralino stars could mimic the 
properties of "machos». We have calculated the escape and circular velocities 
of baryonic matter falling onto a compact star surrounded by a neutrino ball 
of mass M = 2.6 X 106 ;118 . In the case of a neutron star at the center of 
the neutrino ball, the escape velocity from the center of the neutron star can 
reach a half the velocity of light. 

Vve have shown that the supermassive dark object of "-J 2.6 ± 106 1118 at 
the Galactic center could be an extended object rather than a black hole. 
This has been achieved by investigating the orbits of the fast moving star Sl 
(SO-l) in the black hole or neutrino ball scenarios of the supermassive dark 
object. We have shown that using the most recent data on the dynamics 
of stars around the Galactic center. the orbit of SO-l is much curved in the 
black hole scenario than in the neutrino ball scenario. By investigating the 
orbits dependence on error bars in velocities and mass of the central object, 
and also on uncertainties in z and V z , we have established that within a few 
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reach a.. half the velocity of light. 
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t.he Galactic cenLer could br an ext.ended object rather than a black hole. 
This has been achieved by in vestigating the orbits of the fast moving st.ar SI 
(SO~ l) in the black hole or neutrino ball scenarios of the sllpermassive da.rk 
object. We have shown that using t he most recent data on the dynamics 
of sta rs around the Galactic center. the orbit of SO-l is much curved in the 
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orbits dependence on erl'or bars in velocities and mass of the central object. 
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years, the orbit of SO-l may indeed reveal the nature of the supermassive 
compact dark object at the Galactic center. 

Assuming that the compact dark object at the Galactic center is a neu
trino ball (extended object) of }(I = (2.6 ± 0.2) x 106 M0 rather than a black 
hole, we have studied the emission spectrum of Sgr A *. We have shown that 
the neutrino ball scenario has the advantage that it could explain naturally 
the observed radio and infrared emission spectrum of the Galactic center for 
wavelengths between ,.\ = 0.3 cm and ,.\ = 10-3 cm, if the neutrino mass 
and the accretion rate fulfil some constraints. vVe have established that by 
restricting the theoretical spectrum to innermost data points of the infrared 
drop of observed spectrum, the neutrino mass becomes dependent on the ac
cretion rate and there is an upper limit on the neutrino mass for each value 
of the accretion rate. For an accretion rate in > 10-3 

, the constraints on the 
neutrino mass become inconsistent with the lower limit obtained from the 
size of the central object. The maximum accretion rate onto the neutrino 

1ball would be lVI = 5.7 x 10-5 }v1c; yr- . The neutrino ball scenario cannot 

explain the lower part of the radio-spectrum, i.e. v;S 2 X 1011 Hz nor can 

it explain the emission spectrum at v 2, 1014 Hz as the escape w>locity from 
the center of the neutrino ball of .!'vI = 2.6 x 106 1\1[:;) is only about. 1700 km/s. 
,\ much more compact object seems to be unavoidable at the center of the 
neutrino ball in order to explain the full observed spectrum at the Galactic 
center. This compact object might be a neutron star. 

In table 1, we summarize all the constraints on the neutrino mass T/i,1/ as 

discussed in various chapters of this thesis. 

Object 
Neptune 
Jupiter 

neutrino mass 
ml/c2 ::::; 17 keV 
12.8 keY < ml/c2 ::::; 14.2 keV 

Icarus rnl/c2 ::::; 16.4keV 
Sgr A* 
Yl87 

15.9 < 1Ttl/C2 < 25 keY 
12.4 ::::; ml/c2 ::::; 16.5 keY 

Table 5.1: Neutrino mass range for gl/ = 2. The corresponding neutrino mass 
values for gl/ = 4 are obtained by multiplying the values for gl/ = 2 by a factor 
of 2-0 .25 . 
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Appendix A 

Lane-Emden equation 

The Lane-Emden equation is obtainC'd as a result of three main equations: 
i) the Poisson's equation 

~ <[:> = 4JrGp; (A.l ) 

ii ) the equa,tion of hydrostatic equ il ibrium 

dP d<t> 
-=-p- ' (A.2)
d1' d1" 

and iii) the polytropic equation of state 

P = I</¥. (A .3) 

In the equations (A.l), (A.2) and (A.3)' <[:> stands for the gravitational po
tent ial of the self-gravitating gas, p denotes its mass density, P denotes the 
gas the pressure, K is the polytropi c constant and n is the polytropi c index . 
Assuming spherical symmetry, equation (A.I) can be rewri tten as 

1 d ( diP) (:'\.4) 1'2 d1' 1'2dr = 4JrGp. 

Using the equation of hydrostat ic equil ibrium (A.2), the Poisson's equation 
(A . 1) can be transformed to 

~~ (1'2 dP) = -4JrGp. (A.5)
1'2 dr p dr 

Introducing new dimensionless variables 

r en x = , p = Po - , (A .6) 
a 

with 
(n + l)K l-1 

a= (A.7)hG Po 
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.3.4> = 47TG'p; 

Ii) the equaLion of hydrostatic equilibrium 

dP eN> 
---p_. 
dr - elf' ' 

and iii) the polytropic equation of stale 

P / , !!.±L 
= 'ip rI • 

(A.l) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

In ihe equations (A.] ), (A .2) and (A.3), iii 'iitnds for the gravitational po
tential of the self-gravitating gas, p denotes its nl ass density, P denotes the 
gas the pressu rt!, {{ is the polyt.ropic constant and n is the polytropic index. 
Assumi ng spherical symmetry, equation (A.1) can bf" rewritten as 

(AA) 

Using the equation of hyd rostatic equi li brium (A.2), the Poisson\ equation 
(A.l) can be transformed to 

(A.5) 

Introducing new dimensionless variab les 

r 
r = -;:;~ p :;::: Po0'\ (.\.6) 

with 

a= 
(nt ] )/{ ~- I 

17rG' Po , (.\ 7) 
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where Po is the central density. The Poisson's equation (A..5) can be simplified 
to the form 

~~ (x
2d8 

) = -8n (A.8) 
x 2dx dx ' 

with the following initial conditions on the function 8 

8(0) = 1 and 8'(0) = 0, (A.9) 

obtained from the condition that the density p(r) has a maximum value 
p(O) = po at the center of the gas sphere. Equation (A.8) is known as the 
Lane-Emden equation with polytropic index n. Its solution is called the n-th 
Emden function and is denoted by 8 n . Instead of using the function 8, one 
could introduce t he reduced function v = x8. The equation for v takes the 
following form 

d2 vnv 
(A.10)

dx 2 x n - 1 

with 
v(O) = 0 and v'(O) = l. (A.l1) 

The function v plays the role of the dimensionless potential used in this the
sis. The Lane-Emden equation (A.10) as well as other nonlinear differential 
equations in this thesis have been solved using fifth order adaptive stepsize 
control for Runge-Kutta [143]. In the case of n=3/2, 'Ne recover the equation 
of state of a cold Fermi Fermi gas, i.e. 

p = j{ p5/3, (A.12) 

with f( = (6/g)2/3Crr4/3n2)/(5m8/3), m, being the mass of the gas particles, 
and v satisfies t he equation 

3/2d2 v V 
(A.13)

dx 2 X 1/ 2 . 

An other interest ing case corresponds to n = 3. and we recover the equation 
of state of a relati vistic degenerate Fermi gas [92], i.e. 

p = I<i',,"1 and P = c 2(, - l)p. (A.14) 

Here I = 4/3, fl. is the gas number density, p is the mass-energy density, 
3 2 3 3and the constant 1< = 1/4 X (34

/ 7r / ) x nG / c . 

Let us point us that near the origin, Emden's function 8 with index n 
has the expansion [144] 

1 2 n 4 8n 2 
- 5n 68 = 1 - -x + -x - x + ... (A.15)

3! 5! 3.7! 
esing the relation between v and 8, we arrive at the following expansion for 
the normalized function v 

1 3 n 5 8n 2 
- 5n 7 

v = x8(x) = x - -x + -x - x +... (A.16)
3! 5! n "" 
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where po is the cen iral density. The Poisson 's e<luation (.\.5 ) can be si mplified 
to the rorm 

:'d: (x':~ ) =-0", 

with the rollowing initial conditions on the funcLion 0 

0 (0) = J and 0'(0) = 0, 

( .\.8) 

(A.9) 

obtained from the condition that the density p{7') has a ma.ximum value 
p(O) :: po at the cen Ler or the gas sphere. Equat ion ( .. \.8) is known as the 
Lane-Emden equation with poiytwpic index n. Its solution is caned the n-th 
Emden (unction and is denoted by Bn. Instead of using t.he fun ction 0, one 
could int rod uce I he: reduced funclion v:: .:te. The equation for v takes the 
following form 

i',. ,," 
(A.JO) -=---d,' x1l - 1 

with 
v(O) = 0 and v'(O) = 1. (A .ll ) 

The function v plays the role of the dimensionless potential used in this the
sis. The Lane-Bmden equation (A.IO) as well as other nonlinear differential 
equations in this. thesis have been solved using fifth order adaptive stepsize 
control for Runge-Kutta [U3]. Tn the case or 0=3/2, Wf' recover the equation 
of slate of a cold Fermi Fermi gas, i.c. 

P=!\p'/', (.-\.J2) 

with J( :: (6/9)2/3 (1r4/3n2)/(5mS/3)\ Tn being the mass of t he gas particles, 
and v satisfies the equation 

d2u V 3/ 2 

d;r2 - x 1/2' 
(A .l3) 

An other interesting case corresponds to n = 3. a.nd we recover the equation 
of state of a relat ivistic degenerate Fermi gas [921. i.e. 

p = [(il" and P = e'(-y - l)p. (A.l4) 

Here I ::: 4/3, ti is the gas number densitYl p is the mass-energy density, 
and the eonslanl {( = I I I X (3'/3~'/') x hGJe'. 

Let us point us that near the origin, Emden 's function 0 with index 71 

has the expansion 1144) 

1 '2 n" 8n2 
- 5n 6 o = 1 - ,x +!x - , x + ... 

3. 5. 3.7. 
(A.15) 

esing the relation between v and e, we arrive at the following expansion for 
lhe normalized f'lndion v 

1 3 n 871."2 - 5n -
u=x0(x)=~--x +-x'- x' +... (A. 16) 

3! 5! 3.7' 
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Appendix B 

Elliptic integrals 

We have dealt with elliptic integrals [145] in chapter 2. Here we just provide 
some useful relat ions that have been used. An ellipti c integral of first kind 
is defined as 

1'/2 dcp 
(B .l )F(1fj2,k) = 10 Jl-k2sin2c.p 

while r/2 IE(1fj2,k) = Jo yl- Psin2c.pdc.p, (B.2) 

is known as an elliptic integral of second kind. In order to differentiate these 
elliptic integra.ls, the fo llowing rules apply 

dE _ E(k) - F(k) 
(B.3)dk - k 

dF = E(k) _ F(k) k,2 = 1 _ k2 (B 4)
dk kk,2 k' . . 

For small values of the argument k, the elli ptic integrals F ( k) and E( k) have 
the following expansions 

1f ( 1 9 25 )F(k) = - 1 + _k2 + _k4 + _k6 + ... (B.5)
2 4 64 256 ' 

1f( 12 3 4 56 )E(k) =2" 1- 4k -64 k -256 k _ .... (B.6) 
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Appendix B 

Elliptic integrals 

vVe ha.ve dealt with elliptic integrals {I45] in chapter 2. I-/f"re we just provide 
some llseful rela.t ions that have been used. 1\11 elli pt ic integral of first kind 

is deli ned as 
(81) 

while 
(82) 

is known as an eJliptic integral of second kind. In order t.o differentiate these 
elliptic integrals, the followillg rules apply 

dE E(k) - F(k) 
-

dk k 

dF E(k) F(k) el. = 1 _ k2 , 
dk = kk" - k ' 

(8.3) 

(13 .4 ) 

For small values of the argument k, the elliptic integrals F(k) and E(k) have 
the following expansions 

"( I 9 25 ) F(k) = - 1 + -k' + -k' + _k6 + ... 
2464256 ' 

(8 5) 

E(I-) = ':. (I - ~k' - ~k' - ~k6 - ... ) 
2464 256 ' 

(86) 
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Appendix C 

Orbit of SO-l in the neutrino 
ball scenario 

The orbits of SO-l have been investigated in chapter -1. Here, we just pro
vide the full solution of the equations of motion (4.1),(4.2) and (4 .3) in the 
neutrino ball scenario . A part of this orbit has been plotted in Fig. 4.5. In 
the case of the neutrino ball, the orbit of SO-l is bound but not closed as it 
can be seen from Fig. C.l. 
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Appendix C 

Orbit of SO-1 in the neutrino 
ball scenario 

The orbits of SO-I bay€, been investigat.ed in chapter .,I. Here, we just pro
vide the full solu tion of t he equations of mot ion (4.1 ),(4.2) and (4.3) in t he 
neutrino ba.1l scenario . A part of th is orbit has been ploU.ed in Fig. 4 .. 5. In 
the case of t.he neutrino ball, the orbit of SO- \ is bound but. not. closed as It. 
can be seen froll l Fig. C"I. 
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Figure C.l: The orbit of SO- 1 in the neutrino ball scenario. The input values 
are VI = 470 krn/s, Vy = -1330 km/s, K\ = -0 .107", DEC = 0.039" and 
V z = Z = O. The neutrino ball has a mass ;\1 = 2.6 x 106 MG ' T'he orbit of 
SO-1 is bound but not closed with a mini mal distance and maximal distances 
from Sgr A* of 3.98 ld and !t2.07 ld , respectively. The dashed line represents 
the neutrino ball surface and the star denotes the center of the coordinate 
system. The radius of the neutri no ball is found to be R = 0.4849" or 
R = 22.4 ld. 
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Figure C.I: The orbit of SO-l in the neutrino baJl scenario. The input values 
are Vr ; 470 km/s, v, ; -13:30 km/s, Il..\ ; - 0.107", DEC; 0.039" and 
v: ;:::: Z = O. The neutrino ball hilS a mass M = 2.6 X 106 J\1@. The orbit of 
50-1 is bound but not closed with a minimal disLanceand ma}:irnaJ distances 
from Sgr A" of 3.98 Jd and 12.07 ld . respectively. The dashed line represents 
the neulrino ball surface and the star denotes the center of the coordinate 
system. The radius of the neut.rino ball is found t.o be R = 0.484911 or 
R; 22.4 ld. 
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